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MONDAY, MAY 27, 2019
I.

Call to order at 7:06 PM CST

II.

Roll call

III.

A. CA: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Present

B. GL: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Present

C. IA: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Present

D. MA: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Present

E. NE: Present

COPR: Present

COMPR: Present

F.

PA: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Present

G. SA: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Present

H. SW: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Absent

I.

NCO: Present

AD: Present

Incoming: Present

J.

Annual Conference: Present

NBD Liaison: Absent

Finance: Absent

K. Chair: Present

NAA: Present

NAF: Present

L.

Advisor: Present

Incoming NRHH Advisor: Present

CRC: Present

Icebreakers & Expectations
A. Expectations for the Week
1. IA - participation
2. SA - stay on topic
3. PA - be kind and respectful to each other
4. GL - finish strong
5. IA - Be understanding
6. NE - think critically about what others are saying in the room, especially if it
conflicts with your own ideas
7. MA - think outside of the box
8. IA - listen to understand, not to respond
9. CA - come prepared
10. GL - go to elections and conference selections with an open mind
11. NE - have fun
12. SW - moves to close
a) NE - seconds
B. Expectations of One Another
1. Use technology respectfully and responsibly

2. Be willing to challenge one another and think critically
3. Be continuously engaged
4. Understand that we are all humans/individuals representing a whole
5. Come to the discussion prepared
6. Patience in context of where people are with understanding parli pro
7. Assume positive intent
8. Have fun (appropriately)
9. Fill each other in and share the knowledge
10. Work together against issues instead of against each other over issues
11. Separate business and people - leave it in the boardroom
C. Expectations from the Executives
1. Seek to understand and learn
2. Remain flexible
3. Keep an open mind and open heart
4. Ask the questions you need answers to
5. Share your unique ideas and perspectives (& YTR)
6. Listen first
7. Be prepared and engaged
8. Have fun!!
D. Wellness
1. Go to bed at a reasonable time
2. Takes breaks as you need them
3. Drink water
4. Don’t skip meals
5. Don’t get too caught up in the drama
6. Advocate for your personal needs
7. Identify your points of support
IV.

NSPA
A. CA - can we get the raw data version of this?
1. Yes, it’s already on the pre-conference website
B. Takeaways from regional reflection
1. NCO-NCO visibility/understanding of purpose
2. IA-Build RHA from ground up
3. GL-1 advisor-affiliation report requirement
4. CA-Increase responses, heavily engaged members (extremes), want to know
what the majority think
5. PA-Could identity every individual, those involved on all platforms. Common
comment, policy over students.

6. NE-Reps, disorganization and frustration around emails
7. MA-A lot felt connected outside of conference experiences and future
involvement
8. SW-NACURH Connection feelings, accessibility, and ability to navigate
9. SA-Do not feel like the region is represented here, we could pick out who it
was. Seeing a lot of RHA President's wanting to be more involved in the
corporation side of things. Everyone wants the new OTM database.
V.

Demographic Update-pulled from regional conference evaluations in Fall
A. NE - have you considered altering this to say “left-leaning” or “right-leaning”? People
might prefer to say their values rather than their political party.
1. You could do it either way and it would align with other countries and their
political party systems. l I don’t think that you would get the same picture.
Both would be interesting. We could potentially ask both but, for the first
time, it was an interesting data capture.
B. SW- Is there any type of regional breakdown for religious group? In thinking about
affinity groups, would like to know where people are willing to share or aren’t
comfortable revealing.
1. Two things: in terms of religion, yes, there are many people who are pretty
divided in terms of region. For doing sorting, there wasn’t one region that
stood out amongst the others. One of the benefits of doing it this way was
that we the regional breakdowns. I can share the numbers with you but I
don’t have them in a pretty tabulated document.
a) GL - it’s also available in JotForm to pull.
C. GL-What would you suggest moving forward? Conference evaluation thing? In
different ways, no way to compare the data
1. Need to find a better way to compare the data. Individual perspective, many
times filling out form will ask at the end. Ask after you ask the questions.
Want to see more people fill out the conference evaluations, better than
doing it at the business conferences only. A different type of student leader
at each of the conferences. I hope we find a better way to do it soon
D. SW- Beyond better understanding the demographics, is there anything else that we
plan on doing with this data?
1.

The biggest thing about doing it this year is that the strategic plan talks
about strengthening inclusive foundations and we need to know the
students we are serving. We don’t ask questions/do assessment that we are
not going to use. Large cis-female population, so maybe we need to be better
about serving male-identifying students. Adapting and intersecting with NSPA
results, comparing. Wanted to try again and collect for the future to be more
informed about how are services are aligning.

E. 8-8:30pm MOVE TO GROOVE
VI.

Executive Committee Update
A. NAF
1. SW - Will there be an OTM database update this week?
a) Yes, tentative Fall release
B. NAA

1. No questions
C. Chair
1. SA - what is the name of the research grant we’re funding this semester?
a) Racial battle fatigue for first year students of color-new ACUHO-I
research grant funding
VII.

Strategic Plan Update
A. No questions

VIII.

NACURH Executive Committee Election Expectations
A. Expectations for the Executive Committee as a whole (supplemental to positional
expectations in policy)
1. CA - passion for org student leadership.
2. CA - competence.
3. CA - ability to work in a team.
4. NE - innovation, how they want to see the position grow, action items how to
tackle issues presented by NBD/NNB.
5. PA - the individual has a support system in place for while they’re in the
position.
6. SW - rather than pivot through a question, candidate is able to admit their
weaknesses/areas of growth.
7. SW - willing to morph goals to NACURH and the people that they serve.
8. GL - ability and willingness to confront conflict.
9. MA - focus on leadership development opportunities for NACURH leadership.
10. GL - ability to interpret data and assessment results.
11. GL - ability to connect goals and ideas to the NACURH strategic plan.
12. IA - strong understanding of positional understanding, NRHH inclusion,
recognition of limitations.
13. MA - investment in individual region identities.
14. SA - strong understanding of what’s going on in regions, holistic inclusion of
NACURH Leadership including Advisors, Conference Chairs, COs, etc.
15. SW - personability brought to the role, regional members do not know exec
members, need personable candidates.
16. SA - take on a balance of student experience and the corporate experience.
17. MA - willingness to support other execs through their term.
18. SA - understanding of the role and ability of how roles interact to pick up all
of the policy book pieces.
19. NE - good track record for completion and competence.
20. MA - understanding of responsibilities that are laid out in other portions of
the policy book and not just in title III.
21. SA - ability to practice what they preach in terms of being a student first,
caring for self, and role modeling being holistic in their role.

22. IA - moves to end expectations
a) NE - seconds
B. Expectations for Boards during Elections
1. NE - ask questions of candidates that will truly help you in your decision
making process.
2. IA - show candidates in uncontested elections the same respect and critical
consideration during Q&A and discussion.
3. SW - know the question you want to ask before you raise your placard, be
efficient.
4. MA - ask equitable questions to all candidates regardless of the election
being contested or uncontested.
5. GL - be aware of and address your implicit biases.
6. SW - when we are in the election process - be in the process, don’t be
distracted by things happening outside of the boardroom space (phones,
email, GroupMe, etc.), give all candidates the respect they deserve.
7. MA - listen to learn, not to respond.
8. PA - don’t let personal relationships cloud decision making.
9. CA - strike a good balance in terms of time, elections are super important but
we also have other important business we need to get to, ask enough
questions so we have the information we need but don’t ask questions just
to ask questions.
10. IA - be consistent in your analysis and judgement of candidates.
11. MA - respect the time people put into their presentations and bring a positive
energy.
12. SA - put the same decision-making weight on a candidate’s responses during
Q&A and their presentation and you do their bid.
13. IA - moves to end expectations
a) PA - seconds
IX.

Parli Pro Presentation

X.

MM19-37 | NACURH Alternative Break Details
A.

NE to bring MM 19-37 to the floor
1. IA - seconds

B. Proponent Speech
1. Spent some time talking about NACURH Akt break earlier this evening.
Received a gift from OCM of $25,000 and so are spending this over the next
few years. Decided that an alt break would be well suited with the money.
Would like to set some expectations and framework for the alt break. Found
this year that it was harder for us to determine when to have certain things
done by. Based on our conversations on finances and things, though that the
timeline proposed makes the most sense. For delegate expectations wanted
to see what people should get out of the experience, it is very bare bones
and wanted to leave a lot of autonomy.
C. Q&A

1. NE - is the on campus requirement exclusionary to NRHH members that live
off campus
a) I think that for the piece, I copied the language from other areas of
the NACURH policy book, and it speaks to those that are eligible for
NACURH Award bids, and that would have to be a larger conversation
about the larger frameworks that make up the experience. It could
align with policy in other areas, and when this piece was passed
originally, it wasn’t focused on NACURH Leadership members, but
members of NACURH that are first year students.
2. SW - in relation to section three, if a delegate decides to leave in the middle
of alt break, or does not want to attend all the pre-break meetings, what
consequences are there?
a) So this year, we talked about having them sign a delegate agreement.
It would be something similar to a conference where there would be
repercussions and financial expectations that are associated with
backing out of the break. I would like for that to stay there, but would
like for there to also be some accountability for these processes.
b) Advisor - Having participated in the experience, they traveled in pairs,
and that they followed NACURH policy. We had a delegate that
arrived sick, and she was in constant contact with both myself and
the student leader. One of my expectations is that we have an
advisor there, because we carry corporate cards, we would have the
opportunity to do that. We ended early, so that people could see the
conference site, and was able to experience the conference space.
There were some people that didn’t show up, and there were people
that dropped out, and I had conversations with them, and I didn’t
have as much follow up as I would have liked.
c)

Chair - We’ve been talking a lot about Service Learning, and not just
service, but it would be based on the experience of learning up to the
conference experience.

3. Time expired - NE moves to extend by 5 mins
a) MA - second
4. NE - will alt break always be free for the students attending, because that
wasn’t in the legislation?
a) Not necessarily a requirement. Depends on location and
accommodations that need to be made. Try to make it a low cost.
Travel to and from the site the responsibility of the attendee.
b) NAF - we try our best to make the experience free, all they had to do
was pay for travel.
c)

Chair-The cheapest hotel may not be the best. Public transportation
may not be available. Safety is a priority.
(1) Follow up: NE - the delegate registration is free?
(a) Chair - we’re saying that the goal is that it’s free, but
realistically, we would have to see.

5. SA - how would the NACURH Leadership member be chosen?

a) Advertised and distributed application materials for this position over
the summer, and this year we were excited to give it to a CO. The
application was on JotForm and chosen by the Exec committee.
6. SA yields
7. IA- Section for delegate expectations, NACURH expectations/policies/waivers?
a) It’s everything that’s in the conference and events section such as the
drug and alcohol policy, etc.
8. SW - is there a reason why we’re asking to select the NACURH leadership
member prior to selecting the delegates?
a) This is an experience offered only to NACURH members. We maybe
did not do enough marketing the first year. We want to make sure
they have an active role in building the delegation/creating the
experience. Wanted to be part of that process before delegate
application released.
9. Time Expired
10. SW - moves to end Q&A
a) SA - second
b) No dissent
D. Discussion
1. IA-Will help NACURH leadership maintain structure in establishing this
experience
2. SA - supports this piece and appreciates the authors hard work to support
delegates experience
3. GL - also in support of the piece for everything just stated
4. NE-appreciate OCM grant and inclusive effort to make experience accessible
5. GL - call the question
a) No dissent
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, piece carries
XI.

MM19-48 | NRHH Member Status for NAN
A. MA moves to bring MM to the floor
1. NE - seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. Based on some of the conversations we’ve had, we’ve changed language to
be more inclusive of off-campus NRHH members. Within the Bylaws and
Policy Book, “active” should be changed to “voting” member. It needs to
change from active to something else, but I believe that “voting” is a good
term to put in place of this. This would go to the reps if approved.
C. Q&A
1. CA - would it make more sense to have a more holistic piece that changes
everything across the board?

a) Sure, but this would affect a specific part of the Bylaws, and I think it’s
important to look at this individually. Also better to have the reps
look at this specifically.
2. GL-Is there a reason you replaced the word active instead of striking it, as a
member of NRHH?
a) Last year, being able to have teh waiver, there was talk about needing
intentional connection to the on-campus community. This does that.
It’s consistent to other language for award bids as well.
3. CA - would a graduate student who is serving as an NRHH advisor be limited
by “voting”?
a) Yes, but that is an issue with the membership status in general with
how we transfer membership. This is an ongoing issue that we’re still
trying to navigate.
4. IA moves to end Q&A
a) NE- seconds
b) No Dissent
D. Discussion
1. SA - appreciates this piece as it aligns the Bylaw language with legislation
that the NNB has passed thi s year.
2. PA - believes this is puts into new membership types, as old membership
types no longer valid
3. CA - calls the question
a) No dissent
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, piece passes
XII.

MM19-56 | Report Deadlines
A. NE moves to bring MM19-56 to the floor
1. IA- seconds
B. Proponent Speech
1. This is talking about the semi annual report and corporate report deadlines.
Right now, policy says that it has to be sent out in a week after the annual
conference. Prior reports have been distributed in a 45 day window. The
annual report was typically sent out in July and August, and so a more
realistic expectation for the NAA that is already doing lots of reports, and so
it is more feasible to extend the deadline to 45 days which is more aligned
with other reports. Also changes the reports being due to the NAA by the
start of business of pre-conference which is more feasible. So gives both
parties more grace and time to submit and compile reports.
C. Q&A
1. IA-move to end Q&A
a) SA - seconds
b) No Dissent
D. Discussion

1. SA calls the question
2. No Dissent
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0, piece carries
XIII.

Motion to recess
A. IA - moves to recess
1. SA-second until 8:30 am

XIV.

Executive Committee Elections

A. EExecutive Committee Elections
1. NACURH Chairperson
a) SW- Recess for 10 minutes
(1) NCO -second
2. NACURH Associate for Administration (NAA)
a) Chair entertains motion to open the floor for nominations
b)

GL - so moved
(1) IA-seconds
(2) Nominations
(a) SW - moves to nominate Mallory Gibson
(i)

NE - seconds

(ii)

Accepts

(b) SA - moves to close nominations
(i)

PA - seconds

(ii)

No dissent

(3) Mallory Gibson
(a) Presentation
(b) Q&A
(i)

SW-Knowing 360 does not give real time
feedback, how are you making sure
feedback is giving as it arises, in depth?
(a) This is just my personal experience
within IA but the first time talking
about feedback in a way that would
be constructive to the board was
brought up just before 360 evals
came out. We should be having
these conversations beforehand and
not only during. For the execs, need
to have a concerned to promote
ongoing feedback - may not need

to create those structures but need
to promote ongoing and informal
feedback to reduce surprises and it’s
not such a big thing. This will help
with the formalized data to help
individuals learn where they’re
going.
(ii)

CA - Could you speak briefly to your ability
to work in teams?
(a) In the past four years, have been on
different teams in sizes and
capabilities and tasks and charges. I
am generally a fairly adaptive
person - I adapt well to different
situations and I’ll work with different
styles. For me, when in a new
environment, I like to know how
other people operate to figure out
how I’m going to work on the team
so I know where they’re coming
from to meet them where they’re at
than the other way around. Team
dynamics more than likely won’t be
perfect and we’ll go through
different stages but we need to
maintain positive attitudes.

(iii)

PA - NACURH Link and printing for schools,
would that be for all schools to get a
printed copy, or to opt-in?
(a) To be honest, unsure, in a
conversation with Lena, this is
something that’s been kinda talked
about but isn’t being implemented
at this point. Whatever we do, we
want to be productive and benefit
the organization rather than just
doing it because we can.

(iv)

IA -Biggest challenge in NACURH as a
corporation and how would you address it
in this position?
(a) From my perspective, something
that we struggle with is creating
buy-in outside of conferences.
Buy-in in general but specifically
outside of conferences. We need
this from NACURH Leadership,

especially in the spring semester,
but also campus-level buy-in for
different members.l As for how,
from the NAA position, it’ll be how
we’re showing up. Utilizing the LINK
in a way where I’m reaching out to
member schools to write for it (i.e
for 2020 spread, talk to first-time
delegates) creating intentional
spaces and conversations about
how we’re going to engage people.
Utilizing social media will be a huge
push since it’s the face of our
corporation, as well as the website.
When I’m looking for information on
how to engage with NACURH, I first
go to social media and then to the
website. Utilize those methods to
intentionally create conversations
and how we’re building that kind of
communication throughout the year.
(v)

GL - If selected for NAA role, a lot of power
since interpreting policy, how would you
incorporate social justice?
(a) As a blanket statement, I think a lot
of that will depend on the incoming
executives and how we want our
engagement and social justice
initiatives to look as a firm. I’ve
thought about creating a social
media calendar where this event (i.e.
Pride Month) is happening and
“hella promote it on our social
media.” That’ll be a way to engage
in social justice conversations in a
subtle way and then we’ll take that
initial engagement to start the
learning conversations elsewhere.
Would also like to create an
appendix of sorts so people will
understand where NACURH is
coming from in terms of addressing
social justice, we don’t have that
explicitly defined anywhere. Having
that information in a way where
member institutions can find it and
grasp it will be a way for member

institutions to begin to talk about it.
If we build the framework to start on
a similar level so we can build our
understanding together.
(vi)

SA - 360 evaluation offer an opportunity for
non-leadership members to offer feedback
to regional and national board members?
How does that align with your
timeline/before RLCs?
(a) First part is I don’t know that’s the
timeline that’s gonna work best
because of RLCs happening and
regional feedback will be a way that
help build that. Regions have the
option to send out a regional
feedback form, since it is an opt in, I
don’t want to use it as part of
NACURH presentations at RLC
because I don’t want to make
regions feel like they have to do it. It
gives people an option to say “why
aren’t we doing that” and I don’t
want to take that away from them. If
a region makes that decision, hope
to have it made before RLC so that
we can incorporate it into RLC
presentation, that’s one avenue for
it to happen. Wouldn’t mind
creating a brief email to send out via
regional publications that people
can use if they want to solicit
regional feedback.

(vii)

NCO - Do you have a plan to work with
NCO to increase invisibility?
(a) I spent about 40 minutes talking
with Christine about how the NAA
can support the NCO. Biggest thing
that I got from her was using SoMe
to make the NCO more visible. THe
first step would be talking with the
new NCO staff meetings, want to
use this to figure out where the
NCO needs more admin support or
Social Media support. Could be on
a NCO member basis or the NCO
as a whole, creating structures to

implement that support. First thing
would be creating conversations to
then create structures.
(viii)

MA - How do you plan to maximize the
NBD recording secretary role?
(a) I really struggled with this on the
regional level. This is my system that
I use in IA and would adapt it to the
NACURH level. I think that the most
effective thing is to have people
assigned to different things and
make that ABUNDANTLY clear from
the beginning. I like having a
backup minute taker, i.e. the NBD
recording secretary, who will take
the answers or the questions and
you alternate discussion points. It’s
very clear who’s supposed to be
doing what so there’s no overlap.
Also generally recognizing the NBD
recording secretary for what they’re
doing but it’s a lot of work when
you’re actually doing it because
everything is on fire and it’s a lot to
pay attention to. Setting
expectations for that human so that
they can also set expectations for
me so if something’s not working,
we can change that right away.

(ix)

NE - In the context of changing the way
NACURH engages with affiliated schools via
social media, how will you connect with
them outside of following their accounts?
(a) I think that, as a baseline, the way
that we use NACURH social media
can be a huge promotional tool. We
send out some “affiliate today” but
making sure that they know why
they should affiliate. If we don’t give
them a why, they’ll only see that we
have fun. As an advisor for a
campus-level RHA, I wouldn’t look
at the fun and see that there’s
something to be learned from the
experience. Fun isn’t the point, fun
is the side effect. The point is

promoting and building leadership.
Working on this when we’re starting
recruitment processes. For
engaging with member institutions,
it’s supporting their efforts, and this
is where following them starts. If a
school puts on a program and the
NACURH account likes it and sends
them information on program of the
year, that could help us recruit
different bids. I dream that this
would happen consistently.
(x)

IA - How will you use your experience as
ADAF to improve the way we manage our
governing documents?
(a) This past year, my big passion
project was re-ratifying IACURH’s
governing documents. From that
experience, I had to work with a lot
of people to make it happen. It was
a collective effort of the entire
regional board. That experience
overall gave me context about how
much work it is to update and
maintain governing documents.
There are many pieces that pass
throughout the year, and I learned
the hard way that doing things in a
giant chunk is hard and breaking it
up makes it easier. Staying
consistent in updating them,
especially after Semis and
Pre-Conference, working on parts of
it every couple of days within the 45
days will help ensure I don’t miss
things. Past ADAFs in IACURH just
missed a lot of things, so staying on
top of it will be the best thing.

(xi)

SA - You talked about being able to
generate and craft material for The LINK.
Who do you think would be good
stakeholders to help craft those?
(a) As far as who’s currently pretty
much the stakeholders, it’s NACURH
Leadership and then the few people
who are super excited about being

involved. We have to let people
know that they can do it via social
media and starting that early so that
people can start thinking about what
they would write. Reaching out to
Regional Advisors to get their
context and understand the theory
behind why things are happening.
Would love to work with ACUHO-I
to learn more about the Talking
Stick but I know that a lot of
professionals have them and learn
how ACUHO-I draws in those
submissions. Generally, I want it to
be campus-level people who are
sharing their experiences. It’s cool
to see NACURH philosophies on
paper but, when I was an NCC, I
wanted to see what else was
happening but I only got to see that
in award bids. I would like to pull
some of this into the LINK.
(xii)

SA - We have discussed that the NAA
position is heavy in executing. You’ve
touched on goals about tangible things that
require execution. Can you talk to us about
your ability to execute?
(a) I’m gonna start with strengths. At
least half of my strengths are always
in executing. I am a task-oriented
person, my task list is prioritized and
stacked in a way that makes me
understand what the task is for, why,
and its priority level. With the
position being so project-heavy,
determining deadlines and
priorities, this is a top priority of
mine. Passion projects are on the
side but need to make sure that
NACURH is still functioning first.
NACURH needs to happen first and
then my goals can happen later. As
an admin role, if I accomplish
nothing that I want to get done but
if everybody else was supported in
what they wanted to get done, then
I was still successful. This position

creates a lot of support structures
for other people to be successful
and there are ways for me to be
successful but they have to be
successful first.
(xiii)

NE - Given the possibility of NRHM moving
to April, how do you plan to engage
students at the end of the affiliation year
rather than the beginning?
(a) If this change happens, April is a
very busy time on campuses and a
fairly quiet time for NACURH. If
there is a shift, want to see it as a
way to re-engage in the NACURH
timeline. Can be transferred to April,
can be shifted and adapted.
Creating buy-in at regional
conferences, putting it on their radar
early, planning ahead. Celebrate the
end of the year/successes.
Recognize there may be a need for
quarter system schools.

(xiv)

SW - what do you want to take away from
the NAA position?
(a) I just don’t think I’m done in
NACURH yet. I have gained a lot
from my experiences here professionally and personally. When
I grow up, I would love to work in an
administrative role. I’m in music
business, so I can do what I want in
the music industry that isn’t
performing. I want to run an opera
company. But the skills that come
from that doesn’t come from being
a music major. Having the
administrative skills from such a
large corporation will help me in
being able to pitch myself and say
“hire me”. Continuing the NACURH
experience for another year is
something I’ll never say no to.

(xv)

SW - How do you plan to work with the
NAN, NNB, and NRHH in general as a way
to create NRHH marketing materials?

(a) Values service and recognition, even
before knowing what NRHH was.
Want to make sure it is successful.
Come from an NRHH chapter that is
trying to rebuild, getting out of their
hole. Trying to translate that to the
NACURH level. Root fixes with the
NAN and NNB not just a bandaid.
(b) NRHH posts do so well. Recognize
we get buy in from NRHH post. Easy
and obvious first step. Developing
from there, what next year’s board
wants and moving forward together
as a unit. Know is strong in creating
support structures.
(xvi)

PA - Coming from a specific region that has
struggled with social media engagement,
the Pacific would like to know how you plan
to encourage involvement with NACURH
on social media? Specifically for regions
who don’t have a lot of activity or a position
that is task-heavy in this area?
(a) When there’s not already a baseline
of engagement, it’s hard to create
that from scratch. At the very least,
what I would love to see is at your
RLC, really promote following
NACURH on social media. You’ll be
able to find cool information and
that this is an opportunity for
involvement outside of conferences
while they’re still really excited
about things. Make sure that we
push this during executive reports
and make sure that people are
aware that it’s a thing that they can
do and it’s a way to help them
continue their engagement.

(xvii)

GL - moves to exhaust the speakers list
without additions
(a) NE seconds
(i)

(xviii)
(xix)

No dissent

SA - YTR
NE - How would you promote engagement
in 360 evaluations from delegates in

regions while distinguishing them from
conference evaluations?
(a) Survey fatigue is a thing. A lot of
times when we talk about
assessment it’s with formal
structures. Distinguishing them will
come down to the region and the
conference that they are united and
related but are NOT the same thing.
The biggest thing with 360s is that
this is evaluating the board and not
the conference staff (minus the
conference chairs). Big part of it is
recognizing what the 360 is for,
getting NCCs to evaluate what
position supports them, and will
create buy-in. When I was NCC, this
wasn’t promoted as an option and I
would have loved to do this. This is
able to promote positive and
constructive feedback so that
positions and regions can be
updated with real feedback. 360s
are very different from conference
evals and let’s talk about this. Please
do both of them because they are
different and talk about how the
feedback will be implemented and
what the feedback can do.
(xx)

MA - What is a NACURH level cause you
contributed to and are proud of
(a) As of right now, full disclosure, this
year was a little bit of a fire with IA
and I had to fix a lot of our stuff. I
wasn’t able to do as many NACURH
things as I would’ve liked. Last year,
I was involved with Who is NACURH
for a semester and a half, was
involved in creating some of the
surveys and structures. Involved with
It’s On Us task force as well in the
past and was able to help create the
programming guide that was
discussed earlier. Those are the two
big things.

(xxi)

GL - What do you perceive to be your
biggest blind spot - or thing you are most
uncomfortable with - and how will you
overcome this?
(a) One is that I have never been to
another region, I wasn’t able to
swap because finances are a thing.
It’s a gap in knowledge that I have,
going to work very hard with
individuals to learn their processes
and what they need out of support
and positions because I don’t
already know that. With Lena’s
listening tour idea, I think that’ll
create frameworks and utilize that to
understand what needs to happen.
Also individually reaching out to
different positional groups. How
that turns out will depend on how
I’m going to reach those people. In
an ideal situation, would like to talk
to at least one person.
(b) I don’t have a lot of formal
assessment experience. Even
reading over NACURH Assessment
guide gave me help with my bid. I
recognize that there’s going to be a
lot of extra research on my part,
especially with assessing learning
outcomes. There are a couple of
content experts on my campus to
help me with that. Also working with
people like Lena and recognizing
that there’s going to be a lot of
extra research to be successful. We
also forget a lot about informal
assessments and would like to find
new ways to get informal data
collection methods. We can look at
social media interaction or LINK
writers to see who we’re engaging
and who isn’t being engaged and
learning how to bridge them.

(xxii)

MA - With the NAA position further
supporting the ADAFs, as an ADAF yourself
currently, what is your action plan to work

with the NAF to give support within
responsibilities and outside of that?
(a) When you say responsibilities, is that
of ADAF or NAA?
(i)

NAA

(b) In working with the ADAFs, one of
the biggest support structures is
talking about policy interpretation
and making that individualized.
Since we’re one corporation with
different entities and stakeholders.
We should have a baseline and you
can put your own spin on it but
starting there. They might not know
what their policy interpretation style
coming in, learning how to articulate
what that is and then being able to
defend their decisions. This shows
their success in that facet of their
job. For admin things, would like to
create a minutes templates. I, in IA,
didn’t have access to this, and
would have been nice. Could create
attendance trackers and they just
have to update that rather than
building it from scratch.
Customizable but still easy to use.
For consistent support, that’s going
to be a conversation with the NAF.
So much ADAF work at the
NACURH level is finances. On the
regional level, still financial, but
more administrative based such as
creating reports. Recognize
crossover and would like to be at
the ADAF chats as often as possible
to know what kind of support that
they need. A lot of time, it’ll be
financial support because they don’t
have financial knowledge, but still
want to support their administrative
initiatives.
(xxiii)

IA - What do you hope to accomplish by
the end of your term with the Policies and
Practices Committee?

(a) There’s a lot of things that are more
structured and then there are things
contingent on the members.
Baseline, making sure that policies
are up to date with what we’re
actually doing. Would love to see a
policy book that’s updated. One
thing that I noticed is that, in award
bids, we still classify things as a
page with two sides of print and
now we’re a virtual organization.
Easy to change but outdated and
need to be fixed. Sometimes policy
books don’t always follow this. It’ll
be a successful committee if we, at
the very least, get that taken care of.
Would love to have some innovative
ideas and talk about big ideas and
want the committee members to
feel as if they’ve been successful but
lets focus on the actual policies.
(xxiv)

MA-YTR

(c) Pro/Con
(i)
PRO

CON

Tangible goals

Assessment experience

LINK affiliation
recruitment

Knowledge for
supporting regions

Social media
awareness
Policy book experience
360 eval timeline
(d) Discussion
(i)

PA - As one of the few regions with a lot of
quarter-system schools, we have a hard
time engaging them due to their schedules.
We want to highlight her acknowledgement
of quarter-schools and incorporating them

in her plans. She wants to learn more about
them to ensure they are included.
(ii)

SW - YTR

(iii)

SA - We would like to commend Mallory on
her understanding of policy and calculating
various statistics about who is submitting
things like NACURH-level legislation and
how to engage non-Leadership members.

(iv)

NCO - We appreciate the thoughtful take
on regional and member accessibility to the
corporation

(v)

SA - We appreciate Mallory’s approach to
regional autonomy and how it relates to her
position.

(vi)

NE - We believe that Mallory has clearly
stated her skills and experience in terms of
executing initiatives, which is a vital aspect
of NAA, and we support her in this position

(vii)

MA - moves to caucus for 3 minutes
(a) GL - seconds
No dissent

(viii)

SA - We would like to recognize Mallory’s
current ADAF role and how applicable the
skills are to the NAA position and the action
items for supporting the NAF.

(ix)

GL - We really appreciate her honesty
about the challenges she might face. We
do have some concerns, and feel it’s
important to touch on these. These center
around her experience with assessment,
though she did outline how she would put
in the time and effort to improve. She could
have delved more into how social justice
could play into herself in her position rather
than in NACURH. Overall, we think Mallory
is a good fit for this position, especially with
her past experiences with the IACURH
Policy Book. There are a couple of areas
she didn’t get to, but her goals and ability
to execute seem strong.

(x)

MA - Would like to commend Mallory on
her willingness to serve NACURH and make
an impact. We’re concerned about the lack
of role interaction knowledge. We feel that

marketing goes beyond social media but
feel that she can fulfill the duties.
(xi)

SW - We support Mallory in her bid for
NAA due to the fact that whenever asked
about areas for growth, she said she was
willing to grow and educate herself. There
is a commitment to the continuous nature
of education while in the position. While
Execs should be content experts, we can’t
expect them to be context experts in
everything and should give grace for
people to grow.

(xii)

CA - We are sad that Mallory never had the
chance to swap to our region but confident
that she’ll do well. She’s passionate,
confident, and has the teamwork
capabilities to do well.

(xiii)

SA- We support Mallory and believe she
would do well in the position. Increase
accessibility and involvement outside of
NACURH leadership and bring them into
the fold.

(xiv)

IA - We support Mallory in her efforts.
Recognize that it’s hard to imagine what
they would be like in the position but
Mallory provided a clear direction of where
she wanted to take the position.

(xv)

SW - calls the question
(a) No dissent

(e) Vote: Via secret ballot
(f) Mallory Gibson is selected as NACURH Associate
for Administration
c) NE move to recess for lunch
(1) SW seconds
3. NACURH Associate for Finance
a) NE moves to open the floor for nominations
(1) GL - seconds
(a) No dissent
(2) Nominations
(a) NE - moves to nominate Greg Vass
(i)

SW - seconds

(ii)

Accepts

(b) SA - moves to close nominations
(i)

IA - seconds

(ii)

No dissent

(c) Presentation
(d) Q&A
(i)

CA - Could you speak to your ability to
work with teams?
(a) I’ve been a part of several teams.
Was recently on the Executives and
we were able to give and take in
coming to decisions as a group.
Able to articulate our experiences.
We can feel very cut off from each
other because our positions are
separate. Toward the end, we were
really able to work together and pull
together. I’m a desk manager at my
school too, so I build up teams and
facilitate development. As CA
ADAF, I worked with that RBD.
Same with campus RSA.

(ii)

IA - What do you believe is the biggest
challenge NACURH faces as an
organization and how do you plan to
address it in your position?
(a) Trying to approach this as a
business approach to regain the
members we had. We can offer
more financial support to schools.
This past year, we raised the amount
of scholarships we gave for schools
to come to NACURH. We can
continue to provide more of that
support and then gather more
feedback to build investment.

(iii)

AC - How do you plan to improve
communication with the finance chair, and
what policies/practices are important to the
success of that relationship?
(a) Use personal number so I can be
reached quickly. Checking emails.
During the last 2-3 months, things
pick up, so being more available

and open during those times.
Invoice and promissory notes will be
things that the conference staff will
use. I will clarify these throughout
the year. During Semis, we can also
sit down and chat during that point.
A goal of mine is to do an
evaluation of the annual conference
budget since it’s been a few years
since this template was revised.
(iv)

SA - Where would you foresee the funds for
a consultant coming from?
(a) We have a robust savings account.
This would be a one-off transfer
from savings if we had to. We could
also raise some add-on fees in the
annual conference budget. As we
add services, we will have to raise
this fee to match.

(v)

NE - What do you hope to gain from
holding this position again?
(a) I spoke with Danielle Melidona, who
was the last Exec to do a position
twice. During her second year, she
was able to accomplish a lot of the
goals she wasn’t able to during her
first year. She was also able to
provide a sense of stability. The first
year in any position, you learn the
ropes. The second year, you go
more in depth on those goals. There
are things I still need to do. I’m also
going into an MBA program, so this
is professional development for me
and provides an outlet to apply my
work.

(vi)

GL - Being the person in charge of
NACURH finances, how do you see social
justice playing a role in your position?
(a) Through a finance lens, we can
make our services more accessible.
We can work on new scholarships,
and level the playing field. Work
with the NAA and other

stakeholders for new initiatives for
our member schools.
(vii)

SA - Since you would be returning to the
same position, what goals do you have in
place to ensure you’re not getting burnt
out?
(a) Bid has a lot of goals. Closely
working with the NCO to move to a
new host (maybe). Merchandise and
finance of NACURH, they handle a
lot. Consolidating resources, on
NACURH and customer service end.
Excited about new things
happening.

(viii)

MA - You mentioned forming relationships
beyond ADAFs, how do you plan to
establish those?
(a) Be more involved with the Directors,
offer more training for them in the
Fall. Attending their chats and
talking to them about how to
support ADAFs. Helping to give
updates to NNB. Coming to chats
to talk about finances for chapters or
funding for initiatives.

(ix)

IA- What legal or liability issues do you see
NACURH encountering in the future? How
does general counsel play into that?
(a) One of the things we need to focus
on is the sales tax issue. General
counsel will help there. Looking at
liability - NACURH hasn’t invested a
lot in the legal aspect of this when
it’s our biggest area of risk.

(x)

GL- What do you perceive to be your
biggest blindspot and what will you do to
overcome it?
(a) Personal transition to graduate
school, unrooting life and moving.
Focus on finance things, trying to
expand scope, trying to use money
things to connect and apply to
different areas.

(xi)

IA - What methods will you use to increase
financial literacy among NACURH
Leadership, primarily Directors and ADAFs?
(a) ADAFs is the ongoing transition.
Materials available for them, XERO,
GRAM, BofA. Explain how to read a
budget or make a spreadsheet.

(xii)

IA- Can you overview NACURH Give Day?
(a) This is an untapped source we
should be getting into. Work with
NAA to market Give Day, reach out
to alumni. They might be willing to
give more support to NACURH after
NACURH have given them
experiences and opportunities. We
can also have alumni socials giveaways, raffles, auctions there.

(xiii)

PA - Since you’ve served in multiple finance
roles, is there a certain limit/threshold to
how much we can invest in savings?
(a) Investments are tricky. In term of
nonprofits, the revenue can not
exceed 33.33%. One of my goals
has been to hold the money we get
through Vanguard and to make that
operational revenue.

(xiv)

(i)

Do you have any goals for
what they are used for?

(ii)

NACURH has a set corporate
culture around pins. Culture
of finances too. We have a
doomsday policy because
we were close to getting
dissolved. The policy book is
very conservative. I think
there has to be a balance
between preserving capital
and serving our member
institutions.

SA - moves to end Q&A
(a) NE - seconds
(i)

(e) Pro/Con

No dissent

(i)
PRO

CON

Organizational
assessment
Alumni engagement

Specificity in goals

Innovation in position
Thoughtful inclusion of
social justice

Potential unknown
commitments

Strong relevant
experience
Willingness to
communicate with
Leadership
(ii)

IA - moves to end pro/com
(a) GL - seconds
(i)

No Dissent

(f) Discussion
(i)

GL - moves to caucus for three minutes
(a) IA - seconds
(i)

No dissent

(ii)

SA - We appreciate that Greg incorporated
talking about multiple pieces of financial
legislation and how that relates to
accountability that he wants to see in future
years

(iii)

MA - Greg’s background in finance and
experiences will allow him to serve
NACURH in this capacity. He has thought
critically about his goals and is looking to
be innovative. As we welcome a new group
ADAFs we hope that he’ll support them

(iv)

IA - We would like to commend the level of
focus that is present, especially alumni
engagement aspects. Not afraid to use the
budget that we have and how he clearly
uses what the culture around spending
money is and breaking out of that. Think

that it’s a good direction for our
corporation to move towards.
(v)

NCO - Greg’s commitment to clean up the
NCO office and making processes more
efficient

(vi)

NE - We admire Greg’s commitment to
moving the organization forward

(vii)

SA - We appreciate tracking and
assessment of current practices

(viii)

CA - We strongly support Greg’s bid and
echo the sentiments of the other regions

(ix)

GL- Great Lakes is appreciative of how he
talked about financial accessibility in terms
of social justice. Would have liked to hear
more about what we could do with
additional revenue since Greg talked about
increasing add-on fees. We also appreciate
his emphasis on innovation and getting out
of NACURH’s previous monetary
philosophies. Also appreciate preventative
measures with general counsel and since
we’re going to play in the business realm
that we’re fully prepared to do that. Also
acknowledging his blind spots in the
position but mentioning wanting to
broaden his NACURH scope.

(x)

SA - We would like to highlight the tangible
resources he created this year and his work
to ensure an ADAF transition

(xi)

PA- We support Greg and would like to see
him grow

(xii)

SA - moves to end discussion
(a) Denied

(xiii)

SW - Supports Greg

(xiv)

CA - *filibusters*

(xv)

IA - moves to end discussion
(a) SA-seconds
(i)

No dissent

(g) Vote: Via secret ballot
(h) Greg Vass is elected NACURH Associate for
Finance
b) Move to groove for 3 minutes

4. NACURH Associate for NRHH
a) NE - moves to open the floor for nominations
(1) IA - seconds
(2) Nominations
(a) MA - moves to nominate RIck Cazzato Jr.
(i)

NE - seconds
(a) Accepts

(b) IA- moves to close nominations
(i)

CA- seconds
(a) No dissent

(c) Presentation
(d) Q&A
(i)

CA - Could you speak to your ability to
work within teams?
(a) Specifically within the past two
years. As ADAF, wanted to better
work at creating better relationships,
have moved to creating long lasting
relationships as AD-NRHH. In
SWOT, can grow.

(ii)

NE - What are some major threats you see
for NRHH and what are your plans to
mitigate them?
(a) We know where NRHH fits in, but
we don’t know how to articulate
those. Making the mission and
vision part of the conversation. If we
don’t use the context of the past,
our foundation will crumble.

(iii)

CA - In your bid you discuss regional NRHH
advisors, how would you work with regional
NRHH advisors and RBC who do not have
those positions?
(a) It’s about understand the support
systems that I can elaborate on. If
they have NRHH Advisors, they
might not need as much support
from me. Asking what role I can plan
to complement the role the advisor
plays. Utilize the NACURH NRHH
Advisor as a support system as well.

(iv)

SW - at the end of your term, where do you
see NRHH being?
(a) Hope we solidify identity or move
toward forming that. Not long to
accomplish big items. By the end,
want to find the balance between
NACURH and NRHH.

(v)

SA - you touched on your SWOT analysis.
Based on those weaknesses, how do you
plan to overcome those?
That is feedback I received as part of the
360 process. Saying these are areas I might
struggle on. I see development as - if I want
others to develop - I need to develop too.

(vi)

IA - could you talk more about how you
plan to promote lifelong membership in the
honorary?
(a) Looking at ways for the annual
conference to work with them. With
the alumni social, we can also seek
out conference volunteers. Come
back and provide service to the
corporation. Regional alumni
associations have different things as
well.

(vii)

NCO - how do you plan to support the
NCO ADNRHH through affiliation?
(a) Depending on their strengths, plan
to talk about their timeline and what
they plan to accomplish. The NCO
does the most work behind the
scenes, and working to ensure the
ADNRHHs can contribute to that,
especially when it gets hectic
around conference season. I talk a
lot in my bid about understanding
what their goals in their position are.
I have ideas, but I want to make sure
they align so they can feel fulfilled.

(viii)

SW - how to plan to cultivate your vision
with the NNB?
(a) With working groups, doing some
analysis of common bid themes.
Utilize those working groups to push
forward on that identity. They

started to flesh out and finalize
those conversations this year, but
carrying that over.
(ix)

GL - the two values of NRHH are critical;
how do you encompass those in your
day-to-day life?
(a) Something that is very important to
me is recognition. If one of my reps
had an OTM written about them or
if they wrote an OTM, I would email
them and recognize them through
that avenue. I Tried to capitalize that
on a virtual level. I did over 350+
hours of service throughout my
undergraduate career. Haven’t had
the opportunity to really do that
through grad school but would like
to get back to those roots.

(x)

PA - how do you see the relationship
between NRHH and NACURH developing
this year?
(a) One of the top priorities that I have
is connecting services. Rather than
reinvent the wheel, want to
consolidate. We haven’t had a lot of
mainstreamed things but can start
capitalizing on NRHH-specific
webinars or incorporating
recognition and service into
different chats to bring something
for everyone. With the NAD, lots of
opportunities to bridge the
positions. Want to work a lot with
the other executives and really
collaborate on things and create
stronger connections to become a
united front.

(xi)

MA - you touch on how NRHH is exclusive;
given this exclusive nature, what are some
goals you have to make it more inclusive?
(a) Within the bid, chapter are allowed
to incorporate additional
requirements, working with chapters
during affiliation review to see what
extras some people are required.
For me, it’s about how we live the

values of NRHH post-induction. If
you’re not following through on
that, what does that say about what
we’re prioritizing?
(xii)

SA - how do you plan to equip AD-NRHHs
with tools to balance regional identity and
NRHH identity?
(a) A lot of that goes back to the
mission and vision of NRHH and
seeing where regions are coming
from. I’ve seen three different
setups of NRHH. I don’t know all of
them so I want to create dialogues
that show how it would impact
different regions. Want to go back
to recognition and service - big
enough to allow for autonomy but
specific enough to align us.

(xiii)

SW - how do you plan to support
AD-NRHHs that may come from a region
that have low NRHH identity?
(a) It would come from what they want
to see out of their experience. If
they want to change the culture and
if I can help, I would. Assuming that
they want assistance, asking about
current context, seeing what
services are currently offered, and
working to create one direction. You
need more than one year to build a
strong NRHH culture but it’s never
too late to set the groundwork for
building that culture. Got to do
some of that this year with the NNB
and that has been a rewarding
experience. Some regions have
strong OTM promotional materials
and I worked to incorporate that
within my region, working to
collaborate and move forward with
those.

(xiv)

GL - moves to end Q&A
(a) NE - seconds
(i)

(e) Pro/Con

No dissent

(i)
PRO

CON

Honorary knowledge
Extensive experience
Ideas for pro devo
(f) Discussion
(i)

CA - appreciates Rick’s ability to see the
future of NRHH in a positive light, know
where it needs to go, and is not afraid to
ask for help

(ii)

NE - the NE appreciates that Rick has ideas
for developing NRHH members through a
pro devo lens and creating more value for
the honorary as a whole for all those who
could potentially be involved

(iii)

SA - would like to note that during the
SWOT analysis that the noted
approachability and adaptability as his
weaknesses but does want to work with the
NRHH advisor to develop on those

(iv)

PA - supports Rick as a NAN. Has a secure
vision for the honorary. Has a passion for
NRHH and we support the visions that he
hopes to instill and we believe that he will
carry on the diamond love

(v)

CA - next year, the NAN will have a large
responsibility with navigating a new OTM
system and bringing in all of the new
questions and knowing where to go to get
those questions answered and the CA
believes that he is able to do so

(vi)

GL - Rick shows extensive and tangible
goals in their bid. We would like to
commend him for really encompassing the
values of NRHH and displaying that
throughout his bid and presentation

(vii)

IA - supports Rick for the position and we
appreciate his willingness to take on the
challenges that will come in the next year
for NRHH

(viii)

MA - in full support of Rick as he
demonstrates understanding of the NAN
role and the Strategic Plan

(ix)

SA - appreciates RIck’s emphasis on that
not everyone comes into NACURH
Leadership with the idea of going into
HESA and wants to shift the NNB culture to
more of a professional development
setting.

(x)

IA - calls the questions
(a) Denied

(xi)

SA - while there have been many positives,
the SA would like to take on the GL’s style
of addressing concerns. Engagement of on
campus and off campus members are very
limited.

(xii)

SW - supports Rick as NAN because of his
strong vision for the future of NRHH and
believes that he would be a good support
moving both NACURH and NRHH forward.

(xiii)

SA - appreciates that Rick did not stick
solely to the NNB and mentioned goals for
all of the NACURH Executives, specifically
the Be Why campaign and NACURH
Leadership appreciation, which will be in
conjunction with the NAD.

(xiv)

SA - calls the question
(a) No dissent

(g) Vote: Via secret ballot
(h) GL - moves to recess for five minutes
(i)

CA - seconds

(i) Rick Cazzato Jr. is elected NACURH Associate for
NRHH
5. NACURH Associate of Development
a) SA move to open nominations for the NAD
(1) NCO - seconds
(2) NE - nominats Jason Littleford
(a) SA - seconds
(b) Accepts
(3) GL - nominates Danny Bishop
(a) CL - seconds

(b) Accpets
b) SW - moves to close nominations
(1) MA - seconds
(a) No dissent
(2) Jason Littleford - Presentation
(3) Q&A
(a) CA - Could you speak to your ability to work within
a team?
(i)

Have worked with any teams. Been an RA
for a year and a half. Been on the board for
the past two years. I have had to do a lot of
challenging within myself to change how I
view teams. In the beginning of my term as
Director, I had to work to understand the
support they needed, which wasn’t the
support they needed. Needed to change
the support to meet my boards. My team
dynamic is the support of understanding
how I can go out to help others accomplish
their goals to ensure they’re being built up.

(b) GL - given the items not completed by this year’s
NAD, what would a successful year look like?
(i)

Understanding what the role means within
the corporation. We haven’t had the chance
to see where the role can take the
corporation. NACURH has to evaluate what
the role can and can’t do, and right now,
we don’t have that structure. Understanding
what the role means for support will help
define what success looks like.

(c) NCO - how do you envision the role of the NCO
COs in NACURH Leadership?
(i)

Co structure with NCO, most out of
anyone. Grouped for day to day office
operations. Marketing COs is where they
are groupw. Using NCOs goals, corporate
branding on what it will look like.
Understanding what leadership resources
the NCO is providing, LEAD program,
sharing that information.

(d) IAI - What do you believe is the biggest challenge
NACURH faces as a corporation and how would
you address it?

(i)

Anomaly of what COs need. As a CO, there
is a lack of support or knowledge that is
shared within the corporation. They are a
part of the corporate structure. How can we
go over the information they want, to make
the organization more cohesive.

(e) GL - with this being a new year for the NAD, how
will you be able to integrate social justice and
inclusion into the role?
(i)

Through CO practices and chats. The first
to admit, social justice is a journey.

(f) SA - understanding that there was a vacancy in the
NAD position, who did you speak with to prepare
for this role and how did you ensure you were
ready?
(i)

Spoke with Megan to understand structure
and others about the future of this role

(g) NE - how will you involve people throughout the
year in our virtual services?
(i)

A lot of the data that we saw within the
NSPA was seeing what kind of roundtables
that presidents would like to see. Utilizing
the information that we have from the
different -SPAs to inform what we talk
about. I.e. for the RHA roundtables, we’re
repeating a lot of the roundtables that we
had this year and seeing where can we go
to engage more of our audience.

(h) IA - how do you provide individualized and
equitable support for the people you work with?
(i)

It’s understanding what their role is within
their region. I was the CO for NCC Training
and Development, which is different than
working with a marketing CO.
Understanding individual goals and visions.
For the amount of COs within NACURH, it
is going to be hard to be the person that
holds them accountable to accomplishing
their goals. Utilize conversations with other
board members to help bridge that gap.

(i) MA - what ideas do you have to work with the CRC
to select Program of the Year

(i)

(j)

I haven’t really thought about that. I had
mostly heard it was CRC working directly
with schools.

SW - over the past few years, the SW has had to
open up applications to fill a role within our COs.
How would you take someone newly elected at a
random point within an affiliation year and help
them gain better perspective on the scope of
NACURH?
(i)

It’s just communicating with them. Help
them understand their catalyst, introduce
them seeing their goals, seeing where they
are in corporate ideology. Don’t want to
rush anyone into anything without
preparing them. Also understanding their
perspectives and seeing if they’re ready,
helping them 1:1 to get them ready to
jump into their region and their catalyst.
How can I share the catalyst’s goals to
match up with your goals?

(ii)

Do you believe that your understanding of
NACURH’s corporate scope is strong
enough to transition someone else into
understanding this too?
(a) I don’t know each region. I know IA
pretty well and I’ve been able to go
to the SW or the PA conferences.
It’s understanding what I can do as a
NACURH Exec Committee member
to best support them. I can’t tell
them how to address their regional
position because that isn’t my
scope, my scope is seeing how I can
support them through the NACURH
lens.

(k) PA - why do you believe you are the best
candidate for this position?
(i)

Within this position, when was a CO
believes there was more the corporation
could do to create more structure and lift
up people. NAD, to see that transition.
Been able to have experiences as CO, and
personal feelings from being Director of
what can be changed to support. Personally
feel can support and uplift the COs to

change how they are presented through
NACURH leadership.
(l)

SA - how do you plan to work with the NAN to
support COs for NRHH?
(i)

Never served as AD-NRHH. IN IACURH was
able to see COs for NRHH to see where the
honorary is going and they goals they have.
There is a lot of information that is created
and shared. Want to make sure NNB to
COs communication is shared

(m) NE - how will you facilitate discussion around
needs when COs might not know what they need
yet from NACURH?
(i)

In bid, vision for catalyst for the coming
year. A benchmark before semis about
understanding how catalyst has been
beneficial, evaluating what could be done
differently.

(n) PA - what does development mean to you?
(i)

Development is the constant education. We
want to empower different student leaders
but we want to educate them. What
resources can we continue to educate with.

(o) GL - what do you perceive to be your biggest
blind spot or area that you are uncomfortable in,
and how will you overcome that?
(i)

Biggest blindspot is administrative tasks.
Making sure it is in planner and on calendar
to really be on it.

(p) NE - CO restructuring as part of fulfilling this goal?
(i)

Understanding what the COs/region want
to do. Need to determine which COs the
corporation are important to progress.
Wants the voice of the NCO, and all of
NACURH leadership would need to have.

(q) NE - the role of the CO is important in the broader
scope of NACURH, how do you encision chats and
the connection of COs to the broader scope of
NACURH in the upcoming year?
(i)

IN person times together, meetings we
have to get people comfortable first. Not
having a 30 person CO chat, so can get to

know. Doing a 10 to teach. Finding their
interest/strengths to connect.
(r)

IA - you’ve alluded to a couple of these, but what
are some challenges you believe COs face and
how can you support them?
(i)

Information that is given to them. It’s a
game of telephone, it is given to them
through other folks. Megan sent out emails
last year, providing those updates. What
NACURH is doing, directly communicating.

(s) GL - moves to exhaust the speakers list without
additions
(i)

SW - seconds
(a) SA - dissents
(i)

We would like to be on the
list a second time

(b) SW - withdraws second
(ii)

GL - moves to exhaust speakers list with
additions
(a) SA - second
(i)

(t)

No dissent

MA - NAD being over transition practices, how do
you plan to utilize assessment and own experience
to shape the process?
(i)

I know NACURH has created assessments
during different trainings throughout the
process. Understanding how the transition
experience for the past two years has been
relevant and what information has been
most useful for them will inform what we do
next year. Was recommended to use more
action item presentations, as this benefits
the process rather than simply roundtables.

(u) PA-Wanting to increase RBD engagement and
communication, what steps will you take?
(i)

It’s understanding what information is able
to be shared across the corporation. It takes
the entire Executive Committee to do this.
How can we grow the sense of our
corporate culture to include more
individuals?

(v) PA - since the NAD is a new position, how do you
see yourself developing the position and where do
you want to grow?
(i)

It’s understanding this year and next year,
of what the position can bring to the
corporation. So it's hard to say what new
ideas can be developed, because we do
not know what strengths it brings to the
committee/what roles it plays. What
resources does it provide. How can we
build up the position to be sustainable for
the position

(w) GL - YTR
(x) SA - as conference chairs currently lack a specific
place within NACURH Leadership, how do you
plan to loop them into conversations and spaces
you have with COs?
(i)

Different roles of COs and conference
chairs, how each group can help support
their own group. Mutual shared
experiences/duties. Those positions are
different for me in NACURH leadership
(a) In SA, the conference chairs and
COs do similar work, would be
willing to let them be together/work
together?
(i)

Understanding the role that
conference chairs would like
to see within the CO
structure. What can they
utilize to take from this?

(y) SA - NNB and NBD feel connected, but not COs,
how to you plan to advocate for the unique needs
of the COs to these boards?
(i)

Utilize CO chats to understand what
direction they need from the information
that’s provided by the Executive
Committee. Understand what support they
would like to see.

(z) IA - Could you elaborate on ways you plan to
implement diversity and inclusion within NACURH?
(i)

Everyone is at a different place of
understanding what diversity and inclusion
is. WHat strengths can be used within the

CO and they all working together to build
up their knowledge.
(4) Pro/Con
(a)
PRO

CON

Positional evaluation

Lack of innovation and
specificity

NACURH U experience
Increased CO →
Directorship
communication

Lacks specific plans for
COs and Conference
Chairs
Plans for CO
accountability

Emphasis on NACURH
Alternative Break
(i)

SA - moves to end pro/con
(a) SW - seconds
(i)

No dissent

(5) Danny Bishop - Presentation
(6) Q&A
(a) SA - Current vacancy for this role, who did you talk
to about this role in preparing for running for this
role?
(i)

I talked to Gracie about this position in
December because I was wondering if I
should run for Director or NAD as I was
deciding between returning to the region
or NACURH. After the vacancy, I reached
out to Megan, Lena, and Greg because
they had unique perspectives on how the
NAD role plays out and connects with the
Executive Committee.

(b) As conference chairs are lacking a space in
NACURH leadership, how would you plan on
incorporating them into CO chats/spaces?
(i)

I want to first work with the CRC and NAF
because there was a task force dedicated to

conference experiences. With the way
onboarding works, it’s difficult to be
included in traditional transition processes.
Being able to point them to the people
who can support them while including them
in conversations I’m having with COs.
(c) IA-What do you believe is the biggest challenge
currently faces and how do you plan to address it
in this position?
(i)

As a virtual corporation, our virtual services
are lacking. As the NAD is the person
responsible for these, I want to work with
catalysts to keep their ear to the ground.
Regions have already told us what they
want. With the structuring of webinars, we
have talked about how to create and
balance NACURH ones with regional ones.
Clear distinctions from day one. On our
campus, we do bulletin boards as NRHH
and RHA and give that to RAs to use. If we
can create these models and give them to
regions, they can add their own flair or
adapt that to provide their membership.

(d) PA - Why do you think you are the best candidate
for this position?
(i)

Two reasons
(a) I care, care deeply for NACURH.
Not going into Student Affairs,
going into academia. Have a vision
that will set a strong foundation for
the future
(b) You cannot be what you cannot see.
Not saying they want to inspire, but
they want to make sure people see
that someone is here, they are
advocating. There seems to be a lot
of talking and not a lot of
advocating.

(e) GL - you discussed some action items, how do you
plan to integrate social justice and inclusion into
the other aspects of your role?
(i)

Alt break, we are validating the experiences
of folks going on the break trip. When they
come into the process, we are
acknowledging their background and our

common purpose/impact. Shared goals,
but different experiences/journeys that lead
us there. Believe in autonomy and agency.
People should be able to make choices for
themselves.
(f) SW - over the past two years, the SW has been
faced with filling vacant CO positions over the fall
semester. How would you help transition COs and
provide them with the NACURH scope mid-way
through the year? And introducing them to
catalysts?
(i)

Director reach out and add COs to
page/groupme. Letting them know about
the current conversations and happenings
of catalyst. oFfering to have 1 on 1s. WAlk
through what it means to be a CO in
NACURH. Understanding regional identity,
because swaps, could share that
context/understanding.
(a) Do you believe you have a firm
enough scope on the corporation to
train others in it?
(i)

Yes.

(g) CA - could you speak on your ability to work in
teams?
(i)

Plethora of things. My way to answer that is
saying that I play a support role on team,
want to fulfill my duties. As ADAF, one
thing I tried to do was reach out
consistently and offer to help or seek
opportunities for collaboration. I’m going
back to just being a person who wants to
support people.

(h) NCO - Given the role of the NCO, how do you
envision the role of Office COs within NACURH
Leadership?
(i)

List the NCO COs on the catalyst page.
They offer a unique perspective. The NCO
dies not necessarily have interactions like
the regions do. They carry out the
administration tasks of NACURH. Can shift
the way people are thinking about various
things/new lens.

(i) IA - how do you provide individualized and
equitable support for the people you work with,
especially considering the variety of COs?
(i)

Wanted to have 1 on 1s with people. 1 on
1s are an opt-in option. 30-40 people, may
not work, but set a baseline expectation
about what to expect. Sending emails to
communicate what is happening on the
corporate level. Want to be equitable in
distribution of information.

(j) PA-What does development mean to you?
(i)

Development is an ongoing process. It is
bettering yourself. It is working toward the
ideal version of yourself. Tangent - I write
poems. In one of my poems, I talk about a
mental mirror that is the most perfect
version of myself. I think about
development in terms of what can I add to
myself to move closer to that perfect
version of me?

(k) NE - You touch on MSIs in NACURH who are
already affiliated. How do you specifically plan to
engage these affiliated schools, as well as getting
more of these schools to get involved?
(i)

(l)

One way envision, chairperson, NAA, and
NCO affiliation. Making sure marketing
materials are competent. We are recruiting
in an equitable. Supporting
stuff-conversations with regional directors.
What do you want? ASKING. Creating
equitable practices across regions.

IA - what are specific challenges that you think
COs face and how can you support them through
these?
(i)

One specific challenge I have heard this
year, is that they did not feel supported.
They did not feel heard, seen. They did not
know who to talk to. To let them know they
are a resource, various NACURH exec are
all resources and getting them connected.

(m) NE - the role of the CO is important to NACURH,
how do you envision chats and the connection to
the corporation of the whole working next year?
(i)

1 everyone CO chat a month, that would be
corporate conversations/updates, and

asking about updates, initiatives. Having
separate chats for various CO groups.
NACURH leadership chats through the
year, joint boards come together, cna we
invite COs to that?
(n) GL - what do you think is going to be your biggest
blind spot in this position and how do you intend
to overcome that?
(i)

Never served as a CO, so do not know the
nifty gritty. Listening, being present,
advocating for the voices who are asking
for what they want and crafting that
experience for them. Call me out on it. We
all have room to grow, let me know how I
can best serve you.

(o) MA - what ideas do you have to collaborate with
the CRC to coordinate Program of the Year?
(i)

RHA Development COs to be a part of the
recruitment of that? How can we replicate
the programming aspect? Working to talk
to the CRC early on and what the
experience is. Marketing for it. Invited to
chats, going to positional rep chats before
RLCs so that people know it actually exists.

(p) SA - how do you plan to understand CO culture in
other regions?
(i)

Talking to the boards about it

(ii)

Input is #4, go spelunking through people’s
policy book. Which COs exist in each
reason and why. But then also having
conversations with those people beyond
reading.

(q) GL - moves to exhaust the speakers list with
additions
(i)

IA - seconds
(a) No dissent

(r)

PA - Working with NAN to encourage service and
recognition, how will you not step on each other’s
toes?
(i)

I see the NAN as the content experience.
As an active NRHH member, I have an
understanding of that. Making sure that we

are talking prior to NNB chats. Can’t just be
the NAN doing things.
(s) NE -YTR
(t)

SA-YTR

(7) Pro/Con
(a)
PRO

CON

Diversity and Inclusion
Theory based-practice
Incorporating
conference chairs in
leadership
(8) Discussion
(a) NE - moves to caucus for five minutes
(i)

PA - seconds
(a) No dissent

(b) GL -The GL admires both of the candidates for
their work. We are in favor of Danny for the role.
They demonstrated a great level of knowledge in
the role. They spoke to all pieces outlined in
policy. They were able to talk about how NACURH
wants to support and recruit more MSIs and how
they would do that. Could create more logistics
around more CO support. Jason’s goals do not
meet the level of specificity.
(c) IA - Would like to commend Danny and Jason for
their bids. Grateful t o have students who are
passionate about this organization. For Jason,
emphasis on strong 1:1 relationships with COs.
For Danny, excited about vision overall and the
tangible goals. Also their intentional thoughts on
diversity and inclusion, specifically about working
with MSIs we already have affiliated.
(d) NE -The NE appreciates Danny’s goals overall as
they're grounded in theory and encompass all
aspects of the NAD position.
(e) SW - Would like to echo the sentiments we’re
hearing in the room. Bringing up the goals across
both bids, it seems that Danny has taken more
time to flesh out what they want to do. When we

discussed in expectations, we touched on whether
or not a candidate would be able to take on the
role now. We believe Danny would be able to do
that now.
(f) NE - Appreciates the social justice, inclusivity
efforts to take conversations and spur into action
items.
(g) MA - would like to commend both candidates for
their dedication. Of the candidates, we would like
to show support towards Danny as we believe they
have tangible goals for the NAD role and show the
skills that the corporation needs to best impact all
levels of stakeholders. While we believe that Jason
has the ability to perform in this capacity, the
thoroughness of Danny’s presentation and bid
exhibit to us a desire to take the role to a new
level.
(h) CA - Commend both candidates and show support
for Danny.
(i) PA - wants to give snaps to both candidates. We
believe Jason is able to provide a background full
of experience, and we feel he has put thought into
the development of COs. However, we echo
sentiments of the room and support Danny,
because they would support not only COs, but all
of Leadership.
(j) PA - calls the question
(i)

No dissent

(k) Vote: Via secret ballot
B. Move to recess for 5 minutes
1. Second
C. Danny Bishop is selected as NACURH Associate for Developmentxecutive
Committee Elections
1. NACURH Chairperson
a) SW- Recess for 10 minutes
(1) NCO -second
2. NACURH Associate for Administration (NAA)
a) Chair entertains motion to open the floor for nominations
b)

GL - so moved
(1) IA-seconds
(2) Nominations

(a) SW - moves to nominate Mallory Gibson
(i)

NE - seconds

(ii)

Accepts

(b) SA - moves to close nominations
(i)

PA - seconds

(ii)

No dissent

(3) Mallory Gibson
(a) Presentation
(b) Q&A
(i)

SW-Knowing 360 does not give real time
feedback, how are you making sure
feedback is giving as it arises, in depth?
(a) This is just my personal experience
within IA but the first time talking
about feedback in a way that would
be constructive to the board was
brought up just before 360 evals
came out. We should be having
these conversations beforehand and
not only during. For the execs, need
to have a concerned to promote
ongoing feedback - may not need
to create those structures but need
to promote ongoing and informal
feedback to reduce surprises and it’s
not such a big thing. This will help
with the formalized data to help
individuals learn where they’re
going.

(ii)

CA - Could you speak briefly to your ability
to work in teams?
(a) In the past four years, have been on
different teams in sizes and
capabilities and tasks and charges. I
am generally a fairly adaptive
person - I adapt well to different
situations and I’ll work with different
styles. For me, when in a new
environment, I like to know how
other people operate to figure out
how I’m going to work on the team
so I know where they’re coming
from to meet them where they’re at
than the other way around. Team

dynamics more than likely won’t be
perfect and we’ll go through
different stages but we need to
maintain positive attitudes.
(iii)

PA - NACURH Link and printing for schools,
would that be for all schools to get a
printed copy, or to opt-in?
(a) To be honest, unsure, in a
conversation with Lena, this is
something that’s been kinda talked
about but isn’t being implemented
at this point. Whatever we do, we
want to be productive and benefit
the organization rather than just
doing it because we can.

(iv)

IA -Biggest challenge in NACURH as a
corporation and how would you address it
in this position?
(a) From my perspective, something
that we struggle with is creating
buy-in outside of conferences.
Buy-in in general but specifically
outside of conferences. We need
this from NACURH Leadership,
especially in the spring semester,
but also campus-level buy-in for
different members.l As for how,
from the NAA position, it’ll be how
we’re showing up. Utilizing the LINK
in a way where I’m reaching out to
member schools to write for it (i.e
for 2020 spread, talk to first-time
delegates) creating intentional
spaces and conversations about
how we’re going to engage people.
Utilizing social media will be a huge
push since it’s the face of our
corporation, as well as the website.
When I’m looking for information on
how to engage with NACURH, I first
go to social media and then to the
website. Utilize those methods to
intentionally create conversations
and how we’re building that kind of
communication throughout the year.

(v)

GL - If selected for NAA role, a lot of power
since interpreting policy, how would you
incorporate social justice?
(a) As a blanket statement, I think a lot
of that will depend on the incoming
executives and how we want our
engagement and social justice
initiatives to look as a firm. I’ve
thought about creating a social
media calendar where this event (i.e.
Pride Month) is happening and
“hella promote it on our social
media.” That’ll be a way to engage
in social justice conversations in a
subtle way and then we’ll take that
initial engagement to start the
learning conversations elsewhere.
Would also like to create an
appendix of sorts so people will
understand where NACURH is
coming from in terms of addressing
social justice, we don’t have that
explicitly defined anywhere. Having
that information in a way where
member institutions can find it and
grasp it will be a way for member
institutions to begin to talk about it.
If we build the framework to start on
a similar level so we can build our
understanding together.

(vi)

SA - 360 evaluation offer an opportunity for
non-leadership members to offer feedback
to regional and national board members?
How does that align with your
timeline/before RLCs?
(a) First part is I don’t know that’s the
timeline that’s gonna work best
because of RLCs happening and
regional feedback will be a way that
help build that. Regions have the
option to send out a regional
feedback form, since it is an opt in, I
don’t want to use it as part of
NACURH presentations at RLC
because I don’t want to make
regions feel like they have to do it. It
gives people an option to say “why

aren’t we doing that” and I don’t
want to take that away from them. If
a region makes that decision, hope
to have it made before RLC so that
we can incorporate it into RLC
presentation, that’s one avenue for
it to happen. Wouldn’t mind
creating a brief email to send out via
regional publications that people
can use if they want to solicit
regional feedback.
(vii)

NCO - Do you have a plan to work with
NCO to increase invisibility?
(a) I spent about 40 minutes talking
with Christine about how the NAA
can support the NCO. Biggest thing
that I got from her was using SoMe
to make the NCO more visible. THe
first step would be talking with the
new NCO staff meetings, want to
use this to figure out where the
NCO needs more admin support or
Social Media support. Could be on
a NCO member basis or the NCO
as a whole, creating structures to
implement that support. First thing
would be creating conversations to
then create structures.

(viii)

MA - How do you plan to maximize the
NBD recording secretary role?
(a) I really struggled with this on the
regional level. This is my system that
I use in IA and would adapt it to the
NACURH level. I think that the most
effective thing is to have people
assigned to different things and
make that ABUNDANTLY clear from
the beginning. I like having a
backup minute taker, i.e. the NBD
recording secretary, who will take
the answers or the questions and
you alternate discussion points. It’s
very clear who’s supposed to be
doing what so there’s no overlap.
Also generally recognizing the NBD
recording secretary for what they’re

doing but it’s a lot of work when
you’re actually doing it because
everything is on fire and it’s a lot to
pay attention to. Setting
expectations for that human so that
they can also set expectations for
me so if something’s not working,
we can change that right away.
(ix)

NE - In the context of changing the way
NACURH engages with affiliated schools via
social media, how will you connect with
them outside of following their accounts?
(a) I think that, as a baseline, the way
that we use NACURH social media
can be a huge promotional tool. We
send out some “affiliate today” but
making sure that they know why
they should affiliate. If we don’t give
them a why, they’ll only see that we
have fun. As an advisor for a
campus-level RHA, I wouldn’t look
at the fun and see that there’s
something to be learned from the
experience. Fun isn’t the point, fun
is the side effect. The point is
promoting and building leadership.
Working on this when we’re starting
recruitment processes. For
engaging with member institutions,
it’s supporting their efforts, and this
is where following them starts. If a
school puts on a program and the
NACURH account likes it and sends
them information on program of the
year, that could help us recruit
different bids. I dream that this
would happen consistently.

(x)

IA - How will you use your experience as
ADAF to improve the way we manage our
governing documents?
(a) This past year, my big passion
project was re-ratifying IACURH’s
governing documents. From that
experience, I had to work with a lot
of people to make it happen. It was
a collective effort of the entire

regional board. That experience
overall gave me context about how
much work it is to update and
maintain governing documents.
There are many pieces that pass
throughout the year, and I learned
the hard way that doing things in a
giant chunk is hard and breaking it
up makes it easier. Staying
consistent in updating them,
especially after Semis and
Pre-Conference, working on parts of
it every couple of days within the 45
days will help ensure I don’t miss
things. Past ADAFs in IACURH just
missed a lot of things, so staying on
top of it will be the best thing.
(xi)

SA - You talked about being able to
generate and craft material for The LINK.
Who do you think would be good
stakeholders to help craft those?
(a) As far as who’s currently pretty
much the stakeholders, it’s NACURH
Leadership and then the few people
who are super excited about being
involved. We have to let people
know that they can do it via social
media and starting that early so that
people can start thinking about what
they would write. Reaching out to
Regional Advisors to get their
context and understand the theory
behind why things are happening.
Would love to work with ACUHO-I
to learn more about the Talking
Stick but I know that a lot of
professionals have them and learn
how ACUHO-I draws in those
submissions. Generally, I want it to
be campus-level people who are
sharing their experiences. It’s cool
to see NACURH philosophies on
paper but, when I was an NCC, I
wanted to see what else was
happening but I only got to see that
in award bids. I would like to pull
some of this into the LINK.

(xii)

SA - We have discussed that the NAA
position is heavy in executing. You’ve
touched on goals about tangible things that
require execution. Can you talk to us about
your ability to execute?
(a) I’m gonna start with strengths. At
least half of my strengths are always
in executing. I am a task-oriented
person, my task list is prioritized and
stacked in a way that makes me
understand what the task is for, why,
and its priority level. With the
position being so project-heavy,
determining deadlines and
priorities, this is a top priority of
mine. Passion projects are on the
side but need to make sure that
NACURH is still functioning first.
NACURH needs to happen first and
then my goals can happen later. As
an admin role, if I accomplish
nothing that I want to get done but
if everybody else was supported in
what they wanted to get done, then
I was still successful. This position
creates a lot of support structures
for other people to be successful
and there are ways for me to be
successful but they have to be
successful first.

(xiii)

NE - Given the possibility of NRHM moving
to April, how do you plan to engage
students at the end of the affiliation year
rather than the beginning?
(a) If this change happens, April is a
very busy time on campuses and a
fairly quiet time for NACURH. If
there is a shift, want to see it as a
way to re-engage in the NACURH
timeline. Can be transferred to April,
can be shifted and adapted.
Creating buy-in at regional
conferences, putting it on their radar
early, planning ahead. Celebrate the
end of the year/successes.

Recognize there may be a need for
quarter system schools.
(xiv)

SW - what do you want to take away from
the NAA position?
(a) I just don’t think I’m done in
NACURH yet. I have gained a lot
from my experiences here professionally and personally. When
I grow up, I would love to work in an
administrative role. I’m in music
business, so I can do what I want in
the music industry that isn’t
performing. I want to run an opera
company. But the skills that come
from that doesn’t come from being
a music major. Having the
administrative skills from such a
large corporation will help me in
being able to pitch myself and say
“hire me”. Continuing the NACURH
experience for another year is
something I’ll never say no to.

(xv)

SW - How do you plan to work with the
NAN, NNB, and NRHH in general as a way
to create NRHH marketing materials?
(a) Values service and recognition, even
before knowing what NRHH was.
Want to make sure it is successful.
Come from an NRHH chapter that is
trying to rebuild, getting out of their
hole. Trying to translate that to the
NACURH level. Root fixes with the
NAN and NNB not just a bandaid.
(b) NRHH posts do so well. Recognize
we get buy in from NRHH post. Easy
and obvious first step. Developing
from there, what next year’s board
wants and moving forward together
as a unit. Know is strong in creating
support structures.

(xvi)

PA - Coming from a specific region that has
struggled with social media engagement,
the Pacific would like to know how you plan
to encourage involvement with NACURH
on social media? Specifically for regions

who don’t have a lot of activity or a position
that is task-heavy in this area?
(a) When there’s not already a baseline
of engagement, it’s hard to create
that from scratch. At the very least,
what I would love to see is at your
RLC, really promote following
NACURH on social media. You’ll be
able to find cool information and
that this is an opportunity for
involvement outside of conferences
while they’re still really excited
about things. Make sure that we
push this during executive reports
and make sure that people are
aware that it’s a thing that they can
do and it’s a way to help them
continue their engagement.
(xvii)

GL - moves to exhaust the speakers list
without additions
(a) NE seconds
(i)

(xviii)
(xix)

No dissent

SA - YTR
NE - How would you promote engagement
in 360 evaluations from delegates in
regions while distinguishing them from
conference evaluations?
(a) Survey fatigue is a thing. A lot of
times when we talk about
assessment it’s with formal
structures. Distinguishing them will
come down to the region and the
conference that they are united and
related but are NOT the same thing.
The biggest thing with 360s is that
this is evaluating the board and not
the conference staff (minus the
conference chairs). Big part of it is
recognizing what the 360 is for,
getting NCCs to evaluate what
position supports them, and will
create buy-in. When I was NCC, this
wasn’t promoted as an option and I
would have loved to do this. This is
able to promote positive and

constructive feedback so that
positions and regions can be
updated with real feedback. 360s
are very different from conference
evals and let’s talk about this. Please
do both of them because they are
different and talk about how the
feedback will be implemented and
what the feedback can do.
(xx)

MA - What is a NACURH level cause you
contributed to and are proud of
(a) As of right now, full disclosure, this
year was a little bit of a fire with IA
and I had to fix a lot of our stuff. I
wasn’t able to do as many NACURH
things as I would’ve liked. Last year,
I was involved with Who is NACURH
for a semester and a half, was
involved in creating some of the
surveys and structures. Involved with
It’s On Us task force as well in the
past and was able to help create the
programming guide that was
discussed earlier. Those are the two
big things.

(xxi)

GL - What do you perceive to be your
biggest blind spot - or thing you are most
uncomfortable with - and how will you
overcome this?
(a) One is that I have never been to
another region, I wasn’t able to
swap because finances are a thing.
It’s a gap in knowledge that I have,
going to work very hard with
individuals to learn their processes
and what they need out of support
and positions because I don’t
already know that. With Lena’s
listening tour idea, I think that’ll
create frameworks and utilize that to
understand what needs to happen.
Also individually reaching out to
different positional groups. How
that turns out will depend on how
I’m going to reach those people. In

an ideal situation, would like to talk
to at least one person.
(b) I don’t have a lot of formal
assessment experience. Even
reading over NACURH Assessment
guide gave me help with my bid. I
recognize that there’s going to be a
lot of extra research on my part,
especially with assessing learning
outcomes. There are a couple of
content experts on my campus to
help me with that. Also working with
people like Lena and recognizing
that there’s going to be a lot of
extra research to be successful. We
also forget a lot about informal
assessments and would like to find
new ways to get informal data
collection methods. We can look at
social media interaction or LINK
writers to see who we’re engaging
and who isn’t being engaged and
learning how to bridge them.
(xxii)

MA - With the NAA position further
supporting the ADAFs, as an ADAF yourself
currently, what is your action plan to work
with the NAF to give support within
responsibilities and outside of that?
(a) When you say responsibilities, is that
of ADAF or NAA?
(i)

NAA

(b) In working with the ADAFs, one of
the biggest support structures is
talking about policy interpretation
and making that individualized.
Since we’re one corporation with
different entities and stakeholders.
We should have a baseline and you
can put your own spin on it but
starting there. They might not know
what their policy interpretation style
coming in, learning how to articulate
what that is and then being able to
defend their decisions. This shows
their success in that facet of their
job. For admin things, would like to

create a minutes templates. I, in IA,
didn’t have access to this, and
would have been nice. Could create
attendance trackers and they just
have to update that rather than
building it from scratch.
Customizable but still easy to use.
For consistent support, that’s going
to be a conversation with the NAF.
So much ADAF work at the
NACURH level is finances. On the
regional level, still financial, but
more administrative based such as
creating reports. Recognize
crossover and would like to be at
the ADAF chats as often as possible
to know what kind of support that
they need. A lot of time, it’ll be
financial support because they don’t
have financial knowledge, but still
want to support their administrative
initiatives.
(xxiii)

IA - What do you hope to accomplish by
the end of your term with the Policies and
Practices Committee?
(a) There’s a lot of things that are more
structured and then there are things
contingent on the members.
Baseline, making sure that policies
are up to date with what we’re
actually doing. Would love to see a
policy book that’s updated. One
thing that I noticed is that, in award
bids, we still classify things as a
page with two sides of print and
now we’re a virtual organization.
Easy to change but outdated and
need to be fixed. Sometimes policy
books don’t always follow this. It’ll
be a successful committee if we, at
the very least, get that taken care of.
Would love to have some innovative
ideas and talk about big ideas and
want the committee members to
feel as if they’ve been successful but
lets focus on the actual policies.

(xxiv)

MA-YTR

(c) Pro/Con
(i)
PRO

CON

Tangible goals

Assessment experience

LINK affiliation
recruitment

Knowledge for
supporting regions

Social media
awareness
Policy book experience
360 eval timeline
(d) Discussion
(i)

PA - As one of the few regions with a lot of
quarter-system schools, we have a hard
time engaging them due to their schedules.
We want to highlight her acknowledgement
of quarter-schools and incorporating them
in her plans. She wants to learn more about
them to ensure they are included.

(ii)

SW - YTR

(iii)

SA - We would like to commend Mallory on
her understanding of policy and calculating
various statistics about who is submitting
things like NACURH-level legislation and
how to engage non-Leadership members.

(iv)

NCO - We appreciate the thoughtful take
on regional and member accessibility to the
corporation

(v)

SA - We appreciate Mallory’s approach to
regional autonomy and how it relates to her
position.

(vi)

NE - We believe that Mallory has clearly
stated her skills and experience in terms of
executing initiatives, which is a vital aspect
of NAA, and we support her in this position

(vii)

MA - moves to caucus for 3 minutes
(a) GL - seconds

No dissent
(viii)

SA - We would like to recognize Mallory’s
current ADAF role and how applicable the
skills are to the NAA position and the action
items for supporting the NAF.

(ix)

GL - We really appreciate her honesty
about the challenges she might face. We
do have some concerns, and feel it’s
important to touch on these. These center
around her experience with assessment,
though she did outline how she would put
in the time and effort to improve. She could
have delved more into how social justice
could play into herself in her position rather
than in NACURH. Overall, we think Mallory
is a good fit for this position, especially with
her past experiences with the IACURH
Policy Book. There are a couple of areas
she didn’t get to, but her goals and ability
to execute seem strong.

(x)

MA - Would like to commend Mallory on
her willingness to serve NACURH and make
an impact. We’re concerned about the lack
of role interaction knowledge. We feel that
marketing goes beyond social media but
feel that she can fulfill the duties.

(xi)

SW - We support Mallory in her bid for
NAA due to the fact that whenever asked
about areas for growth, she said she was
willing to grow and educate herself. There
is a commitment to the continuous nature
of education while in the position. While
Execs should be content experts, we can’t
expect them to be context experts in
everything and should give grace for
people to grow.

(xii)

CA - We are sad that Mallory never had the
chance to swap to our region but confident
that she’ll do well. She’s passionate,
confident, and has the teamwork
capabilities to do well.

(xiii)

SA- We support Mallory and believe she
would do well in the position. Increase
accessibility and involvement outside of

NACURH leadership and bring them into
the fold.
(xiv)

IA - We support Mallory in her efforts.
Recognize that it’s hard to imagine what
they would be like in the position but
Mallory provided a clear direction of where
she wanted to take the position.

(xv)

SW - calls the question
(a) No dissent

(e) Vote: Via secret ballot
(f) Mallory Gibson is selected as NACURH Associate
for Administration
c) NE move to recess for lunch
(1) SW seconds
3. NACURH Associate for Finance
a) NE moves to open the floor for nominations
(1) GL - seconds
(a) No dissent
(2) Nominations
(a) NE - moves to nominate Greg Vass
(i)

SW - seconds

(ii)

Accepts

(b) SA - moves to close nominations
(i)

IA - seconds

(ii)

No dissent

(c) Presentation
(d) Q&A
(i)

CA - Could you speak to your ability to
work with teams?
(a) I’ve been a part of several teams.
Was recently on the Executives and
we were able to give and take in
coming to decisions as a group.
Able to articulate our experiences.
We can feel very cut off from each
other because our positions are
separate. Toward the end, we were
really able to work together and pull
together. I’m a desk manager at my
school too, so I build up teams and

facilitate development. As CA
ADAF, I worked with that RBD.
Same with campus RSA.
(ii)

IA - What do you believe is the biggest
challenge NACURH faces as an
organization and how do you plan to
address it in your position?
(a) Trying to approach this as a
business approach to regain the
members we had. We can offer
more financial support to schools.
This past year, we raised the amount
of scholarships we gave for schools
to come to NACURH. We can
continue to provide more of that
support and then gather more
feedback to build investment.

(iii)

AC - How do you plan to improve
communication with the finance chair, and
what policies/practices are important to the
success of that relationship?
(a) Use personal number so I can be
reached quickly. Checking emails.
During the last 2-3 months, things
pick up, so being more available
and open during those times.
Invoice and promissory notes will be
things that the conference staff will
use. I will clarify these throughout
the year. During Semis, we can also
sit down and chat during that point.
A goal of mine is to do an
evaluation of the annual conference
budget since it’s been a few years
since this template was revised.

(iv)

SA - Where would you foresee the funds for
a consultant coming from?
(a) We have a robust savings account.
This would be a one-off transfer
from savings if we had to. We could
also raise some add-on fees in the
annual conference budget. As we
add services, we will have to raise
this fee to match.

(v)

NE - What do you hope to gain from
holding this position again?
(a) I spoke with Danielle Melidona, who
was the last Exec to do a position
twice. During her second year, she
was able to accomplish a lot of the
goals she wasn’t able to during her
first year. She was also able to
provide a sense of stability. The first
year in any position, you learn the
ropes. The second year, you go
more in depth on those goals. There
are things I still need to do. I’m also
going into an MBA program, so this
is professional development for me
and provides an outlet to apply my
work.

(vi)

GL - Being the person in charge of
NACURH finances, how do you see social
justice playing a role in your position?
(a) Through a finance lens, we can
make our services more accessible.
We can work on new scholarships,
and level the playing field. Work
with the NAA and other
stakeholders for new initiatives for
our member schools.

(vii)

SA - Since you would be returning to the
same position, what goals do you have in
place to ensure you’re not getting burnt
out?
(a) Bid has a lot of goals. Closely
working with the NCO to move to a
new host (maybe). Merchandise and
finance of NACURH, they handle a
lot. Consolidating resources, on
NACURH and customer service end.
Excited about new things
happening.

(viii)

MA - You mentioned forming relationships
beyond ADAFs, how do you plan to
establish those?
(a) Be more involved with the Directors,
offer more training for them in the
Fall. Attending their chats and

talking to them about how to
support ADAFs. Helping to give
updates to NNB. Coming to chats
to talk about finances for chapters or
funding for initiatives.
(ix)

IA- What legal or liability issues do you see
NACURH encountering in the future? How
does general counsel play into that?
(a) One of the things we need to focus
on is the sales tax issue. General
counsel will help there. Looking at
liability - NACURH hasn’t invested a
lot in the legal aspect of this when
it’s our biggest area of risk.

(x)

GL- What do you perceive to be your
biggest blindspot and what will you do to
overcome it?
(a) Personal transition to graduate
school, unrooting life and moving.
Focus on finance things, trying to
expand scope, trying to use money
things to connect and apply to
different areas.

(xi)

IA - What methods will you use to increase
financial literacy among NACURH
Leadership, primarily Directors and ADAFs?
(a) ADAFs is the ongoing transition.
Materials available for them, XERO,
GRAM, BofA. Explain how to read a
budget or make a spreadsheet.

(xii)

IA- Can you overview NACURH Give Day?
(a) This is an untapped source we
should be getting into. Work with
NAA to market Give Day, reach out
to alumni. They might be willing to
give more support to NACURH after
NACURH have given them
experiences and opportunities. We
can also have alumni socials giveaways, raffles, auctions there.

(xiii)

PA - Since you’ve served in multiple finance
roles, is there a certain limit/threshold to
how much we can invest in savings?

(a) Investments are tricky. In term of
nonprofits, the revenue can not
exceed 33.33%. One of my goals
has been to hold the money we get
through Vanguard and to make that
operational revenue.

(xiv)

(i)

Do you have any goals for
what they are used for?

(ii)

NACURH has a set corporate
culture around pins. Culture
of finances too. We have a
doomsday policy because
we were close to getting
dissolved. The policy book is
very conservative. I think
there has to be a balance
between preserving capital
and serving our member
institutions.

SA - moves to end Q&A
(a) NE - seconds
(i)

No dissent

(e) Pro/Con
(i)
PRO

CON

Organizational
assessment
Alumni engagement

Specificity in goals

Innovation in position
Thoughtful inclusion of
social justice

Potential unknown
commitments

Strong relevant
experience
Willingness to
communicate with
Leadership
(ii)

IA - moves to end pro/com
(a) GL - seconds

(i)

No Dissent

(f) Discussion
(i)

GL - moves to caucus for three minutes
(a) IA - seconds
(i)

No dissent

(ii)

SA - We appreciate that Greg incorporated
talking about multiple pieces of financial
legislation and how that relates to
accountability that he wants to see in future
years

(iii)

MA - Greg’s background in finance and
experiences will allow him to serve
NACURH in this capacity. He has thought
critically about his goals and is looking to
be innovative. As we welcome a new group
ADAFs we hope that he’ll support them

(iv)

IA - We would like to commend the level of
focus that is present, especially alumni
engagement aspects. Not afraid to use the
budget that we have and how he clearly
uses what the culture around spending
money is and breaking out of that. Think
that it’s a good direction for our
corporation to move towards.

(v)

NCO - Greg’s commitment to clean up the
NCO office and making processes more
efficient

(vi)

NE - We admire Greg’s commitment to
moving the organization forward

(vii)

SA - We appreciate tracking and
assessment of current practices

(viii)

CA - We strongly support Greg’s bid and
echo the sentiments of the other regions

(ix)

GL- Great Lakes is appreciative of how he
talked about financial accessibility in terms
of social justice. Would have liked to hear
more about what we could do with
additional revenue since Greg talked about
increasing add-on fees. We also appreciate
his emphasis on innovation and getting out
of NACURH’s previous monetary
philosophies. Also appreciate preventative
measures with general counsel and since
we’re going to play in the business realm

that we’re fully prepared to do that. Also
acknowledging his blind spots in the
position but mentioning wanting to
broaden his NACURH scope.
(x)

SA - We would like to highlight the tangible
resources he created this year and his work
to ensure an ADAF transition

(xi)

PA- We support Greg and would like to see
him grow

(xii)

SA - moves to end discussion
(a) Denied

(xiii)

SW - Supports Greg

(xiv)

CA - *filibusters*

(xv)

IA - moves to end discussion
(a) SA-seconds
(i)

No dissent

(g) Vote: Via secret ballot
(h) Greg Vass is elected NACURH Associate for
Finance
b) Move to groove for 3 minutes
4. NACURH Associate for NRHH
a) NE - moves to open the floor for nominations
(1) IA - seconds
(2) Nominations
(a) MA - moves to nominate RIck Cazzato Jr.
(i)

NE - seconds
(a) Accepts

(b) IA- moves to close nominations
(i)

CA- seconds
(a) No dissent

(c) Presentation
(d) Q&A
(i)

CA - Could you speak to your ability to
work within teams?
(a) Specifically within the past two
years. As ADAF, wanted to better
work at creating better relationships,
have moved to creating long lasting

relationships as AD-NRHH. In
SWOT, can grow.
(ii)

NE - What are some major threats you see
for NRHH and what are your plans to
mitigate them?
(a) We know where NRHH fits in, but
we don’t know how to articulate
those. Making the mission and
vision part of the conversation. If we
don’t use the context of the past,
our foundation will crumble.

(iii)

CA - In your bid you discuss regional NRHH
advisors, how would you work with regional
NRHH advisors and RBC who do not have
those positions?
(a) It’s about understand the support
systems that I can elaborate on. If
they have NRHH Advisors, they
might not need as much support
from me. Asking what role I can plan
to complement the role the advisor
plays. Utilize the NACURH NRHH
Advisor as a support system as well.

(iv)

SW - at the end of your term, where do you
see NRHH being?
(a) Hope we solidify identity or move
toward forming that. Not long to
accomplish big items. By the end,
want to find the balance between
NACURH and NRHH.

(v)

SA - you touched on your SWOT analysis.
Based on those weaknesses, how do you
plan to overcome those?
That is feedback I received as part of the
360 process. Saying these are areas I might
struggle on. I see development as - if I want
others to develop - I need to develop too.

(vi)

IA - could you talk more about how you
plan to promote lifelong membership in the
honorary?
(a) Looking at ways for the annual
conference to work with them. With
the alumni social, we can also seek
out conference volunteers. Come

back and provide service to the
corporation. Regional alumni
associations have different things as
well.
(vii)

NCO - how do you plan to support the
NCO ADNRHH through affiliation?
(a) Depending on their strengths, plan
to talk about their timeline and what
they plan to accomplish. The NCO
does the most work behind the
scenes, and working to ensure the
ADNRHHs can contribute to that,
especially when it gets hectic
around conference season. I talk a
lot in my bid about understanding
what their goals in their position are.
I have ideas, but I want to make sure
they align so they can feel fulfilled.

(viii)

SW - how to plan to cultivate your vision
with the NNB?
(a) With working groups, doing some
analysis of common bid themes.
Utilize those working groups to push
forward on that identity. They
started to flesh out and finalize
those conversations this year, but
carrying that over.

(ix)

GL - the two values of NRHH are critical;
how do you encompass those in your
day-to-day life?
(a) Something that is very important to
me is recognition. If one of my reps
had an OTM written about them or
if they wrote an OTM, I would email
them and recognize them through
that avenue. I Tried to capitalize that
on a virtual level. I did over 350+
hours of service throughout my
undergraduate career. Haven’t had
the opportunity to really do that
through grad school but would like
to get back to those roots.

(x)

PA - how do you see the relationship
between NRHH and NACURH developing
this year?

(a) One of the top priorities that I have
is connecting services. Rather than
reinvent the wheel, want to
consolidate. We haven’t had a lot of
mainstreamed things but can start
capitalizing on NRHH-specific
webinars or incorporating
recognition and service into
different chats to bring something
for everyone. With the NAD, lots of
opportunities to bridge the
positions. Want to work a lot with
the other executives and really
collaborate on things and create
stronger connections to become a
united front.
(xi)

MA - you touch on how NRHH is exclusive;
given this exclusive nature, what are some
goals you have to make it more inclusive?
(a) Within the bid, chapter are allowed
to incorporate additional
requirements, working with chapters
during affiliation review to see what
extras some people are required.
For me, it’s about how we live the
values of NRHH post-induction. If
you’re not following through on
that, what does that say about what
we’re prioritizing?

(xii)

SA - how do you plan to equip AD-NRHHs
with tools to balance regional identity and
NRHH identity?
(a) A lot of that goes back to the
mission and vision of NRHH and
seeing where regions are coming
from. I’ve seen three different
setups of NRHH. I don’t know all of
them so I want to create dialogues
that show how it would impact
different regions. Want to go back
to recognition and service - big
enough to allow for autonomy but
specific enough to align us.

(xiii)

SW - how do you plan to support
AD-NRHHs that may come from a region
that have low NRHH identity?

(a) It would come from what they want
to see out of their experience. If
they want to change the culture and
if I can help, I would. Assuming that
they want assistance, asking about
current context, seeing what
services are currently offered, and
working to create one direction. You
need more than one year to build a
strong NRHH culture but it’s never
too late to set the groundwork for
building that culture. Got to do
some of that this year with the NNB
and that has been a rewarding
experience. Some regions have
strong OTM promotional materials
and I worked to incorporate that
within my region, working to
collaborate and move forward with
those.
(xiv)

GL - moves to end Q&A
(a) NE - seconds
(i)

No dissent

(e) Pro/Con
(i)
PRO

CON

Honorary knowledge
Extensive experience
Ideas for pro devo
(f) Discussion
(i)

CA - appreciates Rick’s ability to see the
future of NRHH in a positive light, know
where it needs to go, and is not afraid to
ask for help

(ii)

NE - the NE appreciates that Rick has ideas
for developing NRHH members through a
pro devo lens and creating more value for
the honorary as a whole for all those who
could potentially be involved

(iii)

SA - would like to note that during the
SWOT analysis that the noted
approachability and adaptability as his
weaknesses but does want to work with the
NRHH advisor to develop on those

(iv)

PA - supports Rick as a NAN. Has a secure
vision for the honorary. Has a passion for
NRHH and we support the visions that he
hopes to instill and we believe that he will
carry on the diamond love

(v)

CA - next year, the NAN will have a large
responsibility with navigating a new OTM
system and bringing in all of the new
questions and knowing where to go to get
those questions answered and the CA
believes that he is able to do so

(vi)

GL - Rick shows extensive and tangible
goals in their bid. We would like to
commend him for really encompassing the
values of NRHH and displaying that
throughout his bid and presentation

(vii)

IA - supports Rick for the position and we
appreciate his willingness to take on the
challenges that will come in the next year
for NRHH

(viii)

MA - in full support of Rick as he
demonstrates understanding of the NAN
role and the Strategic Plan

(ix)

SA - appreciates RIck’s emphasis on that
not everyone comes into NACURH
Leadership with the idea of going into
HESA and wants to shift the NNB culture to
more of a professional development
setting.

(x)

IA - calls the questions
(a) Denied

(xi)

SA - while there have been many positives,
the SA would like to take on the GL’s style
of addressing concerns. Engagement of on
campus and off campus members are very
limited.

(xii)

SW - supports Rick as NAN because of his
strong vision for the future of NRHH and

believes that he would be a good support
moving both NACURH and NRHH forward.
(xiii)

SA - appreciates that Rick did not stick
solely to the NNB and mentioned goals for
all of the NACURH Executives, specifically
the Be Why campaign and NACURH
Leadership appreciation, which will be in
conjunction with the NAD.

(xiv)

SA - calls the question
(a) No dissent

(g) Vote: Via secret ballot
(h) GL - moves to recess for five minutes
(i)

CA - seconds

(i) Rick Cazzato Jr. is elected NACURH Associate for
NRHH
5. NACURH Associate of Development
a) SA move to open nominations for the NAD
(1) NCO - seconds
(2) NE - nominats Jason Littleford
(a) SA - seconds
(b) Accepts
(3) GL - nominates Danny Bishop
(a) CL - seconds
(b) Accpets
b) SW - moves to close nominations
(1) MA - seconds
(a) No dissent
(2) Jason Littleford - Presentation
(3) Q&A
(a) CA - Could you speak to your ability to work within
a team?
(i)

Have worked with any teams. Been an RA
for a year and a half. Been on the board for
the past two years. I have had to do a lot of
challenging within myself to change how I
view teams. In the beginning of my term as
Director, I had to work to understand the
support they needed, which wasn’t the
support they needed. Needed to change
the support to meet my boards. My team

dynamic is the support of understanding
how I can go out to help others accomplish
their goals to ensure they’re being built up.
(b) GL - given the items not completed by this year’s
NAD, what would a successful year look like?
(i)

Understanding what the role means within
the corporation. We haven’t had the chance
to see where the role can take the
corporation. NACURH has to evaluate what
the role can and can’t do, and right now,
we don’t have that structure. Understanding
what the role means for support will help
define what success looks like.

(c) NCO - how do you envision the role of the NCO
COs in NACURH Leadership?
(i)

Co structure with NCO, most out of
anyone. Grouped for day to day office
operations. Marketing COs is where they
are groupw. Using NCOs goals, corporate
branding on what it will look like.
Understanding what leadership resources
the NCO is providing, LEAD program,
sharing that information.

(d) IAI - What do you believe is the biggest challenge
NACURH faces as a corporation and how would
you address it?
(i)

Anomaly of what COs need. As a CO, there
is a lack of support or knowledge that is
shared within the corporation. They are a
part of the corporate structure. How can we
go over the information they want, to make
the organization more cohesive.

(e) GL - with this being a new year for the NAD, how
will you be able to integrate social justice and
inclusion into the role?
(i)

Through CO practices and chats. The first
to admit, social justice is a journey.

(f) SA - understanding that there was a vacancy in the
NAD position, who did you speak with to prepare
for this role and how did you ensure you were
ready?
(i)

Spoke with Megan to understand structure
and others about the future of this role

(g) NE - how will you involve people throughout the
year in our virtual services?
(i)

A lot of the data that we saw within the
NSPA was seeing what kind of roundtables
that presidents would like to see. Utilizing
the information that we have from the
different -SPAs to inform what we talk
about. I.e. for the RHA roundtables, we’re
repeating a lot of the roundtables that we
had this year and seeing where can we go
to engage more of our audience.

(h) IA - how do you provide individualized and
equitable support for the people you work with?
(i)

It’s understanding what their role is within
their region. I was the CO for NCC Training
and Development, which is different than
working with a marketing CO.
Understanding individual goals and visions.
For the amount of COs within NACURH, it
is going to be hard to be the person that
holds them accountable to accomplishing
their goals. Utilize conversations with other
board members to help bridge that gap.

(i) MA - what ideas do you have to work with the CRC
to select Program of the Year
(i)

(j)

I haven’t really thought about that. I had
mostly heard it was CRC working directly
with schools.

SW - over the past few years, the SW has had to
open up applications to fill a role within our COs.
How would you take someone newly elected at a
random point within an affiliation year and help
them gain better perspective on the scope of
NACURH?
(i)

It’s just communicating with them. Help
them understand their catalyst, introduce
them seeing their goals, seeing where they
are in corporate ideology. Don’t want to
rush anyone into anything without
preparing them. Also understanding their
perspectives and seeing if they’re ready,
helping them 1:1 to get them ready to
jump into their region and their catalyst.
How can I share the catalyst’s goals to
match up with your goals?

(ii)

Do you believe that your understanding of
NACURH’s corporate scope is strong
enough to transition someone else into
understanding this too?
(a) I don’t know each region. I know IA
pretty well and I’ve been able to go
to the SW or the PA conferences.
It’s understanding what I can do as a
NACURH Exec Committee member
to best support them. I can’t tell
them how to address their regional
position because that isn’t my
scope, my scope is seeing how I can
support them through the NACURH
lens.

(k) PA - why do you believe you are the best
candidate for this position?
(i)

(l)

Within this position, when was a CO
believes there was more the corporation
could do to create more structure and lift
up people. NAD, to see that transition.
Been able to have experiences as CO, and
personal feelings from being Director of
what can be changed to support. Personally
feel can support and uplift the COs to
change how they are presented through
NACURH leadership.

SA - how do you plan to work with the NAN to
support COs for NRHH?
(i)

Never served as AD-NRHH. IN IACURH was
able to see COs for NRHH to see where the
honorary is going and they goals they have.
There is a lot of information that is created
and shared. Want to make sure NNB to
COs communication is shared

(m) NE - how will you facilitate discussion around
needs when COs might not know what they need
yet from NACURH?
(i)

In bid, vision for catalyst for the coming
year. A benchmark before semis about
understanding how catalyst has been
beneficial, evaluating what could be done
differently.

(n) PA - what does development mean to you?

(i)

Development is the constant education. We
want to empower different student leaders
but we want to educate them. What
resources can we continue to educate with.

(o) GL - what do you perceive to be your biggest
blind spot or area that you are uncomfortable in,
and how will you overcome that?
(i)

Biggest blindspot is administrative tasks.
Making sure it is in planner and on calendar
to really be on it.

(p) NE - CO restructuring as part of fulfilling this goal?
(i)

Understanding what the COs/region want
to do. Need to determine which COs the
corporation are important to progress.
Wants the voice of the NCO, and all of
NACURH leadership would need to have.

(q) NE - the role of the CO is important in the broader
scope of NACURH, how do you encision chats and
the connection of COs to the broader scope of
NACURH in the upcoming year?
(i)

(r)

IN person times together, meetings we
have to get people comfortable first. Not
having a 30 person CO chat, so can get to
know. Doing a 10 to teach. Finding their
interest/strengths to connect.

IA - you’ve alluded to a couple of these, but what
are some challenges you believe COs face and
how can you support them?
(i)

Information that is given to them. It’s a
game of telephone, it is given to them
through other folks. Megan sent out emails
last year, providing those updates. What
NACURH is doing, directly communicating.

(s) GL - moves to exhaust the speakers list without
additions
(i)

SW - seconds
(a) SA - dissents
(i)

We would like to be on the
list a second time

(b) SW - withdraws second
(ii)

GL - moves to exhaust speakers list with
additions

(a) SA - second
(i)
(t)

No dissent

MA - NAD being over transition practices, how do
you plan to utilize assessment and own experience
to shape the process?
(i)

I know NACURH has created assessments
during different trainings throughout the
process. Understanding how the transition
experience for the past two years has been
relevant and what information has been
most useful for them will inform what we do
next year. Was recommended to use more
action item presentations, as this benefits
the process rather than simply roundtables.

(u) PA-Wanting to increase RBD engagement and
communication, what steps will you take?
(i)

It’s understanding what information is able
to be shared across the corporation. It takes
the entire Executive Committee to do this.
How can we grow the sense of our
corporate culture to include more
individuals?

(v) PA - since the NAD is a new position, how do you
see yourself developing the position and where do
you want to grow?
(i)

It’s understanding this year and next year,
of what the position can bring to the
corporation. So it's hard to say what new
ideas can be developed, because we do
not know what strengths it brings to the
committee/what roles it plays. What
resources does it provide. How can we
build up the position to be sustainable for
the position

(w) GL - YTR
(x) SA - as conference chairs currently lack a specific
place within NACURH Leadership, how do you
plan to loop them into conversations and spaces
you have with COs?
(i)

Different roles of COs and conference
chairs, how each group can help support
their own group. Mutual shared
experiences/duties. Those positions are
different for me in NACURH leadership

(a) In SA, the conference chairs and
COs do similar work, would be
willing to let them be together/work
together?
(i)

Understanding the role that
conference chairs would like
to see within the CO
structure. What can they
utilize to take from this?

(y) SA - NNB and NBD feel connected, but not COs,
how to you plan to advocate for the unique needs
of the COs to these boards?
(i)

Utilize CO chats to understand what
direction they need from the information
that’s provided by the Executive
Committee. Understand what support they
would like to see.

(z) IA - Could you elaborate on ways you plan to
implement diversity and inclusion within NACURH?
(i)

Everyone is at a different place of
understanding what diversity and inclusion
is. WHat strengths can be used within the
CO and they all working together to build
up their knowledge.

(4) Pro/Con
(a)
PRO
Positional evaluation

CON
Lack of innovation and
specificity

NACURH U experience
Increased CO →
Directorship
communication

Lacks specific plans for
COs and Conference
Chairs
Plans for CO
accountability

Emphasis on NACURH
Alternative Break
(i)

SA - moves to end pro/con

(a) SW - seconds
(i)

No dissent

(5) Danny Bishop - Presentation
(6) Q&A
(a) SA - Current vacancy for this role, who did you talk
to about this role in preparing for running for this
role?
(i)

I talked to Gracie about this position in
December because I was wondering if I
should run for Director or NAD as I was
deciding between returning to the region
or NACURH. After the vacancy, I reached
out to Megan, Lena, and Greg because
they had unique perspectives on how the
NAD role plays out and connects with the
Executive Committee.

(b) As conference chairs are lacking a space in
NACURH leadership, how would you plan on
incorporating them into CO chats/spaces?
(i)

I want to first work with the CRC and NAF
because there was a task force dedicated to
conference experiences. With the way
onboarding works, it’s difficult to be
included in traditional transition processes.
Being able to point them to the people
who can support them while including them
in conversations I’m having with COs.

(c) IA-What do you believe is the biggest challenge
currently faces and how do you plan to address it
in this position?
(i)

As a virtual corporation, our virtual services
are lacking. As the NAD is the person
responsible for these, I want to work with
catalysts to keep their ear to the ground.
Regions have already told us what they
want. With the structuring of webinars, we
have talked about how to create and
balance NACURH ones with regional ones.
Clear distinctions from day one. On our
campus, we do bulletin boards as NRHH
and RHA and give that to RAs to use. If we
can create these models and give them to
regions, they can add their own flair or
adapt that to provide their membership.

(d) PA - Why do you think you are the best candidate
for this position?
(i)

Two reasons
(a) I care, care deeply for NACURH.
Not going into Student Affairs,
going into academia. Have a vision
that will set a strong foundation for
the future
(b) You cannot be what you cannot see.
Not saying they want to inspire, but
they want to make sure people see
that someone is here, they are
advocating. There seems to be a lot
of talking and not a lot of
advocating.

(e) GL - you discussed some action items, how do you
plan to integrate social justice and inclusion into
the other aspects of your role?
(i)

Alt break, we are validating the experiences
of folks going on the break trip. When they
come into the process, we are
acknowledging their background and our
common purpose/impact. Shared goals,
but different experiences/journeys that lead
us there. Believe in autonomy and agency.
People should be able to make choices for
themselves.

(f) SW - over the past two years, the SW has been
faced with filling vacant CO positions over the fall
semester. How would you help transition COs and
provide them with the NACURH scope mid-way
through the year? And introducing them to
catalysts?
(i)

Director reach out and add COs to
page/groupme. Letting them know about
the current conversations and happenings
of catalyst. oFfering to have 1 on 1s. WAlk
through what it means to be a CO in
NACURH. Understanding regional identity,
because swaps, could share that
context/understanding.
(a) Do you believe you have a firm
enough scope on the corporation to
train others in it?

(i)

Yes.

(g) CA - could you speak on your ability to work in
teams?
(i)

Plethora of things. My way to answer that is
saying that I play a support role on team,
want to fulfill my duties. As ADAF, one
thing I tried to do was reach out
consistently and offer to help or seek
opportunities for collaboration. I’m going
back to just being a person who wants to
support people.

(h) NCO - Given the role of the NCO, how do you
envision the role of Office COs within NACURH
Leadership?
(i)

List the NCO COs on the catalyst page.
They offer a unique perspective. The NCO
dies not necessarily have interactions like
the regions do. They carry out the
administration tasks of NACURH. Can shift
the way people are thinking about various
things/new lens.

(i) IA - how do you provide individualized and
equitable support for the people you work with,
especially considering the variety of COs?
(i)

Wanted to have 1 on 1s with people. 1 on
1s are an opt-in option. 30-40 people, may
not work, but set a baseline expectation
about what to expect. Sending emails to
communicate what is happening on the
corporate level. Want to be equitable in
distribution of information.

(j) PA-What does development mean to you?
(i)

Development is an ongoing process. It is
bettering yourself. It is working toward the
ideal version of yourself. Tangent - I write
poems. In one of my poems, I talk about a
mental mirror that is the most perfect
version of myself. I think about
development in terms of what can I add to
myself to move closer to that perfect
version of me?

(k) NE - You touch on MSIs in NACURH who are
already affiliated. How do you specifically plan to

engage these affiliated schools, as well as getting
more of these schools to get involved?
(i)

(l)

One way envision, chairperson, NAA, and
NCO affiliation. Making sure marketing
materials are competent. We are recruiting
in an equitable. Supporting
stuff-conversations with regional directors.
What do you want? ASKING. Creating
equitable practices across regions.

IA - what are specific challenges that you think
COs face and how can you support them through
these?
(i)

One specific challenge I have heard this
year, is that they did not feel supported.
They did not feel heard, seen. They did not
know who to talk to. To let them know they
are a resource, various NACURH exec are
all resources and getting them connected.

(m) NE - the role of the CO is important to NACURH,
how do you envision chats and the connection to
the corporation of the whole working next year?
(i)

1 everyone CO chat a month, that would be
corporate conversations/updates, and
asking about updates, initiatives. Having
separate chats for various CO groups.
NACURH leadership chats through the
year, joint boards come together, cna we
invite COs to that?

(n) GL - what do you think is going to be your biggest
blind spot in this position and how do you intend
to overcome that?
(i)

Never served as a CO, so do not know the
nifty gritty. Listening, being present,
advocating for the voices who are asking
for what they want and crafting that
experience for them. Call me out on it. We
all have room to grow, let me know how I
can best serve you.

(o) MA - what ideas do you have to collaborate with
the CRC to coordinate Program of the Year?
(i)

RHA Development COs to be a part of the
recruitment of that? How can we replicate
the programming aspect? Working to talk
to the CRC early on and what the
experience is. Marketing for it. Invited to

chats, going to positional rep chats before
RLCs so that people know it actually exists.
(p) SA - how do you plan to understand CO culture in
other regions?
(i)

Talking to the boards about it

(ii)

Input is #4, go spelunking through people’s
policy book. Which COs exist in each
reason and why. But then also having
conversations with those people beyond
reading.

(q) GL - moves to exhaust the speakers list with
additions
(i)

IA - seconds
(a) No dissent

(r)

PA - Working with NAN to encourage service and
recognition, how will you not step on each other’s
toes?
(i)

I see the NAN as the content experience.
As an active NRHH member, I have an
understanding of that. Making sure that we
are talking prior to NNB chats. Can’t just be
the NAN doing things.

(s) NE -YTR
(t)

SA-YTR

(7) Pro/Con
(a)
PRO

CON

Diversity and Inclusion
Theory based-practice
Incorporating
conference chairs in
leadership
(8) Discussion
(a) NE - moves to caucus for five minutes
(i)

PA - seconds
(a) No dissent

(b) GL -The GL admires both of the candidates for
their work. We are in favor of Danny for the role.

They demonstrated a great level of knowledge in
the role. They spoke to all pieces outlined in
policy. They were able to talk about how NACURH
wants to support and recruit more MSIs and how
they would do that. Could create more logistics
around more CO support. Jason’s goals do not
meet the level of specificity.
(c) IA - Would like to commend Danny and Jason for
their bids. Grateful t o have students who are
passionate about this organization. For Jason,
emphasis on strong 1:1 relationships with COs.
For Danny, excited about vision overall and the
tangible goals. Also their intentional thoughts on
diversity and inclusion, specifically about working
with MSIs we already have affiliated.
(d) NE -The NE appreciates Danny’s goals overall as
they're grounded in theory and encompass all
aspects of the NAD position.
(e) SW - Would like to echo the sentiments we’re
hearing in the room. Bringing up the goals across
both bids, it seems that Danny has taken more
time to flesh out what they want to do. When we
discussed in expectations, we touched on whether
or not a candidate would be able to take on the
role now. We believe Danny would be able to do
that now.
(f) NE - Appreciates the social justice, inclusivity
efforts to take conversations and spur into action
items.
(g) MA - would like to commend both candidates for
their dedication. Of the candidates, we would like
to show support towards Danny as we believe they
have tangible goals for the NAD role and show the
skills that the corporation needs to best impact all
levels of stakeholders. While we believe that Jason
has the ability to perform in this capacity, the
thoroughness of Danny’s presentation and bid
exhibit to us a desire to take the role to a new
level.
(h) CA - Commend both candidates and show support
for Danny.
(i) PA - wants to give snaps to both candidates. We
believe Jason is able to provide a background full
of experience, and we feel he has put thought into
the development of COs. However, we echo

sentiments of the room and support Danny,
because they would support not only COs, but all
of Leadership.
(j) PA - calls the question
(i)

No dissent

(k) Vote: Via secret ballot
D. Move to recess for 5 minutes
1. Second
E. Danny Bishop is selected as NACURH Associate for Development
XV.

Tuesday Evening
A. Called to order at 5:51pm
B. Legislation
1. GL move to hear 19-61
a) PA seconds
b) Proponent Speech:Talking about self care and wellness in NACURH,
and one of the big ones is that we set a lot of high expectation of
NACURH leadership that do not align with our values of self care. If
we were professionals and worked 8-5pm jobs, then we would have
no problem responding to emails on time. When this piece was
made, the idea was that it would not be very strict, and that it would
be a simple accountability conversation. This was not the impact, and
it is a little difficult to enforce. Want to change the policy to “two
business days.” This is still pretty quick, but allows for weekends to be
exempt . Creates a culture where we still want a timely response, but
still want to hold members of NACURH leadership accountable.
c)

Q&A
(1) IA - do you think this legislation still allows for timely
communication since a lot of business is conducted on
Sunday
(a) The idea is that the response time will be adjusted. So
if an email is sent on sunday, the expectation is that it
will be responded to on Wednesday.
(2) GL-Sentence structure different for the regional advisor?
(a) Just kept the same structure
(3) IA - moves to end Q&A
(a) Second by NE
(i)

No Dissent

d) Discussion
(1) NE - due to the dedication of the NACURH execs, this will not
inhibit business from being done
(2) SA - call the question
(a) No Dissent

e) Move into a vote
f)

Vote 8-0-0

C. Regional Strategic Platform Presentations
1. SAACURH
2. CAACURH
3. SWACURH
XVI.

RECESS for dinner

XVII.

NBD Legislation
A. Roll Call
B. NBD 19-60
1. Chair entertains motion to bring NBD 19-60 to the floor
2. IA - so moved
a) SW - seconded
b) No dissent
3. Proponent speech
4. Q&A
a) IA-Move to end Q&A
(1) SA - seconded
(a) Dissent SW
(2) SA withdrew
(3) IA withdrew
b) SW-Why the decision comes down to the CRC?
(1) It’s kind of semantics but since the CRC works with
conferences, that respect is shown to the CRC to engage with
hat. Both will be included in the conversation but it’s primarily
because the CRC works with conferences and they should
have that ability and the CRC is the point person for
conferences.
c)

NE - is there a reason why it doesn’t say something to, “at the end of
two attempts a virtual setting is automatic?”
(1) Currently requires 2 attempts.

d) GL-Move to end Q&A
(1) IA seconds
5. Discussion
a) CA - as a region who had to do this this year, this will be helpful to be
able to go online sooner and we got to have a RBC host site three
months earlier. It might not be the right situation for all times and
allow the opportunity for the CRC to make that call.

b) PA- appreciates that this was a concern brought up earlier this year
and was an issue in the region earlier this year.
c)

GL - calls the question
(1) No dissent

6. Vote: 8-0-0
C. NE - moves to bring 19-59
1. MA seconds
a) No dissent
2. Proponent speech
3. Q&A
a) CA-Form has chief housing officer, can there be a designee? Liability
wise can that be appropriate?
(1) In my experience is that they all typically get signed at an
office, it’s just passed around with different staff members. If
someone serves in that capacity but doesn’t have that title,
they can also sign the form.
b) SA - who would be deeming what is excessive damage or what
warrants repair or damage?
(1) It would likely be the NACURH Advisor and NAF. If the laptop
is unusable or if the laptop doesn’t open because it’s cracked,
then that would be an example of significant damage.
(2) At beginning of the year evaluate/assess quality of laptops.
c)

GL - Was this form created using these other pieces from the regions,
was legal consulted?
(1) We have not consulted general counsel on this. If NACURH
were to get sued over something like this, we would probably
drop it. This probably wouldn’t hold up if NACURH were to be
sued.
(2) Is there a reason to not have a notary sign this form?
(a) Christina recommended a notary but with this many
signatures on there, you would either need three
different notaries or try to coordinate a lot of
schedules to get the one notary. Didn’t want to be too
cumbersome on student leaders that it became a
barrier. NACURH would also maintain the original
form and it wouldn’t have to be scanned.

d) NE-YTR
e) SW- In acknowledging that we’re all students and not all of us work
and a student ends up on the Executive committee. If a student were
charged, say $1,000, they might not be able to come up with those
funds in 30 days. Is there a reason why we wouldn’t try a payment
plan or something similar first?
(1) It would be a hard thing to legislate. But could work with the
student if they express that was a thing that they needed. 30

days is helpful to move forward if a student goes MIA, we
won't keep waiting and waiting.
(a) Have you considered 45 days or 60?
(i)
f)

30 days aligns with policy. Invoices are due 3
days, NET 30 is standard business groceed

GL - YTR

g) GL - within GLACURH, our host school acknowledgment form
includes similar language to this. We’ve had institutions like
University of Wisconsin - River Falls that won’t sign the form. Would
y’all be willing to bend on this?
(1) I think because this won’t come into effect until after folks are
sworn in. Would not pull a student’s position. There is more
flexibility.
h) GL-Move to end
(1) MA - seconds
(2) No dissent
(a) NE - dissents
i)

NE - do you think that idea from the previous question should be in
this piece?
(1) If you write into the form that it is flexible, no one would sign
it. Having the conversation is needed.

j)

NE - moves to end Q&A
(1) SA seconds
(2) No dissent

4. Discussion
a) CA - Ok, yeah. It’s fine.
b) MA-Supports, similar to regional piece. It is good to have someone
higher than a regional advisor, through a chief housing officer is not
ideal.
c)

IA - YTR

d) SA - is in support of this piece as we feel that it does decrease
NACURH’s liability.
e) SW - is in support of the piece but, in conversations with some
regional institutions about liability, we found that we faced some
aggressiveness with things like conference fees. At RLC, we had an
institution fighting against signing a promissory note because their
university’s president did not consent to do so. Those who are signing
this form need to be prepared to handle those conversations.
f)

SA-would like to make sure that future executive committees are as
flexible to extend time and having conversations

g) NE moves to end
(1) PA seconds
(2) No dissent

5. Vote: 8-0-0
D. NBD 19-57
E. NE - moves to bring to the floor
1. SA - seconds
2. No dissent
F.

Proponent speech

G. Q&A
1. IA-should a school who is not affiliated get this scholarship $50 per person
fee be waived?
a) No, that is not addressed in this piece. The scholarship is $1,000.00
USD and it would be able to cover some of that non-affiliated
institution fees.
(1) The $1,000.00 USD was created with a $250.00 USD delegate
cost in mind so that they would be able to bring at least four
individuals to the conference.
(a) If a school says they want to try NACURH, $1000 is
$1000 dollars. Not likely an institution is paying for
entire experience with just the scholarship
2. SA - would like to know if any special privilege or extra consideration would
be given to institutions who aren’t affiliated?
a) It would be an even playing field for affiliated and unaffiliated
3. MA - wondering if there’s anything barring those institutions in bad standing
from applying? It says regardless of affiliation standing.
a) We would only put a school in bad standing if they were affiliated
with NACURH. We may need to think about the wording though.
4. SW - This piece is saying that an institution, even if they’re not affiliated with
NACURH, will have the ability to ask for NACURH funds to attend a NACURH
conference?
a) Example; school who has been involved and maybe chose not to
affiliate the past couple of years.Smaller schools could benefit to be
integrated to NACURH
b) With that being said, would we consider this to be one of the ways
that we outreach to institutions who have become uninvolved with
NACURH?
(1) Yes, it could be a really cool bargaining chip for institutions
who we have lost.
5. Time has expired.
H. Discussion
1. IA - the Intermountain has a lot of smaller schools that face the issue of
funding conferences a lot of the time. Personally have been trying to find a
way to fund this during my term but now that this is an opportunity that can
be presented to institutions who can attend regional conferences but not
NACURH conferences, this would be a really cool opportunity.

2. GL- in full support, can be a good tool to get school to reaffiliate and pick up
some schools that may have unaffiliated in the past years
3. NE - originally worried that this would devalue affiliation but this appears to
be a clever way for institutions to rejoin NACURH.
4. CA - support, would like to address MA’s point in Q&A, would caution
executives against permitting institutions in bad standing to apply for this
scholarship.
5. SW-Would like to echo IA in relation to the fact, how are we giving them back
the money in our savings beyond pins. In offering that option for schools
who may have fallen by the wayside, an opportunity to get reconnected
6. NE - calls the question
a) No dissent
I.

Vote: 8-0-0

J.

NBD 19-50
1. SA - moves to bring NBD 19-50 to the floor
a) NE - seconds
b) No dissent
2. Proponent speech
a) ART standards committee asked a lot of questions, ART description
did not mirror. Wanted the learning outcomes to mirror the position
in other articles. This has set the groundwork for the strategic plan.
3. Q&A
a) SW - Can you touch on how these learning outcomes are found
evident in the actual ART trainings?
(1) Personally have not in ART content subgroup. Russell Jones,
standards committee in 5 different subgroups that look at
various aspects of the ART position. Content subgroup, we
audited the NACURH policy and these would be guidelines to
audit those practices. These LO are helpful for current needs
and to set up success in the future
b) NE - moves to end Q&A
(1) MA-seconds
(a) No dissent
4. Discussion
a) SW - in favor of the piece because knowing that the learning
outcomes are goals to where we want to be, it will be more
beneficial.
b) MA-Similar to SW, working is super clear and will help with
engagement with ART.
c)

NE - also supports this piece as it makes Advisors more engaged with
conferences

d) CA-calls the question
(1) No Dissent

5. Vote: 8-0-0, piece carries
K. NBD 19-51
1. SA - moves to bring NBD 19-51 to the floor
a) PA - seconds
b) No dissent
2. Proponent speech
a) Adding in langage about commitment. Running in parallel, 2-3
months lost. Level 3 to ART we need to write and finalize. On the
advisor end, that will pull it up and get them working on it sooner and
will have time over summer. Head of subgroup would transition
them in later. Getting to connect students to advisors they may not
have otherwise known. Want to have all regional entity
representation. Quarterly updates give more time, because it may
take time to do chunkier things. Struck entire 4. Because it was
repeated in another section.
3. Q&A
a) NE - moves to end Q&A
(1) SW seconds
(a) No dissent
4. Discussion
a) IA - Appreciative of Russell taking charge of what need to happen
with ART. This will help achieve the strategic plan.
b) IA - in addition, new organizational structure flows better and is
easier to understand
c)

GL- It has set a new standard for ARt and updated things to be more
relevant. Hopefully our advisors will feel some more new love, and
feel revitalized to come to our conferences.

d) CA - also supports this piece and thank you for deleting a page of
replicated text
e) SW-In support of this piece, our year has been trying to add value to
the advisor role. We appreciate you taking the time to write this piece
f)

GL - call the question
(1) No dissent

5. Vote: 8-0-0, piece carries
L.

NBD 19-52
1. PA - moves to bring NBD 19-52 to the floor
a) SA - seconds
(1) No dissent
2. Proponent speech
a) ART is 3 levels and not sequential. Have to do all of level 1 to get to
level 2 and then have to do allof level 2 to get to level 3 which is still a
dream. Theory to practice, is a part of the experiential credits.
Circular learning cycle. Is an a la cart option, we want there to be

more freedom and flexibility. All topics have a session or one in the
works.
3. Q&A
a) SW - point 2 is now allowing them to take this in a way that is
beneficial for their own personal learning, how do you see this
impacting the coordination of art sessions.
(1) This would increase access because now they can take any
session they have not, not necessarily having to wait until
each ones are completed.
(a) Follow up - how is that coordinator going to know
what sessions to offer at conferences if they can take
sessions at any point in time?
(i)

One of the new things coordinated by Adam
Bernot, ,ART has a database that is tracking
advisor tracking/report pulling abilities to see
what is needed.

b) CA - are there any updates with Level 3 ART?
(1) Fork in the road with level 3. It has a plan, series of sessions.
Have used it as a potential requirement for future regional
advisors. Not the most concrete thing right now.
c)

SA - does it negatively impact anyone currently trying to get through
ART?
(1) It opens the door for them. It does not negatively impact
them.
(a) Follow up - does this change anything for the “train
the trainer” if that’s still a thing?
(i)

Not currently. Puts in policy that you have to
attend a workshop trainer presentation.

(ii)

Russell the ART coordinator will be here
Thursday for more questions.

d) SW - moves to end Q&A
(1) NE - seconds
(a) No Dissent
4. Discussion
a) SW - is in full support of the piece. Really appreciates point 2 in the
piece. In the SW, advisors get frustrated by not being able to do level
2 when they are still at level 1 and do not have opportunities to do
level 1
b) IA - appreciated how helpful this is going to be. Echoes the
sentiments of the SW. Feel that this will help advisors and their
professional development
c)

SW-calls the questions
(1) No Dissent X

5. Vote: 8-0-0, piece carries

M. NBD 19-54
1. NE - moves to bring NBD 19-54 to the floor
a) SA - seconds
b) No dissent
2. Proponent speech
a) This piece aims to increase inclusive language in the NACURH policy
book. Wanted to change language to be more reflective of
institutions who do not use the semester system. Wanting to change
the language to set equal expectations for folks at institutions that
use the quarter and semester system. Also will set expectations for
conference attendance by changing wording to “conference season”
3. Q&A
a) NE-wondering why is the timeline not based on the NACURH
timeline, end of NACURH to next Dec. 31 to the end of the annual
conference.
(1) June 30th date? Section 1. Suggested the June 30 day in
acknowledging quarter system schools since their end date is
a little later in the academic year . There will not be an ADAF
chat from the annual conference in June 30 that is significant,
same goes for financial accountability.
b) SW - yield
c)

SA - would like further clarification in regards to the conference
season which is affiliation year, and so would like to hear a reasoning
for this as opposed to dates.
(1) Was looking for a suitable exchange for semester. You cannot
swap to more than one region. If there is better language that
reflects that goal. Conferences are not bound by a month.

d) GL - how would you handle schools on trimester systems?
(1) That’s why we used the dates over quarter or semester.
Those who are in a trimester system could refer to the dates,
instead of having to try and translate to their institution type.
e) IA - in terms of the first section of changes, wondering why we would
be going from twice a semester to dates. So wanted to see if we are
trying to increase the number of times, or if it’s an error?
(1) Is an error, with two meetings occuring.
f)

SA-moves to end Q&A
(1) SW - seconds
(a) No Dissent

4. Discussion
a) CA-in support of this piece, is not something a lot of us think about so
that you for bringing it to our attention.
b) SA - would like to make an amendment in Section 7 to say that it
would be two leadership conferences in the fall and two in the spring.

c)

NE - seconds
(1) No dissent

d) Proponent Speech
(1) Leaving it as two regional conferences is ambiguous, so just
trying to make it more clear.
e) Q&A on amendment
(1) IA - would you entertain changing the wording to make it say
“two fall regional conferences and two spring regional
conferences”
(a) Yes. Good with the friendly amendment to the
amendment.
(2) GL - move to end Q&A
(a) NE seconds
(b) No dissent
f)

Discussion on amendment
(1) IA-amendment brings more clarify
(2) GL - moves to end discussion
(a) NE seconds
(b) No dissent
(3) Vote: 8-0-0, amendment carries

5. Discussion original piece
a) NE-piece is inclusive of institutions that are not on the traditional
semester system
b) SW - would like to make an amendment and strike each “conference
season respectively” since it sounds like overkill
(1) Accepted as a friendly amendment
c)

GL - the piece with all the amendments seems to be great

d) SA-calls the question
(1) No dissent
6. Vote: 8-0-0, the piece carries
N. NBD 19-53
1.

SW moves to bring NBD 19-53 to the floor
a) MA seconds
b) No dissent

2. Proponent speech
a) Seems that NACURH operates on a representative democracy
system. One of the most important things about a representative
democracy is transparency. To address this, the PACURH director
sent out updates to the region about some of the legislation that was
being heard and it got a positive response. That was a good way to
keep Aubrieann accountable. That is why the piece is proposing that

directors send daily updates about the semi annual and annual
business meetings. We acknowledge that this is adding on to the
workload of the directors which is why we added in saying that these
updates do not need to be sent out immediately, but that they can be
sent out a week later. Want to make NACURH more transparent to
keep NBD members more accountable while hopefully making reps
more engaged in the region and NACURH.
3. Q&A
a) SW - do you feel that this alteration to the policy changes the spirit of
the policy since it currently does not specify the meeting, but rather
refers to information in general?
(1) Now that you point it out, that is not what I thought of. You
would need to add that back.
b) SA - if these are daily updates, how do you envision the one week
after update to still make sense? If they’re daily updates, how do you
see them being sent out a week later when they may be irrelevant?
(1) We wanted to give that grace period. A director has notes
from boardroom and presentation, and could send those out
as emails. It does not have to be one email per day, could be
seperate emails on the same day.
c)

NAA - so who’s responsibility do you think it is to communicate
NACURH level updates to members?
(1) Directors should be the ones communicating to their
constituent, in addition to the chairperson. Feel that
sometimes when emails come through from the chairperson,
there may be more disconnect.

d) CA-Point A under 8. Short synopsis, we are not allowed to share this
information when we are not able to.
(1) If you look up in the yellow line, there is a line that allows the
RBD to have discretion on what to share or not. More meant
to be one liners and not super detailed.
e) IA-if you had consulted constituents from any other regions when
considering this piece.
(1) Did not talk to people in other regions because we were really
focused on updates that Aubrieann gave
f)

SW-ambiguity in what type of information is asking to be released.
NACURH execs set precedent about what can be distributed.
NACURH execs could create the content for it then to be
disseminated.
(1) The main heart of this piece was to make it more
personalized, but I understand about the information coming
all from one source. I think the updates from the Executive
committee is hard to feel connected to the information and is
difficult to connect to them due to a lack of experience. I get
the point, but i think the main heart was to add a more
personal touch so that NCCs have more stake in the
information.

g) GL-Point A, updates must include? Must is the correct word, as in
have to for all of them?
(1) Mainly supposed to mean at minimum, but can always add
more.
h) NAA - what sort of research or data did you look at or seek out to
inform this piece as a practice that is worthwhile
(1) If we were to revisit this piece.
(a) This seems to be a positive anecdotal experience that
you’ve had, so was wondering if you saw this
elsewhere in any other regions?
(2) This mainly came from our experience in the region. We had
not heard about this from any other regions, and we thought
it was a cool idea that we wanted to introduce.
i)

SW-YTR

j)

SA - move to end Q&A
(1) IA seconds
(a) No Dissent X

4. Discussion
a) SA - believes that this piece may provide too much specificity and
forces a culture onto regions
b) SA - would like to highlight that the language of “fun” news is not
descriptive of news that is worth sharing
c)

CA-is not in favor of this piece

d) SW - thank the author for the time that was put into the piece. Do not
support the piece because it asks for directors for more work after
long days and weeks. Especially true after the end of NACURH when
people are transitioning.
e) GL-Sentiments of this piece are great. We want to be transparent and
open about communication. Is spamming listserv every day would be
losing folks. Need to save that for more bulking updates. We should
consider the work the NAA does and how that can be translated in
the future.
f)

IA - commend you for trying to make a positive impact, but need to
agree with sentiments of the room. Would be great to add to a
regional policy book, but do not feel it necessary to have on the
NACURH level. Also have our own practice in our own region that
works well for us.

g) SA-calls the question
(1) No dissent
5. Vote: 0-7-1, piece fails
6. SW-Move to recess until 8:30 am
a) IA seconds
(1) No dissent

XVIII.

Award Bids Wednesday May 29,2019
A. NBD Roll call at 8:50am
1. CA: Present

AD: Present

2. GL: Present

AD: Present

3. IA: Present

AD: Present

4. MA: Present

AD: Present

5. COPR: Present
6. PA: Present

AD: Present

7. SA: Present

AD: Present

8. SW: Present

AD: Present

9. NAA: Present

NAF: Present

10. Advisor: Present
B. Expectations
C. School of the Year
1. SW motions to bring SoY to the floor
a) SA - seconds
(1) No Dissent
2. Nominations
a) IA motions to bring nominations to the floor
(1) GL - seconds
(a) No Dissent X
b) IA - nominates Columbia
(1) NE - seconds
c)

GL - nominates - NYU
(1) NE - seconds

d) SA - nominates - North Carolina State
(1) MA - seconds
e) PA - nominates - Oklahoma State University
(1) IA- seconds
f)

GL - nominates - British Columbia
(1) PA- seconds

g) CA - nominates - University of Akron
(1) SA- seconds
h) GL- nominates - Western Illinois University
(1) IA- seconds
i)

NE - nominates - Truman State University
(1) GL - second

j)

PA- moves to close nominations
(1) SA- seconds
(a) No dissent

3. Pro/Con
a) Columbia
(1)
PRO

CON

Strong Campus Partnerships

Structure of residence life

Sexual Assault Campaign

Comparative perspectives

Involved Families
Volume of Achievements
Fall Leadership Retreat
b) New York University
PRO

CON
Vague overview of challenges

Large Scale Programming

Weak overview of institution
Comparative perspectives

Concise
c)

NC-State
PRO

Hosted a conference

CON
Lack of follow up plans

Exec Board Structure
Solutions for problems
Regional Involvement
d) Oklahoma State
PRO

CON

Communication

OTMs

Clearly articulated goals

NACURH level involvement

Campus programming

Few challenges mentioned

Unique Organizational structure
Goal follow through
Participation in regional awards
e) British Columbia
PRO

CON

5 yr strategic plan
Social justice programs

NACURH level involvement

Data collection

No challenge and solutions

Goals and objectives

Quantifying involvement

f)

University of Akron
PRO

CON

Program evaluation
Leadership development outside
housing
Maximizing organizational structure
g) Western Illinois University
PRO

CON
Underdeveloped
Comparative perspectives

h) Truman State University
PRO

CON
Quantitative data

Noteable NRHH growth

Goals

Recognition committee
OTMs
Regional Committee Involvement
4. Discussion
a) GL - moves to caucus for 1 minute
(1) NE - Seconds
(a) No dissent
b) NE - believes that Truman State has shown notable NRHH growth,
and we feel that this is important because they show how they try to
connect to other people, and other programs which is notable.
c)

IA-Wants to recognize the University of Akron, bid was easy to read
and find information. Charts and various delivery methods used.
Various programming initiatives, collaborating, and regionally.

d) GL - appreciates Oklahoma State’s bid, especially description and
organization of campus initiatives. However it appears that they did
not update their bid from the regional level. Also want to discuss NC
state’s bid. Believe that they have extremely high involvement in both
the regional and and nacurh levels.
e) SA - would like to recognize the University of Akron for their
involvement within NRHM.
f)

PA- Would like to highlight UBC’s renaming efforts to be inclusive of
indigenous folks culture on their campus.

g) GL- appreciates western illinois description of campus centers.
However the bid is underdeveloped and has not been fully updated
with new initiatives since the time they bid at the regional level
h) CA - would like to recognize Columbia University for combating
sexual violence. We think that it’s a strong bid, but the mention of
updating the constitution would go more so with Building Block of
the Year. However, overall, it was a strong bid.
i)

GL - speak to NYU’s bid. Appreciate how they presented info in
digestible chunks, but would have liked to see a more comparative
approach.

j)

GL - moves to narrow the field to 4 schools
(1) IA Seconds
(a) No Dissent
(i)

Field has been narrowed to University of
British Columbia, Columbia University, North
Carolina State University, and University of
Akron

k) GL-Moves to caucus for 2 minutes

(1) IA seconds
(a) No Dissent
l)

GL - appreciative of all the candidates, however we feel the two
strongest bids are NC state and University of Akron. Akron’s bid is
very in depth. NC state has a massive budget and the description of
the residential curriculum is appreciated.

m) MA - believes that all of the people in the current category have done
a phenomenal job, but wants to talk about Columbia University. Their
bid focuses on quantitative data, their constitutional development
and advocating for sexual assault awareness.
n) SW - echo the sentiments of the GL. NC state and Akron are the two
strongest, but leaning more to akron due to the level of involvement
that they have. Want to be looking at lots of nacurh level
involvement. In addition , they are are intentionally dong work to
spread the knowledge about nacurh.
o) NE - while we appreciate NC State, we would like to see innovation
and growth in the areas of programming.
p) CA- wants to acknowledge University of British Columbia, they saw an
increase in NRHH social media but would have like to see an increase
in regional involvement
q) IA - the bids showed lots of evaluation processes, but want to
recognize akron. Are curious about how they will use the evaluation
information in the future, but the rest of their bid is great. They have
huge OTM involvement, and do lots of work with NRHM.
r)

CA - calls the question
(1) No Dissent

5. Vote: A conclusive majority has been reached
D. SW - moves to have a 5 minute recess
1. NE - seconds
a) No dissent
E. RHA Building Block of the Year
1. IA motions to bring RHA BBoY to the floor
a) SW - seconds
(1) No Dissent
2. Nominations
a)

CA - motions to bring nominations to the floor
(1) SA- seconds
(a) No Dissent

b)

IA - nominates Boise State University
(1) MA - seconds

c)

CA - nominates Creighton University
(1) PA - seconds

d) SW - nominates Slippery Rock University
(1) IA - seconds
e)

NE - nominates - Texas Tech University
(1) MA - seconds

f)

GL - nominates - University of Alabama Huntsville
(1) PA - seconds

g) IA - nominates - University of California at San Diego
(1) PA - seconds
h) MA- nominates - University of South Carolina
(1) SA - seconds
i)

CA - nominates - University of Wisconsin Whitewater
(1) NE - seconds

j)

SW - moves to close nominations
(1) NE - seconds
(a) No dissent

3. Pro/Con
a) Boise State University
PRO

CON

Unique events
Campus partnerships

Readability

Involvement with It’s on Us
Numerical comparative
perspectives
b) Creighton University
PRO

CON

Strategic Plan and Smart Goals
On campus organization
Innovative use of technology
c)

Slippery Rock
PRO

Increase in attendance

CON

Goals
Regional takeaways

NACURH involvement

IA moves to end Pro/Con
SA seconds
No dissent
d) Texas Tech University
PRO

CON

Innovation in on campus
programming

Outside affiliation year content

Impact of restructuring

Comparative perspectives

(1) IA - Move to end
(a) NE seconds
(b) No dissent
e) University of Alabama at Huntsville
PRO

CON

Creative on campus partnerships
Tangible and feasible goals

Evaluation structures

Communication methods
Use of limited budget
Involved in region and NACURH
f)

University of California at San Diego
PRO

CON

Numerated goals
Intentional restructure of purpose
Strong letter of support
g) University of South Carolina
PRO
Focus on advocacy
Created new partnerships

CON

Noteable fiscal responsibility
h) University of Wisconsin Whitewater
PRO

CON
Substantiation of numbers
Caliber of goals

Description of challenges
Increased program attendance
Mentions social, cultural, and
intellectual growth
4. Discussion
a) SA motion to caucus for 3 minutes
(1) IA - seconds
(a) No Dissent
b) GL - impressed with UAH with their resourceful use of a budget
c)

IA - wants to recognize UCSD because of the depth of the goals listed,
and how their problems helped to inform their growth. Would like to
see more data however, to help back up these points.

d) CA - touch on creighton university and their use of shared practices.
Their task force was successful and individuals were involved
e) SW-would like to state currently in favor of UCSB, when they
restructure purpose statement, they were intention and it has
offered guidance. Their budget, they did not hold on to funds, they
divided it up and distributed it to respective communities. They want
to build on NRHH relationship. On the campus level they are
emulationing those conversation we in NACURH leadership are
having.
f)

GL - wanted to speak on Texas Tech’s bid. Appreciated all of the
visuals to talk about how the communication happens. Also
appreciates the testimonials, but felt that it was difficult to read their
budget and understand what they were trying to get out of the
restructuring. Would also like to talk about Boise State, because we
appreciate the bid, but felt that it was hard to understand what they
were trying to improve upon, and reading in general.

g) SA - would like to speak on Whitewater’s bid. They used attendance
numbers to look at growth, but they changed their programs, and so
are not very easily comparable
h) MA-Would like to speak on Slippery Rock. We believe there is a great
amount of analysis and focus on improvement throughout the bid.
Measuring effectiveness of programs, they spoke on the challenges

they had, gave examples, and quantitative analysis. We appreciate
the thought and process throughout the bid.
i)

SA - speak on UAH, since this is the first time their RHA is back on
campus, and they were very involved in all levels of NACURH

j)

GL - wanted to speak on University of South Carolina, because we
appreciated the comments on maintenance, and how they were
wanting to improve their campus.

k) Gl move to narrow the field to 4
(1) MA - seconds
(a) No Dissent
(i)

l)

Field has been narrowed to University of
California San Diego, Creighton University,
Boise State University, and University of
Alabama at Huntsville

GL-Move to caucus for 2 minutes
(1) IA seconds
(a) No Dissent

m) SA-Would like to speak on UCSD, they did not expand on how
challenges were overcome or an action plan. They also did not
elaborate on the marketing strategies employed to be more
successful.
n) IA - recognize the variety of focuses that each of the institutions has
on their RHAs. Looking at creighton’s bid, they have a large
programming focus while Boise has a large advocacy aspect. The bids
will not have aspects of everything, but need to focus on the aspects
that are focuses on in each RHA.
o) NE- would like to recognize UAH for their large SAACURH relationship
and building a relationship with OCM.
p) NE - yield
q) GL-Wanted to recognize UAH and all their accomplishments;
however, this it being their first year they were unable to include that
impac. We wanted to acknowledge the great work working with a
limited budget. We are between Boise and Creighton at the moment.
r)

MA - recognize Creighton university. When looking at the criteria of
the award bid, there is a large emphasis on development and
involvement with nacurh which creighton shines in.

s)

SA-Would like to speak about UAH, they used guiding principles to
lead RHA this year. Goals that better the residential experience. They
included accomplishments of each board member.

t)

CA - Creighton University has extensive programing resources that
made an impact on their attendance engagement on campus

u) GL - To share some feelings about Boise State, a well-round bid.
Great detail about campus initiatives. Both presidents committed to
building a better relationship. Regional and national involvement
goals.

v)

PA - appreciates everyone that bid for the category, but appreciate
Creighton and UCSD. Creighton provides countless resources for
their institution, but there is a lack of explanations for how they use
it. UCSD, they talk about the issues that they faced, how they
approached it, and how they wanted to give back to the people that
they were serving.

w) IA - highlight the bid from boise state university specifically in how
different aspects of their bid and to tie back to the region and
nacurh. Talk about It’s On Us and social awareness as well as
advocacy on their campus.
x) SW- Having already brought up support UCSD, we are also looking at
Creighton University. Despite having lost NRHH activity/engagement,
they are still infusing those values into the governing of RHA. They
are creating relationships with on campus partners for the
sustainability of the organization.
y)

SW - move to narrow the field to two
(1) IA seconds
(a) No dissent
(i)

z)

Field has been narrowed to University of
Alabama at Huntsville and Creighton
University

SA - motion to caucus for two minutes
(1) NE seconds
(a) No dissent

aa) IA- would like to direct attention to page 15, great wrap up of the
work of UAH and outlines their specific takeaway. Exemplary
involvement in the region goes above and beyond . We need to
recognize they build an RHA from the ground up, and chose to
reaffiliate after a while.
bb) GL - would like to speak towards Creighton university, because on
pag e11, it’s one thing to claim that you’ve experienced growth, but to
show it as well speaks volumes. We would also like to recognize the
usage of Microsoft and Canvas, because from what we’ve seen, not a
lot of institutions are innovative in these areas, and we believe in
their growth because of that.
cc) SA - speak on UAH, specifically the letter of rec. It speaks to what
they’ve done, and they have achieved lots of growth and change from
last year to this current year, especially since their RHA has been built
from the ground up.
dd) GL - would like to hear the sentiments of other entities in the room
ee) NE - wants to commend UAH, for being able to build something from
the ground up, and working on regional and NACURH involvement.
They had to build something from scratch, and reflects hard work.
Creighton did not have to do this, and that’s why we don’t believe
they should be RHA BBotY.

ff) MA- Would like to echo he GL in their innovation using new
platforms. Tracking resident involvement and re-branding marketing
was notable. They also made a guide for general assembly members.
gg) CA - impressed by both of these. One is going from nothing to
something and one went from something to exceptional. Creighton
really expanded their resources and they are setting an example for
other institutions.
hh) SW - motions to caucus for 2 minutes
(1) NE - seconds X
(a) No Dissent
ii) GL- move to caucus for 2 minutes
(1) Ne seconds
(a) No dissent
jj) SW- the SW would like to challenge the room, what are we defining
BB of the year? We are stuck between creating something from
nothing, or improving upon something that already exists. Creighton
has quantifiable impact on residents from the previous year.
kk) SA - expound upon the point made by the SW. SA is trying to define
what a BBOTY award means or is means to represent.
(1) Chair - When a school submits an award, it generally talks
about an RHA and there really is not a differentiation
between a school award and RHA award.
ll) CA-was thinking about that IA had said before about work that has
been set by newly affiliated institutions. We believe it was
appropriate to win on the regional level, we do not believe that
affiliating alone deserves recognition. Creighton establishes best
practices and serves as an example.
mm) GL - at the South Atlantics point, it’s very hard when we have two
very different vibes in the bid. Maybe the addition of a new affilate of
the year award would be appropriate. We are now leaning more
towards UAH for this though, because of the hard work that has gone
into the creation of this.
nn) CA - call the question
(1) No Dissent
5. Vote: we have reach a conclusive majority
F.

Take a 5 minute recess 11:02

XIX.

Design thinking workshop

XX.

Called to Order at 1:09 PM

XXI.

Roll Call

XXII.

Legislation
A. NBD 19-62
1. NE - Moves to bring 19-62 to the floor
a) SA seconds

(1) No dissent
b) Reading of the piece
c)

Proponent speech
(1) To give a background, I started as an NCC, became MA
Director, and then came back as a videographer for every
year after that. Hopefully you’ve seen these, and they have
inspired you to become a member of NACURH. I have
extensive work history, am a two time nominee, but I love
being able to work with NACURH and doing things with
NACURH. I look forward to it, and think of ideas for how to
make them better and for people to see them and want to be
apart of this experience. These videos are apart of marketing
for NACURH. At first I offered a low cost for this, but ever
since then I started to think of it in a business sense, and it
rose every year. I wanted to make sure that it was financially
responsible, and wanted to make sure that I can say that I can
come back. I say for three years because we can look at this,
and work to see every three years where NACURH will be
because NACURH changes every year. I wanted to keep it low
cost, because normally it costs $3,000 for a wedding
videographer for one day, and I charge a low cost for the
corporation. If the board were to approve this piece, then we
would draft a more final copy, and that would be signed by
the incoming Chairperson. We budgeted for this amount this
year, but we think it’s beneficial to have a locked in rate for
the next three years. Josh stays up late during the Saturday
night during the Annual Conference, and normally it would
cost even more than that.

d) Q&A
(1) MA-If this piece were to pass, what is the timeline for an
official contract?
(a) I’d imagine that we would get one done by the
summer.
(2) CA - on here it says $860. Is this a reimbursement, or are we
paying for your travel? Or is it the $8,000 in total?
(a) It would be $8000 in general, based on what is
currently charged to travel $750 is common. Traveling
with per diem, parking at the airport. NACURH is not
responsible for any of those additional costs.
(3) IA - what is the opportunity cost to you for choosing to do the
Annual Conference instead of other things?
(a) This is what I would be making if I were doing
anything else. This is comparable. It’s taking time
away from the other things I could be working on, but
this is the one thing I look forward to every year.
(4) IA - move to end Q&A
(a) NE seconds

(i)

No dissent

(b) Point of information- CA, so we are are voting on the
contract?
(i)

NAA-We are voting on the cost, number of
years.

(ii)

Chair- We can bring you all the contract to
approve if you wanted.

e) Discussion
(1) NE - believes that this is a sensible contract, and he videos are
very engaging. Lots of effort is placed into these videos
(2) IA - would like to point out that we are getting more our
monies worth, because of the fact that we are getting the
NBD Roll Call video for free. We think that this is sensible, and
that we support alumni of NACURH while also giving students
the ability to have these memories.
(a) Roll call video, Josh does that free of charge. Heart
and spirit of students.
(3) SA - supports moving forward with a contract. SAACURH has
enjoyed the videos and like supporting alum
(4) GL-$8,000 US is appropriate, saving money in the long run
locking in this prices.
(5) MA - in favor of this piece because of the quality of work that
has been done by Josh.
(6) PA - echo the sentiments of the GL. Appreciate the initiative
taken by the NACURH Execs to provide a sustainable financial
price point
(7) IA - calls the question
(a) No dissent
f)
XXIII.

Vote: 8-0-0, the piece carries

OCM Presentation
A. Questions
1. Marking assessment?

XXIV.

Legislation
A. Roll call 2:25pm
1.
B. NBD 19-55
1. PA moves to bring 19-55 to the floor
a) GL seconds
(1) No dissent
2. Proponent Speech
a) I realized that elections were rolling around, and I started doing
research about what that looked like for COs. There’s a piece in the

policy book that deals with elections, but there isn’t anything about
the practices that we’re using currently. In speaking with current COs,
we were confused about why were being left out as members of
NACURH Leadership. We weren’t able to see the candidates or their
materials. We had to instead talk generally about values and hope
that our Directorship would represent our needs. Wanted to respect
that each group gets one vote in closed boardroom, so the only
language that this changes is allowing written materials to be shared
with COs one week before elections so that - during RBD chats - we
might be able to discuss candidates or pro/con about their bids.
3. Q&A
a) IA - Why the one week timeline?
(1) I realized there may be time constraints on who may be
running. I did not want to say that we need a month, but that
we at least 7 days prior materials would be
prepared/submitted.
b) NE - Would this piece alter the timeline that is currently in place for
Executive bids?
(1) Intent was not to change the time, this piece is only changing
who is allowed to see the materials.
(a) Moreso asking if bids are due a week before
pre-conference starts?
(i)

c)

Chair - Exec bid are not due until a week prior,
so it would not leave enough time for current
leadership to review bids before being
released.

IA - Turnaround time for seeing bids and sending them out?
(1) Chair - I’ll speak to my experience. This year, I was moving
across the country when they were due, but I wanted to make
sure that I had time to post them. When sending out the
email, I said there wasn’t any formal policy review, but I
mainly check for plagiarism. However, since we are students
first, I also want to make sure that there was enough time for
the people to post them.

d) Chair - one of the expectations I set this year was the importance of
focusing on the info that had been shared in bids and expectations.
With that in mind, how would you see this impacting the integrity of
the process? How would you imagine this affecting the balance of
being able to weigh both of those aspects?
(1) The way I went about thinking about that process is like an
NCC asking about bid intents. I would still see that
information and give feedback before they go into that
conversation. I understand we want to make sure we reduce
opportunity to bias. I do not believe that having less people
drivvy to that information will do that. We want feedback on
this specific information.
(a) Presentation piece? 15 minutes of additional content

(i)

I intentionally made this limited because I
wanted to respect that part of the process. I
know that boardroom portion is closed. With
that in mind, my legislation doesn’t touch that
part so it would hopefully either be up to the
NACURH Chair or could be a bigger point of
conversation around this piece.

e) IA - Wondering, the way this is written makes it seem like letter of
intent were removed. Have seen intents submitted on multiple
platforms. Are intents and bids being submitted to COs or just bids?
(1) My intention when writing the piece was including any
information prior to the election that was given to Directors
and ADs, would also be given to the COs.
f)

SA - would you be open to intents not being shared but bids being
released to the entirety of NACURH leadership?
(1) Yeah would be open to that

g) NE - moves to end Q&A
(1) GL - seconds
(a) No dissent
4. Discussion
a) CA - moves to caucus for five (5) minutes
(1) IA - seconds
(a) No dissent
b) SA - proposes an amendment
(1) CA- seconds
(a) No dissent
(b) Proponent Speech
(i)

FIrms up the spirit of the piece without
muddling up the details. Boards would get
intent within two days. And the Chair would
release bids within two days to NACURH
leadership. Changed one week to two
business days to give the NACURH Execs time
to see and release.

(ii)

It was challenging to engage in conversation
with own RBC about this process because had
to be va

(iii)

This piece also aligns with legislation we
passed the other day about business days
and timely responses in NACURH.

(c) Q&A
(i)

CA - moves to end Q&A
(a) SW seconds

(i)

No dissent

(d) Discussion
(i)

MA - in support of the amendment, because it
clears things up a little bit more.

(ii)

IA-in fill support of this amendment,
commend SA for being cognisant of NACURH
exec time commitments.

(iii)

NE- believes this helps to clarify the issue that
we had, and takes care of it.

(iv)

GL-Calls the question
(a) No dissent

(e) Vote on amendment: 7-0-1, amendment carries
c)

CA - would also like to amend the piece
(1) SW seconds
(a) No dissent
(b) Proponent Speech
(i)

Feel that this is bridging the other half of the
gap to involving COs. This complements the
previous amendment. We’d like to discuss it,
but there are some things we can’t discuss,
especially in the moment. If COs choose to
Zoom in, they’re going to have the best
opinion and perspective and can help us
represent our region.

(ii)

Chair - Closed boardroom does not allow for
communication with non-present parties, so
unless you change the parameters of closed
boardroom, you wouldn’t be able to speak
with them. This is the process we have in
place for Annual Conference selection.

(c) Q&A
(i)

IA - is your intent to have it modeled after
NACURH selection process?
(a) The way we first had it was different,
and then after finding out how the
Annual Conference was selected, we
changed it.

(ii)

SW - acknowledging that when we do Annual
Conference selections, they’re done in a
one-shot, would this be necessary if we don’t
know when elections would be coming up?
The times of Executive elections aren’t as clear
as Annual Conference bids, and if it’s a closed
boardroom where we aren’t supposed to
communicate, how might you ensure this is
upheld?

(a) I say it’s the same way as legislation,
and that it’s optional and that we are
giving them that option. I doubt that
we wouldn’t be allowed to message
them and say “Hey get on the code!”

(iii)

(i)

Follow-up - Is that allowed?

(ii)

Answer - Yuh.

GL - if the intent is to be more transparent
with COs about Exec elections but we still
couldn’t communicate, what is the point of
having them in the presentation?
(a) Being more transparent. Giving them
an opportunity to be a part of it, even
if they cannot communicate. Bid is
only one side, there is a second piece.

(iv)

Chair - do you have any recommendations
that could be put in place, to control who is in
the room? It is harder to limit who is on and
off?
(a) Point of Clarification - you can lock a
zoom code, send the pin to people,
and then be able to move on.

(v)

SA - How would this actually look? The Q&A
portion, would COs be able to be on for that
portion/ask questions?
(a) The amendment states only
presentation.

(vi)

PA - wondering if there is any accountability
or parameters in place?
(a) That’s what we’ve always done. We are
trusting people to do what they need
to do as members of NACURH
Leadership.

(vii)

SW - Are we just just asking them to do there?
What do we want this engagement to look
like?
(a) This is an opportunity. The COs can
choose to take part/view or not. Its
okay if we have nothing to gain.
(b) Benefit in terms of transition goes,
having not viewed a presentation
before could be helpful.
(c) These are two separate conversations.
One is about conversing with RBD
before, and now this is about access
to the election process.

(viii)

(i)

This gives access to the bid
which is the election process.
Believe this was in the spirit of
the piece.

(ii)

CAACURH does not see a
reason to not give them
access. We could not come up
with a reason to not give them
access.

MA - Amendment proposed could be a good
idea, would you entertain this being a
workshop leader on? This is a greater
conversation that we believe need to work on.
(a) We do not think the bid is a full
enough process. Seeing the
presentation would give COs more
insight into where regions may
lie/vote. Can recognize is a systemic
issue

(ix)

SW - Motion to end Q&A
(a) SA - second
(i)

No dissent

(d) Discussion
(i)

MA - moves to caucus for three (3) minutes
(a) IA seconds
(i)

No dissent

(ii)

SW - this amendment is a slippery slope. We
feel that we will continue to amend the piece
until the room is happy with it, when it might
be better to table this portion to a later date.
In addition, we feel that this taunts the COs
because we are allowing them to watch but
not participate. We agree with the original
spirit of the piece. Being someone who was a
CO, it’s irritating to sit in a room, get up, leave,
and not be able to contribute. We’re now
asking this group to make that a reality for
Executive bids too. It’s saying “you can view
but you can’t do anything about it”.

(iii)

MA-is in favor of this amendment, we feel it
fits into other components of this piece. We
want more of NACURH leadership to have
access/be in this space/prepare. We think
there is a narrative in Q&A that isolated this
when it was not the case.

(iv)

NAA - I think that the one voice that we aren’t
hearing right now are the voices of the people
that bid. I feel that it would not do a service to

the people in the room. Transparency without
agency breeds discontent and is performative.
(v)

GL - Is not in support of this amendment at
this time. A part of a larger conversation.
Would probably go back and amend this in
the future. Trying to navigate the logistic
challenges of monitoring Zoom , fueling a
rumor mill, Q&A may clarify and elaborate in
ways COs on a chat may not be privy to.

(vi)

GL - moves to end discussion
(a) SW - seconds
(i)

No dissent

(e) Vote: 2 - 4 - 2, amendment fails
d) CA - in favor of the piece, still think it’s good and a step in the right
direction for our COs
e) IA - the IA is in favor of the piece and appreciates it has split the
intent aspect with bids. I offers insight into the candidates to
elections.
f)

SW - also in support. Feel it brings an added voice into the mix for
who we are electing and promotes agency in that process as well.

g)

PA - helps clarify what can be shared with COs, we are all elected
officials to represent our regions and starts a conversation we need
to continue

h) NE calls the question
(1) No dissent
5. Vote: 8-0-0, the piece passes
XXV.

Regional Charter Workshop
A. IA - the current grammatical structure of the second paragraph doesn’t make sense.
What makes more sense to us is, “shall be comprised of NACURH member
institutions located in the states” because it’ll be easier for people to follow.
1. Accepted and reflected in the original document
B. States of …, provinces/territories of…, and countries
1. SA - how would we reflect countries if we have entire countries in our
regions?
a) Can just separate it out with a comma
C. MA - YTR
D. GL - We heard multiple people ask about the use of the term Directorship. Rather
than using this term, have it read, “The Regional Director and Associate Director for
Administration and Finance shall serve as the ACURH members of the NACURH
Board of Directors and the Associate Director for National Residence Hall Honorary
(NRHH) shall serve as the ACURH member of the NACURH NRHH Board.”
1. IA-Can comprise the ...NBD and NNB
2. GL-Wasn't sure to break them up since all of us are usually NBD

a) Chair-We do use the language of joint boards so it would make sense
to break them up
3. IA - yields, misread the statement
E. IA - are the Articles of Incorporation and the bylaws official documents and should
they be capitalized?
1. Chair - Yes, the Articles of Incorporation should be capitalized, the bylaws do
not have to be capitalized.
2. CA-comma inc after every instance of NACURH?
a) It would apply to everything that isn’t a title
3. PA - comparing and contrasting the two charters, the third line in the second
paragraph where it says shall abide by such and such, should we also add in
abiding by the NACURH Policy Book? Would also suggest splitting the
sentences in two because the mention of conferences doesn’t seem to flow
with mentioning the bylaws.
a) IA - do the NACURH bylaws have anything in them about following
the Policy Book?
(1) Chair - will look and double check
(2) Does not see this anywhere in the bylaws, seems like a
worthwhile addition
(3) NE - why not just change it to governing documents?
(a) A little too casual given that we know what the
documents are
(b) GL - when referring to regional policies, it is referred
to as regional bylaws, was wondering if this is a
catch-all.
(4) PA - would also be beneficial to add in “the own region’s
bylaws and policy book?”
4. MA- do the articles of incorporation of NACURH have different bylaws?
5. GL - thinks that regional bylaws is being used as a catch-all. If we’re avoiding
wordiness, then regional bylaws makes sense.
6. MA-Are the articles of incorporation their own doc? Then they are the
subjects of that line.
a) Yes
b) Do we want it to say NACURH’s bylaws and NACURH’s policy books?
(1) Yes
(2) CA - can we corporation so we’re not repeating NACURH, Inc.?
7. PA - going off of what we had was that it was included in the same sentence
and can go afterwards but it should be that we have our regional policy
books and bylaws in there as something to follow.
a) IA-I believe if you were to add a comma and different policy book
names
b) Chair - agrees with earlier point that charter language applies to
regional bylaws and goes with the regional regulations

8. CA-Usually policy books incorporate the charters in them.
9. PA - can we have both?
a) Chair - I think that your policy book also covers your bylaws but I
would do one or the other.
10. PA - POI does the NRHH Policy Book exist outside of the NACURH Policy
Book?
a) Chair - in regards to regional specific to the policy book, that’s a good
reason to not expound on policy books and use bylaws, since this is
related to regional specific things, regions aren’t held to anything
NRHH specific.
b) PA - there aren’t anything in the NRHH policy book that guide
regional operations?
(1) No.
11. SA-Bylaws covers it?
a) Chair-Yes
12. CA - Yields
13. MA-The first paragraph of the second page. All RBC members must live on
campus, but the policy is exception based.
a) Chair - caught my attention as well. One thought that I had was other
sections say as expanded upon in regional bylaws, would it make
sense to add in a comma and say “as expounded upon in the
NACURH Policy Book”
b) MA - keep that sentence and put a second connecting sentence or
something that says that “unless otherwise stated in the NACURH
Policy Book?”
c)

Chair - what about just saying, “as outlined in the NACURH Policy
Book?”

d) MA - that would work
14. Chair-”as outlined in the NACURH policy book.” Do we like that enough?
15. IA - yields
16. GL-Could be something that we do not have to. RLC description is weird fluffy
sentence.
a) Chair - agrees, also anecdotally heard that we could add in something
like advocacy and philanthropy.
b) MA-is the shakiness in good faith
c)

GL-I don't like the entire thing

d) SA-SAACURH concuers
e) GL-Is vague
f)

CA-Is the reason we have the sentence about RLC there because
we’re about to have a sentence about RBCs and electing RBD
members?
(1) Chair - Is the room good with striking the whole sentence?

(2) Yes.
17. Chair - does it matter where we have the paragraph break?
a) *inserts a new paragraph right before moving onto Regional
Business Conferences*
18. IA-A little more meta than we are being right now, if we could maybe
define/explain what are regional charter is and how we use it.
a) Chair - are you talking about in this or do you want to be better
equipped to present this to your region?
b) IA - both
c)

Chair - would have to have a piece of legislation with similar whereas
statements to help when you’re presenting the new regional charters.

d) IA - as we’re making decisions on everybody’s regional charter, we
should all be similar informed on what they do.
e) Chair - best anecdotal definition that I heard of a charter is similar to
how fraternities and sororities hold a charter with a national
organization
(1) NAF - think of NACURH’s articles of incorporation but at the
regional level.
(2) NE - does this make us regional members of the corporation?
(a) Chair-Yes
19. GL - one thing that was noticed and looking through and comparing to
previous charter, we don’t say anything about regional advisors being
elected. Worthwhile about adding a sentence saying a regional advisor shall
be elected according to regional bylaws? Seemed weird that we didn’t
mention it.
a) Chair - yes, that would make sense.
b) GL - doesn’t know how that would work with Regional NRHH Advisors
c)

Chair-Add an s on advisor if you have an NRHH

d) Chair - for those of you who don’t have an election, should we use
“selection?”
(1) Room - yes. Selection is inclusive of appointments and
elections.
e) Chair - do we like what’s in blue?
(1) Room - yes
20. MA - Yields
21. GL - Question about how we want this to look but before COs, it says
Regional and the “R” is capitalized and was wondering if there’s a good
reason to capitalize/de-capitalize the letter?
a) Chair - was capitalized because COs used to be called RCCs and it was
an oversight.
22. SA-Might just be a SAACURH thing, 40% quorum to select, recalled by ⅔ vote?
a) Chair - if you look at template document, highlighted paragraph, the
most overarching way is to have the charter say nothing and have

your bylaws do the talking. Any member of the RBd may be recalled
by ⅔ of the voting membership, this has been there for years, so
that’s a larger conversation.
b) SA-It’s a SAACURH thing
23. CA - what do we do about the countries that have been, essentially,
imperalized?
a) Chair - cannot get rid of states, but if there’s a country that hasn’t
been affiliated with your region in the last three years, feel free to
strike them from your charters.
b) CA-Would like to go further, I do not think we should immediately
lump them in a region.
c)

Chair-Practice is that we assign those to the region that is hosting the
national conference
(1) In the policy book, in title X, article V, section I, subsection 10,
“...” and that answers your question. If they only came one
time, they shouldn’t be in your charter at all
(2) SA - last year when the Bahamas affiliated, they were
delegated us because we were the closest geographically.
(3) Chair-it does not sounds like that policy was followed, but
there is a policy in place.

24. MA- should we then pull these individuals from our websites as saying we
represent these individuals
25. GL-Yield
26. PA-Line you mentioned earlier, mentioned at semis. Adding the region will
welcome from other states, countries.
27. NE - We have these Canadian provinces who haven’t affiliated in who knows
how long and other regions that affiliate consistently. We’re not representing
ours in the last five-six years. Should we keep all Canadian provinces and
Mexico in our charters like we’re doing the countries?
28. IA-Exact convo at semis, keeping in the Canadian provinces. Geographically
located in North America is different than countries who never attend the
regional conference.
a) Chair - to me, they’re different. GL has Canadian provinces and they
should be included in the charters, same thing with British Columbia
with PA. They should be in the charter. With the MA territories, i.e.
Nunavit, none of those have affiliated with NACURH in several years.
What I think that I’m hearing you say is that it should be specific to
the territory and the country. Like if Florida decided not to be
affiliated with NACURH, we would take them out. Or are you saying
that we should keep all Canadian provinces even if they don’t
affiliate?
b) IA-Believe including all Canada of in the conversations at semis.
c)

IA-Personally opinion, not in that space at semis. Not including them
unless there is an inkling they are going to reaffiliate in the next year.

d) Chair - that’s what we’re saying, we shouldn’t be imperializing if
they’re not affiliated with NACURH. Looking to come to consensus if
we should remove them.
e) PA-Example: Province of BC and Yukon Territory. Yukon territory has
not affiliated in many years→ REMOVE them
29. IA - yields
30. SW - yields
31. NE-What is we make a pseudo region? International affiliate
a) Chair-Title 10-Policy already outlined for that. Creating a new region
outside the scope of what we’re doing.
b) SA - Bahamas wanted to be with SAACURH to attend regional
conferences but a lot of the countries affiliate to attend the NACURH
Annual Conference but not regional conferences.
32. NE-Something that gets updated every 3 years. If random Canada schools
affiliate, they can be added back in?
a) Chair - with charters, IA and PA negotiated some states moving
around which brought about resigning charters. If the charters
needed to be changed, we could, could be done on a case by case
basis. Doing this now because the charters are a mess.
33. IA-lowercase r in regional director, can we just get rid of regional again.
34. GL - the last sentence doesn’t make sense and it was in our last charter, too.
The « set their hands » doesn’t really make sense, is this just a fancy way of
saying « we saw this on June 2nd? »
a) IA - separate comment
b) SW - the phrase is a fancy way of saying « has signed »
c)

SA-can we just say signed

d) Chair-brainstorm full sentence?
(1) Signed this document into effect?
(2) GL - emailed it into the chair account
(3) Three options presented in the document, final option is
selected.
(4) Signed this charter into effect
35. IA - third paragraph, the sentence about conference chairs, but in IA’s policy
book, they’re ex-officio members, can we remove « full » to just make them
members of the RBD?
a) Chair-Getting rid of full
b) PA - nitpicky to ours, recall procedures may be initiated…, what if the
regional bylaws don’t reflect what’s said?
c)

Chair - we can check in later but it’s concerning that there was a
policy passed that went against your regional charter.
(1) Match what was in your charter and we will need to talk more
about who has autonomy in your region.
(2) Charter is default.

36. IA - capitalization comment, in witness thereof of the articles of
incorporation, just fixing some capitalization.
37. GL - here we only use bylaws to refer to NACURH, would we also need to add
policy books to be consistent?
a) Chair - Yes, policy book needs to be added to this section.
38. MA - how should we talk about this with our regions?
a) Chair - are we good with charters as is?
(1) Room - yes
b) Chair - from here, over dinner, will update the Google Doc to reflect
all the things that we discussed with yellow still outlining what needs
to be regional. Will write some quick whereas statements reflecting
this conversation. What will make most sense will be to send
comparative documents to the region for review, mention the NBD
worked to make these reflective, will discuss these during regional
breakout. Will need to be approved by ⅔ of voting members - needs
to be operated like a piece of legislation. We can then sign these into
action on Sunday, most likely during closing ceremonies.
(1) CA - if CC tries to amend it, do we say no?
(a) Chair - under trickle downs, no conflicts are allowed,
so it can’t really be amended. Hopefully this will go
smoothly.
(b) CA - so quietly shut them down?
(c) Yup.
39. GL - logistic question - do you want this done on Friday regional breakout?
a) Yes, that would be the most helpful.
b) SW - needs to host RLC selection, should we do this beforehand?
(1) Chair - do you think that it’ll fail in your region?
(2) If we’re removing Mexico, that needs to be a conversation.
(3) I think that to be totally truthful, we are not changing what
should be that BIG of a conversation. You can leave Mexico
in.
XXVI.

SA Moves to recess for dinner to be back at 6:50pm
A. IA seconds
1. No dissent

XXVII.

Legislation

XXVIII.

Call to order at 7:06 PM CST
A. GL moves to bring NBD 19-49
1. NE seconds
a) No dissent
2. Proponent Speech
a) Looking at NRHM and how it was this year and year’s past. There are
only usually 3 weeks in session, and wanted to look at a four week

month. We wanted to be respectful to the heritage of all the months.
April is a good month, since each week would have its own initiatives.
It’s on Us occurs that month as well as other NACURH initiatives.
November is very quick, they may not have identified pride with their
institution yet,let alone a national initiatives. This allows more to to
get more involved and may be more interested in serving.
3. Q&A
a) IA - in the second Whereas statement you claimed that participation
decreased. What data did you looked at to make the claim
(1) When I was looking at data, I was looking at social media and
at MACURH. There wasn’t a lot of participation across all
regions, and it was low in SAACURH. When I asked the region,
that they didn’t get a chance to participate, and the weeks of,
people didn’t have the time to do somethings.
(2) It was early in the year so CAACURH did not do much. Clair
actually has a comment from a delegate.
(3) Comment addressed wanting to address Native American
heritage during the month of November.
b) Chair - NRHM used to be in the month of April and was moved to
february in 2015, and there were conversations about moving it to
April. So what information do you have that April is the best month?
(1) Because it aligns with It’s on Us month and the NRHH Day of
Service we would actually be able to put more
advertisements out. Using those initiatives in NRHM.
(2) April is a month where conferences are mostly done, so folks
can focus on other NACURH initiatives.
c)

SW - yield

d) GL - if NRHM is moved back to April, would so many nacurh events
during that time detract from each other and actually decrease
attendance?
(1) I don't personally, I have seen where institutions have built
off of it. I do not think that it overshadow, I think it will help to
emphasize.
(2) Advocacy week could align with it’s on us.
e) NE - yield
f)

PA - Wants to know if different school’s calendars were taken into
consideration when crafting? Quarter system schools are in spring
break during that time.
(1) In November we have the week off for Thanksgiving. If
schools have the quarter system, they can move it
forward/back a week.
(a) So you are suggesting NRHM be in two months?
(i)

If that is something that they want to do then
yes. It is un-inclusive, but I can argue every
month is going to be non inclusive

(ii)

Also think that it's important to realize that
the week off in APril for spring break can still
participate in NRHM thing.

g) Chair - 4th whereas statement, expand on statement that folks have
not developed an identity even though that has been a semester?
(1) A lot of planning has gone into NRHM, and a lot of people
have a whole semester before in april to do things. Most
people in the fall would not be able to jump in, especially first
year students
h) SW - Did you think about NRHM just shifting it up a week so that it
just concluded before Thanksgiving? Does it have to be all in one
month, or can it exist over two months?
(1) Chair - read the annual business meeting minutes from
NACURH 2018, since this was discussed then.
i)

IA - If you see any possible negative effects moving it back to April?
Since it has kept changing.
(1) Agree that changing it is bad, but have not found a month
that work well with everyone. Also trying to figure out for
NACURH as a whole when the best time to send materials out
will be. Hard to do it for the whole month when a week is lost.
(a) If it were to remain in any month, that leaving it for
longer than a year would mitigate some of the effects
of changing it all the time?
(b) Is there merit again for trying for another year, to see
if this was a transitional rough patch?

j)

(i)

Want to not have it in heritage month, and
that is why we want to move it back. Also
some institutions refuse to participate in it
because it is so early.

(ii)

Adding to it, if there is some kind of way to
put in practice a trial period to see if there are
any effects

How do you see this impacting the NAAs workload as the exec that is
responsible for implementing NRHM.
(1) It might give them more time. It’s not right after the school
year starts back up. Talked to the NAA this year since they
had a late start. They would be able to adapt/prep for the role
and get out materials right away.
(a) Have you talked to the person serving in this role how
the month of April works for them?
(i)

We did not focus on April, just their thoughts
on NRHM.

k) IA-how would you account for executive board or student loss of
interest especially at the end of the semester?

(1) At this point people would have joined NRHH, they won’t be
just hall council members, and they will be on the incoming
board so they will be more likely to help out.
l)

NE - you mentioned that November is soon in the year, so how do
you foresee conference seasons playing a role
(1) When the NACURH board gives updates at conferences, they
have both RLC and RBC at that point to talk about NRHM and
also going to RKLC, we are planning NRHM, that is one great
way of getting participation from regional members. Come
RBC time, that is right around the corner form NRHM, and
can hone in on the conference spirit.
(2) To add on to that, Lena did say that November was a little bit
rushed, and that NRHM can always be better planned. It
won't be as rushed for the NAA and the rest of the NACURH
board.

m) GL-Move to end
(a) SW - seconds
(i)

No Dissent

4. Discussion
a) MA-While MA agrees November may not be the best month, we do
think that we should not change the month two years in a row. Our
assessment was regional and was for NRHH to implement/use to
better prepare for the future.
b) SW - echoing the sentiments of NACURH, we do not believe that we
need to be moving NRHM, especially two years in a row . Secondly,
reading back form the minutes last year, yes this is happening in
November, the idea is that we do not want to be linking the month
specifically to campus life, but want to be linking it to NACURH as a
whole, and that even though it is on your campus, you can still do
NACURH things, and so the SW would like to see this continue for at
least another year in NOvember before thinking of moving it.
c)

SA-Would like to echo the SW, our practice is to have a trial run for
two year. While November is not an ideal month, and would like to
see what would being in November for another year. Polling the
representatives for which month they believe is best before moving
forward.

d) NE - echoes the statements of the SW and SA.The NAA has a lot of
responsibilities during April, so moving it back would add more work
to the NAA
e) GL-Is not in support for this piece. If NRHM is something we are
consistently moving and prioritizing, we probably need to investigate
further. NACURH leadership members are not usually as engaged
during that time, and getting buy-in. That initiative may be difficult.
f)

NAA - in April there are lots of reports for the annual conference.
When this was held in April, this was not in the NAA role. So it will be
difficult for the incoming NAA to do this in April

g) PA-Wants to echo statements about another trial year. Just because
quarter system are not the majority in NACURH and should not be at
fault/suffer. Intersection of NRHM can be addressed by recognizing
them in celebration.
h) Chair - echo PA concern about quarter schools. NAN was in a quarter
school last year and recommended November. Agree that we cannot
keep changing months around without further assessment, can also
look at whether NACURH should keep up this initiative. There was a
lot of work done for NRHM, and is not necessarily valid to say that
attendance decreased significantly.
i)

IA Called the question
(1) No Dissent

5. Vote:
a) 0-8-0, the piece fails
XXIX.

Presentation→ Workshops
A. OTM Categories Task Force
1. Questions
a) What are you looking for?
(1) Am hesitant about this and am not set in stone. Was not sure
if folks think I am cutting it down too much or not enough.
2. Discussion
a) SA - super excited to see this piece. What’s hard about this is that it’s
an additional conversation with campus entities. I believe a lot of it is
lack of education around what category things mean.
b) CA - I know you’re hesitant in this, but I’m not. 100% in favor of this.
Mostly Rick Cazzato. It’s a beast to write. We value our ability to
recognize our schools, and the current format is more than twice as
long as a standard OTM. Would personally lob off even more. If this
were to be heard right now, I’d vote in favor.
c)

SA - Same boat as Rick/CA. As an AD-NRHH who deals heavily with
OTMs. I see a decline in these, they are more commonly written as a
spotlight than a program. Raising Origin and Description closer to the
400 limit. Even if we cut the 50 from others and good to go and vote
on this now.

d) IA - don’t have the numbers behind the regional perspective, but do
have it from a campus level. Few program OTMs submitted. 1400
words are daunting. When the expectation is to write half of the max
on my campus, that is overwhelming. Even 1,000 could be too much.
If we could knock 200 off of this, it would make it more accessible to
students.
e) Chair - another thought, looking at program categories, I feel like the
language around the categories are out of touch with what we’re
doing now. Perhaps get rid of categories or have that better
encompass and reflect the values we have.
f)

CA - I’ve thought about this and this specific topic.. Love this. For me,
personally, adaptation to different campuses, why is it needed?

(1) Author-Same thought, you don't know what audience you
were speaking to. Looked at that specific section, and saw
they were still higher word count. So that is why we did not
take them out.
g) SW - as someone who served on the regional OTM selection
committee. Every month, it what ghost town in there. An area to
think about is goals and short reflection on the program, in talking
about origin, goals should be stated already. For a diversity program,
if the origin is “something happening in my hall and I created this
program in response to that” then the goals are encompassed in
that. For short evaluation and reflection, if we condense it to a
reflection overall (response of people who attended, learning
outcomes), then people may want to write it.
h) Chair - from AD-NRHH, who submits the program OTMs?
(1) Person planning the program
i)

CA - Flipping the table, is there a reason why it’s not another 600
word prompt?
(1) Author-what we are looking for out of OTM? Recognition or
implementation?
(2) This is one piece of many that I have in my brain that I have to
consider later. Am the incoming Director as well.
(3) NAA-Have talked about those conversations and that spill
over from one year to the next before new OTM database
rolls out.

j)

PA - what is unique about program OTMs is that we’re not just
recognizing, we’re giving ideas to programming bodies to implement
on their own campus. People on my campus scope out the website to
see if there are things to implement at our school. Keeping them in
sections helps maintain this vision. Keeping adaptation to other
campuses is really great.

k) SA - bit of a nerd and do have data from SAACURH’s OTM Committee.
This year, as a general trend, every month, community service,
diversity, and passive all end up with less than 10 submission to the
region, as social and educational get 10-20, which is still less than
individual categories get. There needs to be a better way to utilize
program OTMs. Would like to hear more from our regions and
schools so they have buy-in rather than just looking at the database.
Want anecdotal feedback.
l)

MA - continued work with this could be looking at the NACURH policy.
Regions vary in threshold for word count. Could look at NACURH
requirements.

m) NCO - Suggestions, write a lot because still allowed to. ALways
struggled a lot with origin, could be removed all together. Goals and
brief description is one thing, what we wanted it to look like and what
it actually looked like.
n) SA - One of the biggest things is how we educate people about OTMs.
Making that for programs might be helpful. The best OTMs come
when people know what we want from them.

o) MA - Yield
p) GL - Yield
q) IA - this is long overdue. Echo PA’s sentiments. Based on our selection
committee conversations, people use these for ideas and snapshots
of what they can do. People are using these for general ideas and
would be open to adapting this format to match other OTMs.
r)

GL - YTR

s)

SA - Yield

t)

CA - Someone said this before, new OTM database the description
could be right underneath each of the categories so there is a little
guidance. Be concise

u) PA - Yield
v)

IA - Going off what’s happening, if people want to use NACURH
resources. NACURH can utilize affiliation documents, or POY bids.
OTMs are for recognition, so other ideas for programming can come
from other resources.

w) NE - YTR
x) Chair-People probably do not know to look to affiliation reports as a
resource.
y)

SW - moves to table back to the author
(1) GL - seconds
(a) No dissent

B. Charters, taking out territories or states that have not affiliated within three years.
Should we take them off our website.
1. SA - the answer is our minds is yes. We don’t keep schools on our websites
when they don’t affiliate. We already had a conversation about affiliating our
first international institution, and when they didn’t reaffiliate, we had to
figure out if we were going to have to revert back. We decided that if they
hadn’t re-affiliated in three years, we would take them off.
2. SW - would like to give context to conversations we’ve had. I advocated very
strongly to remove Mexico from our charter so we didn’t have to touch on
them. Something that happens every year is “what’s happening with Mexico?”
When we had that discussion, it was because the RBD brought it up. I don’t
think us being able to have those resources. They shouldn’t be part of our
materials because we’re representing a lie.
3. NCO - Bahamas has communicated.
4. SW - YTR
5. NE - in a similar state along with the SW in that we have five canadian
provinces that haven’t been connected as far back as our documents readily
show. This isn’t a one-off thing for one region. It’s a real thing.
6. CA-We think it is important to have all regions, take them off.
7. GL - the big thing I’m hearing in here, from a professional standpoint. The
laughter is incredibly xenophobic. What have we done to outreach to our
institutions that are from these other countries? Maybe they don’t have to be
affiliated to a specific region. Thinking about our partners like ACUHO-I and

how they have an international component. While South Africa isn’t affiliated
to a specific region to NACURH, they have a presence. How do we send a
message to be inclusive, rather than expressing sentiments that are
xenophobic. What did you do to conduct outreach? How did you bring them
in? It’s our job to get schools to affiliate with us? When I think about cutting
Mexico out, I think about what’s happening politically involving them? Travel
bans - if members can’t come here to see their families, how will they be able
to come to conferences? We have a president who says horrible things about
Mexico. How will they feel safe coming to LSU? To NACURH? Maybe we as an
organization need to do different work.
8. Chair - first and foremost, want to be sure you are being equipped to engage
in this conversation. It is a large focus of the strategic plan to examine how
we are serving our international affiliates. Want people in this room to be
able to engage in bigger picture conversation. Brian brings up good points
that I as a graduated master’s student am not sure how to answer myself.
9. IA - moves to recess for ten minutes
a) SA - seconds
C. Regional Platform Updates
1. PACURH
2. NEACURH
3. IACURH
XXX.

Thursday May 30th
A.

Icebreaker

B. Roll call
1. CA: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Present

2. GL: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Present

3. IA: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Present

4. MA: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Present

5. NE: Present

COPR: Present

COMPR: Present

6. PA: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Present

7. SA: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Present

8. SW: Present

AD: Present

NRHH: Absent

9. NCO: Present

AD: Present

Incoming: Present

10. Annual Conference: Present
Absent

NBD Liaison: Absent

Finance:

11. Chair: Present

NAA: Present

NAF: Present

12. CRC: Present
Present

Advisor: Present

Incoming NRHH Advisor:

C. NBD 19-58 | OTM Categories
1. NE - moves to bring 19-58 it to the floor
a) IA - seconds
(1) - No dissent

2. Proponent Speech
a) Combining sections and minimizing needed word count
3. Q&A
a) IA - moves to end Q&A
(1) SA - seconds
b) x
4. Discussion
a) SA-Is impressed how quickly this piece was able to be adapted and is
in support.
b) CA - echos the SA, is in full support of the piece and the hard work on
it.
c)

IA - call the questions
(1) No dissent

5. Vote:
a) 7-0-1, piece passes
D. NBD 19-63 | NCO Mascot
1. NE - moves to bring 19-63 it to the floor
a)

- seconds
(1) - No dissent

2. Proponent Speech
a) We don’t want a permanent mascot, but want them to be able to
have fun hosting the NCO. Wants it to be a fun tradition in the future.
3. Q&A
a) IA - how do you see the process looking?
(1) Informal, basically the NCO host site would ask the executive
committee.
b) NE - do you see the changing mascot stopping the way that people
see the NCO?
(1) I think it’s important to keep in mind that it’s internal to the
host institution. This is their identity as the host institution,
this isn’t going to be projected to all of NACURH. Delegates
won’t really recognize the different mascots so I don’t see it
being a huge problem.
(a) For reference, the Executive Committee informally
sometimes uses the turtle as the mascot. It’s not
connected to NACURH’s brand but it would be
something that would let them bond. The current
Office is already using peacock pins.
(2) As far as the internal brand, it wouldn’t really be a problem.
c)

SW - acknowledging that we keep using the word informal, then do
we need to put it into our governing documents?

(1) Because the current practice is not allowed, it would help the
formal process. I assume they would ask and get full
approval.
d) IA - yields
e) NE-The mascot is for internal use and bonding, this as a way for
people to connect to the NCO-yield
(1)
f)

IA-Wondering what is the financial aspect of changing it every three
years?
(1) We only buy a certain amount of merchandise, and 3 years
should be enough time for them to run out.

g) NCO-Are any of the regional mascots in NACURH policy?
(1) No but they are in regional policy books
h) NCO - Would incoming NCO staff be able to keep it?
(1) They can choose to keep it, then it’s up to them.
i)

NE - when you say that you want it to be a recognizable thing?
(1)

j)

SW - in thinking about the fact that our regional members don’t
connect to NACURH, or NCO, do you think that the mascot should be
permanent or should it be changing?
(1) It was far more appealing as an option to the Executive
Committee. I try to balance the idea of Disney, and the way
that we connect as regions through our mascots. I want for
the NCO to be able to bond internally as a team, and this is a
way that we can do that.

k) NCO - Too much similarity?
(1) Approval by the exec, they could make sure the mascots are
not too similar.
l)

SW - moves to end Q&A
(1) MA - seconds

4. Discussion
a) GL - motions to caucus for 2 minutes
(1) CA - seconds
b) IA - this affects the entity that doesn’t get the ability to vote. It’s not
that deep, it’s not an issue so we’ll vote however the NCO wants us to
vote.
c)

GL - in support of this piece. It won’t negatively impact the
Corporation in anyway.

d) SW-Is in support of this piece because the NCO especially followed
the same process. It’s not going to hurt, it’s putting practice into
policy.
(1) Chair-it was not approved

e) SA - also in support. Appreciate the idea that the NCO can participate
in the mascot tradition. May be able to create a future mascot in the
future.
f)

MA - supports this piece

g) NCO - as the incoming Director, having an informal mascot would be
a great way to bring our staff together, especially for the
undergraduate students who are still confused about what NACURH
is.
h) NE-calls the question
(1) No dissent
5. Vote: 8-0-0, piece carries
XXXI.

Strategic Planning Workshop
A. What If...and/or/but? Activity
1. Chair - what if we got rid of webinars?
a) MA - or used all nine to bring them up to one level, to decrease
repetition.
b) IA - and explore other times to host those chats
c)

MA - and utilized census data to inform topics

d) SA-or keeping a consistent date each months, so folks know when to
expect them
e) MA - and had consistent marketing practices across all regions?
f)

Chair-but what if we do all that and they still aren't successful?

g) MA - and implement assessment after each webinar for attendees
h) SA - or ask the regions why they aren’t attending?
i)

SA - additionally, ask constituents what they would like to see

j)

GL-or create buy-in or having schools register before hard

k) MA - or see what other virtual opportunities and engagement regions
want to see
l)

SW-and ask regions who have high virtual service attendance what
they do

m) MA - and ensure that you update the NACURH webinar spreadsheet
n) IA-but what is NACURH leadership isn’t bought into webinars
o) Chair - and what if there were new, cooler ideas that we could try
instead?
2. CA-What if NACURH was organized along NCAA conferences instead of
regions (big 10)
a) IA - and what about small institutions?
b) SA-or what about aligning with our professional organizations
c)

CA - there’s also other groupings for the smaller schools. We can
work to fit them in in different ways

3. NE - What if we put more effort into trying to get non-NACURH Leadership to
be involved in NACURH-level task forces?
a) NE - and what if we evaluated involvement in regional task forces?
b) IA-or what if we made sure there was consistent involvement with
the task forces we already have
c)

MA - or what if we assess the items that non-Leadership members
are looking for in task forces?

d) NE-and look at what barriers there are for folks to join
e) SA - and explained what task forces were?
f)

MA - and what if we expanded task forces to be not about regional
resources but what campuses are looking for?

g) MA-and implemented accountability members for current task forces
h) SW - and what if when task force applications were released, we
provided times so that people sign up for task forces that they can
attend?
i)

Chair - or what if we had one structured time for task forces that all
task forces met at?

j)

NE-and regional entities did their best to be involved and encourage
their regional members

k) SW - but what if members are interested in multiple task forces?
l)

IA-and what if members who have good ideas and want to be
engaged are not available for the time we chose

m) Chair - but at what cost?
n) MA - and what if task forces had an educational component about
regions or NACURH in addition to the charges
o) GL-and what if we trained task force chairs so there is a more
consistent experience
p) PA - but who would be training the task force chairs?
(1) Chair - the Chair
q) IA-and/but what if task force chair regularly come together to
communicate with each other
r)

MA - and what if task forces had updates at Joint Boards chats?

s)

NE-and we used those updates as an accountability measure

t)

MA - and we recognize involvement of all individuals within the task
forces?

u) IA-and make the content of task forces more accessible to people not
in this room
v)

Chair - or what if we were realistic about the number of task forces
that we actually needed?

w) NE - and did more as NACURH to publicize the work of task forces
and the individuals involved with these task forces
4. IA - What if students could create an online NACURH, Inc. profile

a) SA - and it had badges and gamification, so that you could show the
progress with LEAD links
b) CA - and it allowed you to connect with alumni
c)

MA-and it utilized the Connection

d) IA - and it had a tab for NRHH members
e) MA - and there’s virtual networking opportunities
f)

IA - and what if there’s career development opportunities

g) SA-virtual education session
h) XGL - and the LEAD program was integrated into the system
i)

MA - and if there are open forum options

j)

MA-social media embed

k) GL - and if lifelong NRHH members could access it
l)

SA - and we posted our updates there and got rid of newsletter

m) NE-and it was an app
n) IA - but what if it becomes overwhelming
o) MA - and if we used corporate partners to facilitate this process
p) IA-what if it’s through our website not social media
q) SA - can we actually maintain this?
r)

IA-and/but we ...

s)

MA - and if it were an app how much would it cost?

t)

MA-and we look at new leadership opportunities for technology and
leadership skills

5. SW - What if we were more intentional about advisor engagement on the
regional and NACURH levels?
a) SA-and what if we provided more opportunities for advisors
b) SA - but what if we are a student run organizations
c)

SW - but what if we rely on advisors for historical context in most
scenarios?

d) Chair - but what if we found a way to balance historical perspective
with student run corporation
e) IA-and we used our professional organization to know what is
happening in the advisor world
f)

Chair - and what if we truly identified who/what is responsible for
advisor engagement within NACURH

g) NE - and actually try and get information out of advisors about what
they wanted
h) CA-and what if advisors help facilitate recruitment processes on a
department level
i)

PA - and what if advisors were to take charge of alumni relations?

j)

SW-and what if we included advisors as content experts for heavier
conversations

k) SW - but how would we decide which advisors would be part of those
conversations?
l)

GL -and we had a resource like ART to identify strong teachers

6. GL - what if we gave scholarships to members of NACURH Leadership?
a) NE-but would that go against the integrity of being a non-profit?
b) SA - or would this help with barriers to entry?
c)

MA - or what if it was used as recognition for service

d) CA - yield
e) IA-but where would we consistently get the funds?
f)

NAA - but what if this helped with accountability

g) IA - and what if this helped create buy-in for folks to pursue
positions?
h) SA-but what would the scholarship be used for?
i)

Chair - what if it wasn’t a scholarship and students were
compensated for their time, similarly to an RA where they part
volunteer and part work for a stipend at the end of the semester?

j)

CA-what if it were two stipends per affiliation year

k) Sw-but would the goals of NACURH leadership change at that point
(1) If we are compensating, accountability goes up but we no
longer have the agency
l)

PA - but what about being a non-profit organization?

m) CA- or we can compensate them via room and board, about bringing
in leaders who are not involved
n) CA - what if we matched most nonprofit organizations and paid our
employees?
o) IA-What is NACURH looked more closely at stipends?
p) IA - but what if an institution can’t afford to provide free room and
board?
q) PA - and this could provide more opportunity for accountability
r)

Chair - but how does NACURH benefit from having students who
aren’t being held accountable and by providing additional means of
accountability, would NACURH benefit?

s)

NE - what if you’re only paid at the end of your academic term?

t)

SW - but acknowledging that some student leaders share RA duties,
would that become a barrier to institutions wanting to support
individuals in both roles?

u) GL-and our who is NACURH data that a lot of students need to work
to support themselves
v)

NE - and there is an opportunity cost to being in NACURH Leadership
as opposed to being in another compensated position?

w) NAA - and this would change this voices in the room significantly
x) SA-or if it was an application based process
7. Chair - what if NACURH builds a global exchange program with similar
organizations to NACURH that was structured similarly to ACUHO-I’s
program.
a) NAA- and what if NACURH did an exchange with Australia like
ACUHO-I does
b) IA - and is a regional exchange a more realistic short-term goal?
c)

SA-and what does this mean when we claim we are an international
organization

d) MA - but how would this affect risk management policies?
e) NE - but what if we found a way to get liability off of NACURH?
f)

Chair- or what is we weren't afraid of the risks but excited about
more opportunities

g) PA - and what if this opened up pathways to be more connected with
student leadership as a whole over the world?
h) NE- but who would these opportunities be given to?
i)

SW - and how this could help create more culturally competent
student leaders?

j)

NE- and give opportunity to students who may not be able to travel
around due to personal financial concerns

k) Chair - or what if there is not interest from other organizations in
engaging in an experience like this with NACURH ( the international
organizations aren’t interested in working with us)
8. CA - What if we had a third organization in NACURH, NRHH, RHA, and one as
a union for student staff members? Union-making sure the interest of
student staff members are in consideration
a) MA - but what is the buy-in when they already currently have
conferences like the UNI conference?
b) IA- and how do we make sure the avenues would be used at the
campus level
c)

SW - but would it feel like we’re crossing over these boundaries?

d) SA - but would we need to change our names away from college and
university residence halls?
e) NE- strengthen partnerships with acuho-i affiliates
f)

IA - and recognizing that a lot of student staff members don’t have
that advocacy avenue how are we making those partnerships
effective?

g) MA- would we need to restructure our COs
h) SA - but how would we keep it equitable since some of our members
are already RAs
i)

CA- and what if efforts in this third organization had advocacy efforts
for NRHH and RHA

j)

SW - and acknowledging that RAs are student residents, aren’t they
covered by RHAs?

k) MA- where would we find the resources to support this
l)

IA - and what if we use the current structures such as RAs being
under RHA where RHA can advocate for the student staff members
that they house in spaces where RAs aren’t represented through RHA

m) SW- but what if NACURH and regional affilaites provided guides on
how to advocate on behalf of thesse people
n) NE - and what would we do for non RA student staff members?
9. NAA - what if NACURH took on political causes and took on lobbying efforts
to the government?
a) Chair- and what if those lobbying effort were specifically higher
education
b) NE - but would that impact inclusivity for NACURH across political
spectrums?
c)

IA - what if NACURH Leadership had training on how to lobby
politically?

d) Chair- and we partnered with professional associations about how to
e) CA-and how to lobby to state government
f)

SW - but would that change the want to be apart of NACURH
Leadership?

g) PA - and/but about being inclusive towards Canadian / non-US
institutions?
h) IA - and individuals who may be undocumented and cannot
participate
i)

CA - and what if this brought in the interest of housing student
leaders that aren’t going into housing?

j)

NAA - but what if NACURH went back to its roots, like smoking and
vaping in residence halls.

k) MA- but who would act as a representative to these meetings or state
legislators
l)

NE - and what if this started on the campus level and NACURH
provided resources on how to move up in their state-level structures?

m) NAA - and what if NACURH formed more powerful relationships with
NASPA and attended NASPA’s on the hill days?
n) IA - and found a way to bring that information back down to regional
and campus levels
o) Chair - and worked on creating platforms for initiatives
p) SA - and what if NACURH were to educate undergraduate leaders on
higher education issues?
q) IA - but what if we find common causes across NACURH.
10. SA - what if we decrease the time spent in boardroom, and used boardroom
for awards and capitalized on time elsewhere?

a) IA- what if that created a bigger barrier for members to be a part of
NACURH leadership
b) CA - yield
c)

CA - and we give the reps the experience to learn more what if
NACURH is?

d) SA - but what if this meant that more individuals could attend
educational sessions?
e) CA- and if we utilized census data that did not say legislation as a
reason to affiliate
f)

IA - and what if this actually gave regional board members and
NACURH Leadership the opportunity to become engaged with
individuals that would in turn make them want to be in our positions?

g) Chair - but would this shift from an NCC driven initiative to something
else?
h) IA - but would that be a terrible thing?
i)

NE - but what if this causes our virtual services to continue to
decrease as some already don’t have high attendance?

j)

SW- or what if we mimic our conferences to be like the annual
conference. Boardroom and programs at regional conferences.

k) SA - or what if this meant that regions had reached a point of stability
in their legislation and could just operate? And what if this meant that
our virtual services were being utilized more if it was a requirement?
l)

NAA- but what if this meant we did not need NCCs, and was just
developing RHA/NRHH Presidents

m) CA - what if this meant that we give NCCs time to learn more and get
experiences as an NCC
n) IA - and what if NCCs was a made up term by NACURH to begin with
so we could shift that perspective because NACURH shapes that
perspective
o) NE- and the NCC title would have more weight and was
communicating about best practices
p) SA-what if we redefined what it meant to be an NCC
q) Chair - what if we redesigned what NACURH legislation looked like?
r)

MA - how are we currently holding NCCs available?

s)

SW-better utilized regions that have RBC, and solely focused on
educational programs

t)

CA - or we made an entire other conference per semester that was
just legislation?

11. Chair - what if NACURH had a funded case study/sharktank experience that
was offered every year where NACURH budgeted $10,000 where NACURH
would fund a student-lead initiative?
a) CA- initiative had to reconnect with the regional philanthropy
b) MA - and they had to put on a program at the annual conference?

c)

NE - or also to help fund some type of initiative that develops
something the student is looking for on their campus?

d) MA - Where funds coming from
e) SA - but would this be a campus, regional, international initiative?
f)

Chair - what if it was a NACURH specific initiative built for ACUHO-i

g) NAA - but would this be for a one year initative or $10,000 every year
h) MA - and what if this was a task force in the next affiliation year?
i)

Chair - and what if we put our money where our mouth is in investing
in student experiences?

j)

MA- and what if we used OTMs as a way to see what folks are
interested in implemented

k) CA - and what if it was televised?
l)

MA- Josh documentumentary

m) NAA - and what if Scott and Angela did the voiceovers?
n) SW- and what is ANdy McDade was the host
o) IA - what if this could be used as historical documentation in the
future?
p) NE-What if we called it the LinkTank
12. NAA - what if we changed the way that we selected Program of the Year and
did best educational sessions?
a) Chair- Professional educational sessions, best of sessions.
b) Chair- what if there was a best of SWACURH for the annual
conference
c)

Chair - you know how you do top 10s at your conferences? What if we
took the top one, have eight of them, at the Annual Conference, have
a “best of” track, and from there, we select the best of the best?

d) IA - what if we created a similar education application for each
conference?
e) MA - but how would this impact NEACURH who has two Leadership
conferences?
f)

SA - and what if we funded that to come from NACURH?

g) SW - and in doing so give higher rise and marketing to these
programs reinforcing the importance of educational sessions
h) NE - then how would we recognize on campus programming?
i)

Chair - but what if this idea helped generate interest in presenting
educational sessions if there was a competitive aspect to it?

j)

NE - and what if we got our people invested in experiences
throughout the year?

k) SA - and what if we required programs to be grounded in research
and theory?
l)

NAA - what if we selected our program of the year from our OTM
categories?

m) IA - what if we also videotaped these to use as resources on the
NACURH Connection?
n) Chair - or, instead of grounding in theory, required that there was
one common set of educational session tracks so that those became
learning outcomes for NACURH.
o) NE - but how would we compare very different programs with very
different ideas?
p) NE - but how would we ensure conference staff buy in for every
conference experience?
q) SA - but what if we had a CO for programming that did that work?
r)

NAA- and what if it was part of the strategic plan which is to
standardize best practices for conference

13. CA - what if it was a requirement for all RBD members to be members of
NRHH?
a) IA- but what about institutions that don't have an NRHH
b) NE - but what if we created some type of NACURH Leadership NRHH
Chapter that they could apply into regardless if there’s a NRHH
chapter on their campus or not?
c)

PA - but what if we have an ADNRHH that can help to create chapters
in those institutions?

d) IA- but what if the institution does not have the infrastructure to
support an NRHH
e) MA - but what if we utilized the outstanding service pin to award
NRHH members from other campuses?
f)

SA- what if we didnt need to have an nrhh chapter but infused the
values of service and recognition into everything that we do

g) IA - what if we provided tangible resources for ADNRHHs to help
build chapters.
h) Chair - what if NACURH cared about integrating the values of
recognition and service into NACURH?
i)

IA - and were able to offer consistent support to regional-level NRHH
Leadership members

j)

SA- what if the ADNRHH wasn't the only person to support NRHHs in
the region

k) PA - what if there’s only one person that deals with NRHH on a
board?
l)

MA - what if higher structures and creating less barriers to entry for
NRHH allowed for more education on NRHH.

m) IA- what if we looked at the benefits and cons of having regional
NRHH advisors
n) PA- what about regions that only have 1 member on the board
o) MA - what if we tried to focus more on acting out service instead of
NRHH’s title and modeling the alt break during pre-conference to get
out and do a service project?

p) Chair- what if there was stronger connections between NACURH and
NRHH chapters and they were more like liaisons.
q) CA - and if we made NRHH chapters 2% of the population?
r)
XXXII.

IA - or what if we didn’t have membership caps?

Expectations for NACURH 2020 selection
A. Discussion + Additions
1. One thing to keep in mind, we all line up in region and position order and file
in. Be cognisant of facial expression because it is really intimidating.
2. In being a CO in the previous year, we can do a lot to make sure our COs feel
included even though they have to get up and leave. Remind them we are
supporting their views in conducting our business through the selection
process.
3. Key Differences from exec committee to the conference, they usually have
not been in a NACURH boardroom space before. Give context before asking
for content.
a) Ex: NCO Store options
4. Try to avoid questions that are more so discussion points that paint folks in
not a positive life.
5. The folks on this conference team may have no NACURH experience/context.
This may be a new, fun, intimidating process for them. We can smile at them.
6. Time limit on discussion-is open, and Q&A is per the policy book
7. Just because a presentation may not be completely ready to host the
conference, keep in mind that they have a year to get ready
8. Know what a school can and cannot control
a) Ex: School needed to have roll call Saturday morning because it was
cheaper, people had said it was supposed to be at night but ended
up being able to have it in the morning and delegates had no idea
9. A few years ago, was wondering why they were not saying anything about
proximity to airports, but now realize its an equity thing. Should tell the COs
that so they understand.
10. Be kind to the bid teams.
11. It is a two sided statement. Pieces out of their control, but also their impact
on the conference experience.
12. COs will not be sitting with directorship. Need to be cognizant and let them
know to keep auditory remarks to a minimum. Important to let them know
that as a reminder
13. Christina would like the COs to be there, as close to required as not required
can be and same with POY. All leadership expected to attend.
14. General schools are also interested in hosting in the future, so those schools
might have some interest. Eyeball some institutions that would be interested
and follow up with them about potentially hosting.
15. We’ve had a lot of good fun, but tomorrow is the least silly of all of it.
Demonstrating good non-verbal engagement.

16. The people that will be presenting are not part of the NACURH boards, so
don’t be on your phone. Show them respect
17. This is occuring in Cox, it is far. We are starting at 8am. Be there at 7:40am.
18. What are classic examples of potential non-equitable questions
a) It's not that you can’t ask them how far the airport is, but you cannot
fault them for things outside of their control.
b) Gender-neutral/inclusive housing options per state policies
19. What happens in the room stays in the room. We want to wait until
ceremonies for everyone to be excited at the same time.
Annual Conference Selection

1. Presentation - University of Dayton
2. Q&A
a. CA - having a strong team is essential. Can you speak to the strength of your
team, including cohesion and confidence?
i.
I could not be more thankful for the dedication I have had from my
conference team throughout this conference. Late night Zoom chats.
Been a true year-long process and I’m lucky to have these people beside
me.
b. IA - could you speak more to the ADA accommodations that your campus and
facilities have
i.
In terms of transportation, we will be providing an ADA transportation
van for airport and mass gatherings. We will have golf carts going around
campus as well.
1. Follow Up: Can you also speak about ADA in your housing and
dining options as well?
a. We are a very accessible campus. Each building we will
use have elevators. We will be using spaces with
electronic door openers and accessible bathrooms as well.
c. GL - mentioned your fly together initiative in your presentation. NACURH
currently runs a scholarship initiative with the ADAFs and NAF, do do you
imagine keeping the two funds separate, or would you collaborate with them?
i.
As I mentioned, collaboration is important to us. We are open to
collaboration with the ADAFs. If that includes putting the money we raise
toward the conference scholarship, that’s fine. It’s about getting more
people able to attend.
d. NCO - the NCO is generally given a space to provide a store experience. Is
there a space on your campus to provide that experience?
i.
Kennedy Union has ample space and will be our central hub already.
We’re going to get a lot of foot traffic there.
e. SA - have a question about programming. Typically programming opens up
after registration opens . Can you talk about why you decided to open it up in
August as opposed to after registration closes?
i.
The decision to open it in August was meant to emphasize transparency.
We want to give people ample opportunity to individuals who want to
submit proposals, take feedback, and submit again later.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

m.

GL - if you’re selected to host this conference, and you found that you are not
able to use the UD arena, what steps would you use to rectify you losing this
space?
i.
The university does a lot of interesting stuff when it comes to hosting
large events. With reunion weekend, when we bring alumni back, for
example. We work with professional staff members who do this all day,
every day, and we are confident we will be able to handle this. We have
a conference crisis management team too. We’ve moved things due to
rain, etc. A lot of our large gathering spaces are able to be transformed
quickly.
PA - wondering if you could expand on your sustainable practices and the steps
you will take to implement them?
i.
If you noticed, we tried to incorporate sustainability into everything. We
have the Live Green initiative. This is our chance to award “miles” to
delegates by building based on their water and electricity consumption.
We can track that by building, so at the end of each day, we’ll be
awarding “miles” based on how sustainable they were.
MA - can you speak as to what regional breakout spaces would look like at the
conference?
i.
We are fortunate to have a lto of larger areas on campus that feature
audiovisual equipment. These will be dedicated spaces for regions
throughout the weekend, and they won’t be used for anything else.
NE - mentioned educational sessions being a longer term process ending in
march. Most schools have not selected their delegations yet, so how would you
accommodate those schools? Would you allow them to submit educational
sessions late
i.
Absolutely. We recognize that these sessions are driven by delegates of
the conference. We would be open to letting them submit.
SA - mentioned that philanthropy chair would be emailing institutions what is
needed. How would you go about doing that?
i.
The food bank has been one of our biggest partners throughout the last
decade. We do work with them on our campus all the time. We will just
contact our partners there, ask them the biggest needs for the month,
and explain that we’re hosting a conference here.
GL - In terms of mass gatherings, if you were to secure president Barack
Obama, how would you handle the security portion?
i.
He will have Secret Service, and we will basically do whatever they ask.
NE - how would these notable keynote speakers be able to transform their
experiences to university students?
i.
We’ve done research on each of these speakers, and we’re aiming to find
someone who can capture a university-level audience. We want someone
with an intentional message who students will want to listen to. We’ve
watched their videos, listened to podcasts, talked with management
teams.
SW - talked about inclusivity in your presentation, so we are wondering how you
selected these socials in your bid?
i.
We wanted to look at what had been done, but also wanted to innovate.
Speaking to diversity and inclusion, we wanted to step away from having

n.

o.

p.

q.

them as a conference chair, but instead wanted to move away from
“advocate” and become an “accomplice”. This is about being in the
mud, doing that work. We are happy to expand the reach of what these
look like. I do like the structure of the way we’ve set them up as a
progression. We just created a new administrative position, so we now
have a new Chief Diversity Officer. If we are honored to be selected, I
know he will dig in deep to make it the best it can be.
IA - touched on semis. For the transportation, there will be transportation from
the Dayton airport. However , we have regions that have smaller budgets and
would not be able to fly into Dayton. Do you have plans on getting delegates
from the bigger airports to campus?
i.
Those don’t traditionally exist on our campus, but we would be willing to
adjust on an as-needed basis. It might an additional cost, but we need to
get people here, and we would be open to working on that.
GL - Ramadan has the ability to fall during the annual conference. Can you
speak on your ability to accommodate those individuals?
i.
Would be sure to have food available to them to make sure that they
have food outside of traditional dining hall hours.
IA - moves to exhaust the speakers list with additions
i.
SW - seconds
1. No Dissent
SW - what do you want to take away from providing this experience?
i.
When Joe was talking about how this team formed, I don’t have
experience in housing. I’m in student government and will serve for a
second time as student body president. Joe said “you’re a spirited guy.
Do you want to help host this conference?” This has been one of the
best experiences I have had at UD. This has helped me work on
constituent relationships at UD and my professional skills. I also learned
about housing, which was really cool.
ii.
From the first time I walked on campus at UD, I somehow found my way
in RHA. Each year, I have learned so much about myself. I want to get
more of that personal growth. Anything I can do in housing is just my
favorite thing.
iii.
My journey is a little bit different. I originally wanted to be a poli sci
major, but fell in love with communications, but it is a dream of mine to
be a keynote speaker. So the fact that Joe is trusting me to get the
keynote speaker and to coordinate mass gatherings is really great. Will
be a good start for me.
iv.
I graduated three weeks ago. You don’t know what you have until it’s
gone. Luckily, I’m returning as a graduate student. UD has shaped my
leadership and who I am.
v.
All through High School, I was a huge introvert, and I became and RA to
help people and get over that. Over time Joe talked me into joining the
conference staff. So I think learning how to connect and speak to people
is something that I want to get out of it.
vi.
I’ve been in RHA for two years now. At the beginning of this year, our
advisor mentioned this conference and asked for people to reach out
with interest. I thought “what the heck?” I emailed Joe, introduced

myself, expressed my interest. I was expecting someone much older, so
when I initially got to the first meeting, I was shocked that we were
around the same age. Just looking to get out of this conference how to
budget money and meeting other people to build my relationship skills.
r. PA - mention providing shuttles from the Dayton airport, but you mention that
you will not be providing shuttles from the larger airports. Have you looked at
supplementing costs with discount codes or by partnering with corporations.
i.
We have looked into different modes of transportations from these other
airports. We have looked into providing shuttles or working with rental
car companies to offset those costs. We also have looked into maybe
providing shuttles on an as-needed basis.
s. GL - yield
t. IA - how do you plan to communicate updates throughout the year to those that
are interested in attending conference.
i.
A lot of what my marketing chair is getting people hyped about this. In
addition she is also providing updates through email and social media.
u. NCO - In your bid, you mentioned other external factors to help with
communication, especially regarding keynote speakers. Can you elaborate on
this?
i.
The communication process is with our key notes and speaker agencies.
Looked into various agencies and have reached out to their
management. Had a phone call with Trevor Noah recently. In terms of
Obama, we have reached out to his team, and will know whether Obama
will attend by Semis.
v. PA - yield
3. Pro/Con
PRO

CON

Innovate social structure

Delegate transportation

Theme implementation

Program recognition

Increasing financial access

Unrealistic keynote cost

Faculty advisor
Sustainability initiatives
Local philanthropy efforts

4. Presentation - Indiana State University
5. Q&A
a. SW - Can you take some time to tell us what you’re hoping to take away from
this conference?
i.
We bid last year and lost, so I wanted to come back and try again.

ii.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Being a freshman at ISU, hearing the hype, I wanted to be able to give
this opportunity to all the people on our campus.
iii.
Went to my first regional conference in 2015, and I realized that a lot of
our delegates are going their separate ways. Want them to see that this
isn’t just another conference. Want to take it to another level.
iv.
Journey started with residential life.When I was a freshman, I was not
aware at at all of all the opportunities available. Want to educate people
on the opportunities that people can do.
v.
Transferred to ISU a couple years ago. Was nominated to join NRHH,
and over the next two weeks, learned a lot. Was elected president. Went
to NACURH 2018 and learned a lot. Was part of the bid team for ISU last
year. My hope for this conference is to give everyone an amazing
experience.
1. Follow Up - want to know as a person, what do you want to gain?
a. I’m a people person and I want to grow as leader, and
want to push myself further, and want to know that i do a
good job.
b. Being able to expand as much as possible, and especially
with NACURH, get to grow a lot
c. Hoping to work with the budget and get a business
perspective.
d. Major in recreational therapy and a huge part of that
inclusion. Making everyone feel comfortable, and will be
attending internship after NACURH
e. I am also a double business major and reaching my last
year. This is a way to showcase my skills and grow myself
as a person. I have wanted to do this for a while, and hope
to join my regional board as an ADNRHH someday. Feel
that this would benefit me.
CA - can you briefly speak to the strength of your team, especially about
cohesion and team development
i.
Even though there was naturally team cohesion, we wanted to build that
up as much as we could. Keeping regular team building activities and
development. We wanted to be on the same page, so we started off by
brainstorming where we were going to share a vision.
GL - if you were in a situation where you found that you were unable to use your
mass gatherings space as you initially planned, what steps would you take to
create a solution?
i.
We have a few different spaces on campus. If the mass gatherings
location was not available, we have a few location on campus. Another
piece is that we are using the Terre Haute South High School, can always
use the North High School if needed
AC - seeing as many schools don’t choose their delegation until after you’ve set
your registration deadline, how would you plan to navigate that?
i.
For registration, that is the rough timeline that we have for it. We also
have late registration as well.
MA - what do regional breakout spaces look like during your conference?

i.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

m.

All the spaces have enough space to accommodate regional members,
and tables can be moved to provide space to practice for roll call
NCO - you mentioned accommodating for dietary restrictions, but do you have
accommodations for religious needs or other dining needs?
i.
Working on our campus, we are would be able to set up these
accommodations. We also know that Ramadan will be happening then
and and can accommodate that as well.
IA - what are the technological capabilities of the mass gatherings space?
i.
The mass gathering location is able to accommodate all that. We have
access to a stage, internet, etc
PA - could you expand on how you will expand on your sustainability initiatives?
i.
Our campus has a great recycling program, so will try to keep it as high
as they can. Also have reusable straws in the dining halls
NAA - what does departmental support look like, such as advisor structures and
plans for turnover?
i.
Department has been supportive and on board. Advisors have been
divided up so that each advisor has a few chairs, and will get more
advisors if we win the bid. Each chair will get a 1:1 once a week with their
advisor.
SA - can you talk about some additional fees or costs that may be associated
with parking on your campus?
i.
The conference will be happening after the campus has been closed for
the summer. There will be plenty of parking on their campus. There
won’t be extra fees.
SW - how did you decide to select each of the socials in your bid, and if you’re
willing to expand on them
i.
Our socials are ones that have been historically placed. We are lacking
more inclusive, diverse socials. We wanted to give more time to put
thought into them, and not just have a “diversity” social. We have had
the thought, but that’s why we haven’t listed them here yet.
1. Follow Up - Would you be willing to reach out to people on
campus to help set this up?
a. Yes, we practiced this presentation with some campus
partners. We have an LGBTQ resource room, and we are
planning on reaching out to more organizations. We have
reached out to some already, we have had contact with
inclusion, and a lot of them are super excited and ready to
help out in any way.
GL - moves to exhaust speakers list with additions
i.
SW - seconds
1. No dissent
NE - what would you say are the major growths from last year that makes this
conference the best it can be
i.
We did not have much time, and this time we were able to look more
into things as a whole, and looked into how we can further our delegates
more. This conference is not just about us, and wanted to make sure it
was the best experience it could be. Also took the feedback that we got
it and worked it into our current bid.

n. GL - yield
o. SW - yield
p. SA - appreciated the timelines. For sponsorships, could you elaborate on
communication with potential sponsors? And if you believe $20,000 is
achievable?
i.
Process is that we sent out letters based on different tiers. Also had a
script where we called companies. $20k is achievable, since RHA will be
helping as well as local businesses.
q. IA - with the housing for the boards, how many individuals that facility will hold,
and whether the boards consideration would include the RBD or if it’s just the
NBD and NNB.
i.
It can house around 200 people. It would be all of the regional boards.
r. NCO - yield
s. SW - yield
t. IA - mentioned the term universal program decisions. What does that mean?
i.
A lot of times, people use “accessible” but that is specific to “we have a
rap and you have to go over here while others use the stairs”. Universal is
where everyone can go to the same places and use the same structures.
No one has to be separated.
u. IA - yield
v. GL - yield
w. PA - intrigued about the position of the inclusion chair and were hoping you
could expand upon their role and the relation between inclusion and diversity
during the conference
i.
During the bid process, a lot of my job was to make sure that the other
chairs were being inclusive. Going through transportation, housing, other
locations. I looked into the ASL interpreter. Diversity is huge on campus.
ISU is one of the most diverse schools in Indiana.
x. AC - for your philanthropy, how would you face any logistical issues? Is there a
way to make it more inclusive, considering the activity?
i.
Sewing doesn’t have to happen. The hearts are a mechanism to transport
smell. Some of the backup pieces might be able to support them
y. NE - What is the maximum walking times between conference activities? What
plans are already in place to provide assistance to those navigating those
spaces?
i.
It’s 10 minutes to get from anywhere to anywhere on campus. We have
maps across campus. Additionally, our public safety offers transportation
if needed. We have direct paths between all our major locations. We
already have an interactive campus map that will show you where you
need to be.
6. Pro/Con
PRO

CON

Inclusivity practices

Mass gatherings location

Took nco into consideration

No backup speakers

Unique dialogue
opportunities

New ideas

Volunteer breakdown

Delegation size timeline

Keynote speaker

Registration deadline

Timeline in bid

Low fundraising target

Transportation built into add
on

Inclusivity efforts

Accessibility efforts

1. SA - moves to end pro/con
a. NE - seconds
i.
No dissent
7. Presentation - Oklahoma State University
8. Q&A
a. CA - can you speak to the strength of your team, specifically its cohesion and
competence?
i.
The three of us have known each other for two-three years now. We have
worked together in other residence hall capacities. We play off each
others’ strengths. Balance of spirit and logistics. Want something sound
but also creative. We also know there are only three of us here now, but
if selected, we will choose a full team and get to know them individually
as people.
b. SW - what will you personally as people hope to take away from the hosting
experience?
i.
Last year, I attended NACURH 2018. I was a first-time delegate. I wanted
to recreate that experience for other first-time delegates.
1. Follow up - what type of growth are you hoping to get from this?
a. I want to take away the ability to feel confident speaking
in front of people. I want to be better at being confident
in my decision-making. From working on this bid until
now, I’ve grown a lot, and I’m excited to see how much
more I will grow.
b. Look forward to the professional development like
communicating with campus partners and NACURH itself.
SWACURH experience has made me so much more
confident and helped me understand how students
develop leadership

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

c. Would like to gain strength. Through running this
conference, there will be many aspects that I can pursue.
In SWACURH, i focused more on the task than the people,
so would like to take away intentionality and strength.
IA - could you speak to the decision about having three different philanthropies
throughout the conference?
i.
For pre-conference philanthropy, there will be three, but this is so that
students and delegations can go out and make change. We made
bracelets, mugs, etc. Want to make sure that students are making a
change that they can see and so that people are actually participating.
GL - if you found out you could no longer use your mass gatherings space, how
would navigate finding a solution?
i.
Because we are a school that does not have a ton of spaces, we would
have to rent out to other spaces. We were going to house students in the
common buildings but found out that two were already being used, so
we already began looking at other spaces.
SA - curious about boardroom space you shared. Think you meant that for
Corporate NRHH Business Meeting, which can be 100+ people. Do you have
ideas on how to fit these people and if you have a back-up plan?
i.
Capacity is close to 200. If that is still too small, there is the student union
theater that has more space.
MA - could you elaborate on your plans for potential sponsorship if you were to
receive the conference?
i.
Reached out to carious airports and businesses. Do plan to reach out to
others beyond just ones in Stillwater to get sponsorship. We are also
asking for non-monetary donations as well.
AC - you said you were going to be co-chairs? Can you elaborate on that?
i.
Yes, we think that we work well together, but only one of us will serve on
the NBD
1. Follow up - there are a lot of hard decisions to make in the
Annual Conference Chair role. How will you navigate making
those between the two of you?
a. Depends on the decision that we have to make. If one of
us disagrees then we would collaborate
i.
Follow up - so who gets the final say?
1. Emily.
NCO - nco is generally offered a space to sell merchandise and act as a store.
Do you have such as space?
i.
In our student union, second level, we have a room there. We would
move out the furniture and use a wide-open space.
PA - expand on how you will incorporate sustainable practices and how you will
implement it during the conference.
i.
As far as paper use, we are excited about Guidebook as a paperless
option. Catering will also cut down on waste that comes from dining
halls. Saving plastic with reusable water bottles. Model this in our own
lives and working with our conference staff. We will work with the
sustainability chair for student government. She is now student body vice
president. Stillwater also has a recycling facility.

j.

k.

l.
m.
n.

o.
p.

q.

r.

s.

t.
u.

SA - looking for some additional information for the outside banquet. What does
accessibility look like, and do you have a contingency plan if there is inclement
weather?
i.
Is ADA accessible. If it rains, we will use the gallery inside. This was the
original plan, but then we moved outside. Although it will be buffet-style,
we will have those with dietary restrictions go first.
NE - you mentioned that you recently hosted an RLC. What have you done to
keep your team motivated and supported after hosting a regional conference?
i.
We have close connections with our staff so we can encourage them
academically and personally. We have planned two conference retreat
for our staff - in October and in January. The advisors we had while
hosting RLC were a huge support system and we believe they will serve
in that capacity again.
IA - yield
SA - curious how the regional roll call will interact with the overall roll call
i.
That was a misspeak. We will have regional roll calls.
MA - what would regional breakout spaces look like at your conference?
i.
For regional breakouts, we’ll have different areas around campus that are
similar to the theater. Tiered spaces.
AC - yield
NAA - what does departmental support look like, such as advisor structures and
plans for turnover?
i.
Grad students are full time employees of the university, so we would
utilize them. As far as for turnover, we are focused on having excellent
volunteers, we would have someone there to take over if that happened.
IA - moves to exhaust the speakers list with additions
i.
SA - seconds
1. SW - dissents, would like to do so without additions
a. IA - withdraws
IA - moves to exhaust the speakers list
i.
SA - seconds
1. No dissent
SW - why did you choose the socials you did? Would you be willing to revise to
match NACURH’s desire to include more affinity socials?
i.
Have presidents socials. NCC, LGBTQ, etc
CA - yield
PA - can you expand on your unique entertainment ideas and event?
i.
X-Plicit is a program that our RHA created. Each year, we refine it to be
more fun and bigger. Students dance, take jello shots, etc. With each
area, there are alcohol awareness/education components.
ii.
Rock the Block is a giant block party. Music, petting zoo.
iii.
NACURH’s Got Talent, hope to work with the team to find out what has
made that special in the past. We had a smaller talent show at
SWACURH, but we want to make sure it is held in a bigger space for this.
iv.
Space Cowboy - wanted to highlight our “Cowboy Family”. Teach how
to two-step, line dance, etc. Model some of our orientation activities. We
will also have corn hole and other events in the case that students aren’t
into dancing.

v. SA - discussed transportation. Are curious about how transportation would look
like for travel from Will Rogers and Stillwater airport.
i.
For the shuttle to Tulsa, there will be an additional cost. We already do
run a bus between there. We don’t plan to work with Will Rogers Airport
for transportation. We would prefer to use the Tulsa Airport. From the
Stillwater Airport, we plan to have a service between the two.
w. NE - mentioned using the library lawns, have you begun looking at indoor
spaces in the event of rain.
i.
Library lawn would be our banquet location. Our secondary location
would be the basketball court of the arena. In 2008 at OSU, NACURH
had their banquet in that space.
x. NCO - an annual conference is much different than hosting a national
conference. Do you foresee any additional challenges hosting an annual
conference that you have not experienced at your regional conference?
i.
There would be many more moving parts and more things we will have
to learn. Especially since this is one of our first conferences our team
members have attended. We want to know the regions and how they
work. Want to upgrade our spaces and the ways we communicate well.
Working to increase our staff numbers. Went from 15 to 24.
y. NE - in regards to the NCO store, will you be providing them a space to store
things?
i.
We have several rooms on campus that we can rent out so you can safely
stow things there.
z. SW
i.
Yield
aa. IA - how would you create a unique experience with hosting the annual
conference at OSU?
i.
Highlight traditions that happen at OSU. learn the history of OSU, and
this is how you can implement things for your future. Would like to
highlight sustainability and ensure that programs are memorable
9. Pro/Con
PRO

CON

Active philanthropy

Similar theme

RHA programming
incorporation

Innovative ideas

Entertainment options

Conference co-chairs

Grad program integration

Registration timeline

Adaptability

Sponsorship fatigue or
support acquisition
Lack of bid detail

a. CA - moves to end pro/con
i.
IA - seconds
1. No dissent
10. Discussion
a. SW - moves to caucus for 7 minutes
i.
NE - seconds
1. No dissent
b. NCO - believes that the University of Dayton demonstrated a knowledge of
resources during Q&A
c. NCO - appreciates OSU’s bid are concerned about the lack of cohesion that can
be brought on by co-chairs
d. AC - yield
e. PA - applaud all bid teams for their sustainability efforts, but would like to
recognize their commitment to environmental and social sustainability
f. SA - appreciates the university of Dayton's bid but are concerned about a top 25
presenting in front of so many more delegates as well as the financial ability to
do a top 25
g. GL - we wanted to recognize all of the schools. It’s clear that they all put in a
great deal of work and it will be a very hard decision. We admire the University
of Dayton’s entire brand and presentation. They clearly put a lot of thought into
how they want this conference to look and feel. We admire ISU’s bid, as it
appears they really tried to put all of the back-end nitty gritty together. OSU was
able to address how decision-making with Co-Chairs would look and come up
with contingency plans on the spot.
h. AC - concerned about Indiana's registration timeline. Most delegates register at
the end of april
i. AC - concerned about OSU’s ability to accommodate the number of delegates
and their overall understanding of the size of this conference
j. MA - commend all three institutions. Thinking about what each institution
brought, Indiana has good social inclusion, and impressed with OSUs
sustainability efforts. Would have liked to see more inclusion initiatives for the
university of dayton.
k. SA - appreciates Dayton’s focus on the delegate experience, from trying to allow
program submissions to be edited and resubmitted, to the fly together initiative.
While the ADAFs do vote on the conference scholarship, this could provide
more funding for more students to attend.
l. SW - recognize all the bid teams, but concerned about the lack of cohesion of
ISUs bid team. While it is not an expectation that they don't need to be ready to
host the conference tomorrow, noticed that presenters look at the chair a lot for
answers and support, suggesting that the chair may have taken a larger role than
others.
m. NCO - would like to commend all bid teams for coming up with secure and
concrete plans for the Corporate Office because that is a very important part of
our logistics

n. SA - take a moment to appreciate Dayton’s budget, they have a clear budget
and no add on fees
o. NE - moves to narrow the field to two
i.
SW - seconds
1. SA - dissents, would move to end discussion
a. Chair - we have not been discussing for a significant
amount of time. Even though it seems like decisions may
be made, it is important to give feedback to other bids.
i.
SW - holds their second
1. Vote
a. 4-4-0
i.
Dissent holds, back into
discussion
p. IA - would like to commend all of the schools for submitting a bid. Want to
highlight Indiana’s idea about universal accomodation/design. For OSU, we
really liked the idea of implementing current RHA programs so more schools
could see what they can adapt to their own campus. We liked the cohesion of
Dayton’s bid, presentation, and team. They also demonstrated a lot of buy-in
from their campus.
q. SA - discuss Dayton’s budget, we are concerned about the allocation for their
keynote, and worry that it may not be enough for the caliber of speakers they
are aiming for
r. CA - would like to recognize and thank all three. We understand that conference
teams are what makes this happen and that cohesion is what makes that run
smoothly. We liked Dayton’s pairing of students with advisors based on personal
interests, professional goals, and style. More concerned in this area with the
other two bids.
s. SA - appreciates the drive for leadership for all bid teams. ISU was returning
again to bid which was appreciated, but feel that Dayton is the stronger choice
for developing leadership among their team
t. GL - wanted to highlight some concerns about each institutions. For Dayton, we
are concerned - while we think they have great ideas - about the fly together
initiatives. There was no concrete plan for how that would be implemented. Also
concerned about keynote speakers and the cost of those. While we do really
appreciate those, hoping to see more detail. For ISU, we agree about a lack of
cohesion on their team. They faltered a bit during Q&A and acknowledge that
the process can be intimidating. For OSU, while it would be cool to have
banquet outside, we are concerned about their ability to find a backup space.
Their bid also had less detail than the other two.
u. NCO - highlight OSU’s grad program implementation because we think it is
often underused during conferences
v. SW - was appreciative of Dayton’s aspirations to get keynote speakers.
However, we are also concerned about the cost of security accompanying that.
w. PA - highlight Dayton’s transportation. They were willing to look into getting
transportation from other airports and appreciated the free shuttles and
abundant transportation

x. SA - would like to commend ISU for providing a unique dialogue opportunity
and for talking about social justice. Concerned for the volunteer plan they have
laid out for the conference.
y. GL - moves to caucus for three minutes
i.
IA - seconds
1. No Dissent
z. SA - moves to end discussion
i.
CA - seconds
1. GL - we would like to hear more discussion and don’t feel like we
have reached a clear consensus
a. CA - withdraws
i.
SA - withdraws
aa. SW - state that in the interest of offering our sentiments, we do not believe that
ISU is ready to host at this time, but would like to acknowledge their hard work.
Acknowledge that OSU is bidding, and many of the things that they have in their
bid, our members in the SW have already gained. One thing that is important
during annual conferences is the experience of new things, so if OSU would host
again, the SW would not gain as much from the experience as the other regions
bb. PA - would like to note that there was an overall lack of challenges or growth
mentioned in bids, but would like to commend ISU for addressing some in their
presentation.
cc. GL - would like to address some repeated concerns, one of them being Dayton’s
lack of commitment to social justice. Dayton is the only institution who has all
residence halls able to accomodate gender inclusive housing. Even though they
are a religious institution, they are founded on values of inclusion and justice.
They also are planning to acquire significant sponsorships that would allow them
to offset the cost of their keynote.
dd. MA - appreciate OSU’s dedication and flexibility. At this time, we are in support
of Dayton due to the opportunities and the planning, but do acknowledge their
financial state. Commend ISU for their bid.
ee. NE - would like to commend all three for including educational sessions. Are
concerned that ISU is only including four tracks.
ff. PA - would like to express some concerns about OSU’s bid since they have a
high volume of police force, and some delegates would not feel safe with an
increased police force. The theme of western also has a negative impact and is
not inclusive to indigenous peoples.
gg. IA - would like to commend all three. It’s a lot of hard work. Want them to
understand that we really do appreciate what they went through to produce
these bids. At this time, while there are some concerns with keynotes, the thing
Dayton is doing that we didn’t see from other bids is that they’re daring to do
something bid and something new. We really appreciate the innovation, and we
will be supporting that bid.
hh. SW - even though ISU had plans about inclusion and social justice, they were not
able to answer the question fully or expand upon them.
ii. CA - calls the question
i.
No dissent
11. Vote

